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I. INTRODUCTION 

Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) is the fifth major cereal crop of world 

following wheat, rice, maize and barley in terms of production and utilization. Sorghum grain 

is produced annually as dietary staple for millions of people in semi-arid areas of Asia 

(mainly India and China) and Africa where drought stress causes frequent failures of other 

crops. Global cultivation of sorghum is covering an area 42 million hectares with annual 

production of 58.5 million tonnes. India is a major producer of sorghum with the crop being 

grown on an area of 10.5 million hectares with production of 9.5 million tonnes (Anonymous, 

2001). 

The genetic manipulation of the sorghum crop since the 1960's has lead to 

development of several high-yielding varieties and hybrids. However, realisation of this 

benefit in the farmen' fields ficed with occurrence of biotic and abiotic stresses, is low. 

Insect pests cause much reduction in yield levels, among which shoot fly is a major one. 

Shoot fly (Atherigona soccata Rond.) is an important pest of sorghum in Asia, Africa and 

Mediterranean Europe. It was reported as early as the 1970's as one of the serious pests 

attacking sorghum at the seedling stage (7-30 days after emergence). Its incidence is higher in 

late-sown crops in the rain9 and postrainy (rabi) seasons in India. The late-sown crops 

generally suffer greater shoot fly damage because of build up of shoot fly populations on the 

early-sown crops. The levels of infestation even may go up to 90- 100% (Usman, 1972). The 

losses due to this pest have been estimated to reach as high as 85.9 percent of grain and 44.9 

percent of fodder yield (Sukhani and Jotwani, 1980). The annual losses in sorghum 

production due to shoot fly in India have been estimated at nearly US$200 million (ICRISAT, 

1992). 

Adoption of chemical control methods for insect control is not feasible for resource- 

poor sorghum-growing farmers of the semi-arid tropics. Therefore, utilization of host plant 

resistance coupled with timely sowing is the most realistic alternative method for reducing 

losses caused by the insects. Genetic variability exists in sorghum germplasm for shoot fly 

tolmce/rcsistance, but sources of absolute resistance are not available in cultivated 

sorghum. Although high levels of resistance have been noticed in wild species (Mote, 1984; 

ICRISAT, 1991), their utilization in breeding programmes is hindered by crossing barriers 
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@ersonal communication with scientists at ICRISAT, Patancheru). Biophysical plant 

charactm facilitate breeders selection of genotypes resistant to shoot fly in cultivated 

sorghum. Despite efforts made to manipulate resistance utilizing the existing cultivated 

sources, the level of resistance achieved so far is low. In addition, neither the efficiency nor 

the reliability of selection is high when only conventional breeding approaches are used for 

selection for this trait. The reasons for inefficiencylunreliability of selection include there 

being several components involved in the resistance and each being controlled by one or more 

genes (i.e., resistance is a polygenic trait). Further, the action of these genes is influepced by 

environment. This complicates selection, especially when large number of genotypes are 

scored in an experiment, hence adversely affecting gain from selection for resistance in an 

elite genetic background. Marker-assisted selection has the potential to greatly improve the 

efficiency of selection for such quantitative traits. Since the components of resistance to shoot 

fly are mostly quantitatively measured, it is important to analyze quantitative trait loci (QTLs) 

from the point of view of genetics and breeding. For the last two decades sorghum breeders 

have used the glossiness trait as an indirect selection criteria for shoot fly resistance although 

genetic control of the trait was not well understood. The ultimate goal of QTL analysis is to 

develop tools that are useful for marker-assisted selection in practical plant breeding 

programmes aiming at higher levels of resistance in agronomically elite genetic backgrounds. 

It can also be helphl in resistance gene pyramiding. 

Recently molecular marker technology has made it possible to obtain numerous 

g i e t i c  markers to aid in plant breeding. Studies of QTLs using molecular markers are being 

conducted in many crop plants. DNA marker-assisted selection can supplement conventional 

breeding. For this, it is necessary to understand the genetics of component traits, G x E and 

Q x E interactions, and epistasis. Traditional genetic studies on shoot fly resistance with 

different sorghum genetic materials have been reported by many workers. However, in all of 

these information is fragmented. Therefore, a detailed study of the underlying genetic basis of 

resistance by using appropriate breeding material is the need of hour before formulating more 

effective breeding strategies. Sufficient numbers of recombinant inbred lines (RILs) were 

obtained by crossing appropriate parents, viz., BTx623 (susceptible) and IS 18551 (resistant) 

at ICRISAT, Patanchm. This has opened up new opportunities for a holistic reappraisal of 

the shoot fly resistance and its component traits. Quantitative genetic analysis of shoot fly 

resistance quires replicated, multi-environtnent testing under a wide spectrum of shoot fly 
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pressure, because of the unpredictability of field environment and possible G x E interactions. 

are genetically homozygous and, can be replicated and evaluated in different 

environments. This allows for measuring the environmental contribution and genotype x 

environment contributions to total phenotypic variance allowing less-biased estimates of the 

genotypic variance. Reliable estimates of genetic parameters including heritability, genetic 

correlations, prediction of genetic gain and G x E interaction in this breeding material can be 

useful in applied breeding. Information on heritability and genetic advance of resistance traits 

helps to identify the characters for which effective selection is possible. Estimates of 

comlated genetic gain will help in identifying those secondary traits that could be effectively 

used as a basis for indirect selection for improved resistance. 

QTL mapping with RILs will be more efficient than with an F2 population, because 

RILs undergo several rounds of rneiotic events resulting a two-fold or four fold increase in 

recombination frequency between two closely linked markers. Higher resolution maps 

therefore can be constructed with RILs than with single meiosis populations, and more 

accurate map distances are obtained with RILs than with an F2 population of similar size 

(Burr and Burr, 1991). 

Genetic maps consisting of molecular markers have been developed in recent years for 

many crop plants. High-density linkage maps are required for effective marker-assisted 

selection. In sorghum, linkage maps (individuallintegrated) have been developed using a 

number of RFLP (Subudhi and Nguyen, 2000), AFLP (Boivin et al., 1999) and SSR markers 

(Bhattararnakki et al., 2000). However, there is a need to fi l l  the remaining gaps with 

additional markers. Among different types of markers, the SSRs satisfy the best criteria of 

sufficient polymorphism, repeatability and cost effectiveness required for successful 

utilization in marker-based selection. In sorghum, a reasonably large number of SSR markers 

have been developed (often using elite breeding line BTx623 as a source) (Brown el al., 1996; 

Taramino et al., 1997; Kong et al., 2000; Bhattramakki et al.. 2000 and personal 

communication with scientists at ICRISAT, Patancheni). These are suitable for screening the 

existing sorghum RIL population to construct a genetic linkage map and to identify QTLs for 

shoot fly resistance and its component traits. In addition, the molecular marker analysis can be 

helpful to study the genetic constitution of parents and RILs for shoot fly resistance. The 

information obtained will be useful to increase our understanding of genetic basis of shoot fly 
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resistance components as well as to examine the various methods of assessing quantitative 

genetic variation. 

A research program was therefore initiated to address the following objectives using 

the RILs generated at ICRISAT: 

Objectives 

1. Phenotyping RILs for the components of resistance to shoot fly under three 
, 

different testing environments. 

2. Study of the genetic architecture of component characters of resistance in relation 

to varying levels of shoot fly infestation. 

3. Survey of parental polymorphism at the DNA level using SSR markers. 

4. Genotyping a subset of the RIL population with a number of SSR markers 

showing polymorphism. 

5. Construction of a genetic linkage map and identification of QTLs for res~stance 

to shoot fly and its component traits using the marker genotyped subset of the RIL 

population. 
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11. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Nearly 150 Insect specles have been reported as pests on sorghum (Reddy and Dav~s, 

1979; Johvan~ et a!., 1980) Shoot fly IS one of the major pests of sorghum worldwde The 

adoption of chemical control method IS not econom~cally feas~ble for most sorghum growtng 

farmers. Therefore, utll~zahon of host plant reslstance IS the most reallsttc alternahve method of 

reducing the losses caused by sorghum Insect pests No known source of culhvated sorghum 

accession is reported to confer absolute level of reststance to shoot fly Further, the level of 

resistancd available IS not htgh and vanes across cultlvars The genetlc manlpulat~on to Increase 

the resistance IS hlndered by the complextty of reslstance due to ~ t s  quantttatlve lnherttance, and 

tnteraction between host, Insect and envtronment Resistance of plants to insects IS the 

consequence of hentable plant characters that result In a plant belng relatively less damaged than 

the plant wthout these characters (Shanna, 1997a) It has been established based on previous 

studies by several workers that number of component tra~ts are assoc~ated mth shoot fly 

res~stance 

Recent advances In molecular marker technology have demonstrated In several crops, the 

feastblltty of ldenttticatton of genomlc regions assoc~ated wlth the tratts, whlch are otherwtse 

d~fficult to manipulate by conventtonal breed~ng, ustng DNA markers ltnked to such tralts The 

dnsectton of quantltat~ve tratts Into Mendelltan factors of tnherttance, or so called QTL 

(Quant~tabve Tra~t LOCI) prov~des a powerful tool for ldentlfylng genes wtth mlnor effects It 

also potenhally enables transfer of much of the set of genes (Itnkage blocks) Important for 

reslstance to deslrable ltnes Select~on for markers lmked to these chromosomal reglons has the 

potenhal to Improve the effic~ency of man~pulat~on of quantttatlvely lnhented Insect reststance In 

plant breedmg programs 

Below, I revtew reports on the control of shoot fly, wth emphasls on host plant 

resutance, the sources, mechanisms and tnher~tance of reslstance, and breedlng for reslstance are 

rewewed Such an understanding IS essent~al to justify the appltcatton of marker technology for 

genetlc analysts of reslstance to shoot fly and ~ t s  components Slnce the use of molecular marker 

technology IS a new technology, reports on molecular markers. QTL mapptng, statlstlcal 

techn~ques for mapplng QTLs and vlews on marker-ass~sted select~on are rev~ewed In general for 

crops and for sorghum In particular 



2.1 Shoot fly resistance and its genetic analysis 

2.1.1 Shoot fly control 6 

2.1.1.1 Chemical control 

Systemic granular insecticides like phorate, disulfan and carbofuran applied In seed 

furrows at the time of sowing have given effective control of shoot fly (Vedamoorthy el a l ,  

1965, Usman, 1972 and Sandhu anti Young, 1974). However, the dosage requ~nd for effective 

control and consequently the cost involved, is so high that very few sorghum growers have been 

able to utilize these research findings for the control of shoot fly in their crops (Sukhani and 

Jotwani, 1982). Soil application and seed treatment with carbofuran have been recommended for 

late sowings in the rainy and postrainy (rabi) season sorghums in India (Thimmaiah et al., 1973; 

Usrnan, 1973). However, under dryland conditions soil application may not be economical (Patil 

et al., 1992) since the effectiveness of carbofuran is mainly dependent on soil moisture (Taneja 

and Henry, 1993). Observations in the last decade have also showed that under high shoot fly 

pressure even carbofuran seed treatment is ineffective (Chaudhari et al., 1994). The use of 

insecticides as seed treatment was recommended by Balasubramanian et a1 (1987), but this 

recommendation was later withdrawn considering the hazards associated with it (Pat11 el al., 

1992). Foliar application of endosulfan could not control shoot fly effectively either in the ralny 

(khar$l season (Jotwani, 1982) or in the postrainy season (Taneja and Henry, 1993). 

2.1.1.2 Biological and cultural con!rol 

Very little work has been done to explore the possibility of using parasitoids, predators 

and pathogens for the control of major pests. Weekly inundation of egg-parasite Trichogramma 

chrlonis gave encouraging results in effectively reducing the percentage deadhearts caused by 

shoot fly (23%) compared to the untreated control (95%). However, being an ectoparasite, its 

effective periodical release requires constant monitoring for  nund dative releases during stages of 

the crop susceptible against shoot fly as well as stemborer (Singh and Rana, 1996). 

From previous studies (Jotwani et al., 1970) it has been established that in kharifseason 

shoot fly incidence and damage increases with delay in sowing date. Early sowing may help to 

reduce its menace. However, in some areas and under certain situations early sowing IS not 

feasible Waterlogging results in an increase in deadhearts due to attack by Atherigona soccata 

(Men et al., 1986). Sorghum hybrids do well under irrigation. However, oviposition and 

deadhearts w m  higher in treatments with full inigation than in treatments to which less water 

was applied during the first 3 weeks after seadling emergence (Nwanze et al., 1996). 



2.1.13 Host Plant resistance 
I 

The use of resistant varieties may offer the best (and perhaps only) economical method of 

control of certain pests. According to Smith (1989) resistance of plants to ~nsects enables a plant 

to avoid or inhibit host selection, inhibit oviposition and feeding, reduce Insect survrval and 

development, and tolerate or recover from Injury from Insect populattons that would cause 

greater damage to other plants of the same species under slmilar envtronmental condtt~ons 

Painter (1951) defined resistance in plants to insect attack as the relative amount of heritable 

qualities possessed by the plant that Influenced ultimate degree of damage done by the Insect 

2.1.1.3.1 I b e  resistant sources 

It was established first by Ponnalya (1951a) that genetrc d~fferences are extsted for 

resistance to shoot fly. Most of the resistant lines were from peninsular lnd~a The systematic 

work on identifying the sources of resistance was in~tiated in the 1960's (Singh er a/ . .  1978) 

Subsequently, more than 10,000 varieties from the world collection were systemattcally screened 

at different locations (Sharma, 1997b) A number of these vanettes cons~stently showed llttle 

damage but none of them was found immune to shoot fly attack (S~ngh et a/., 1968) Young 

(1972) listed a number of cultivars as promising resistance sources Later several lrnes were 

identified in the All India Coordinated Sorghum Improvement Project (AICSP) ldenttfied 

resistance sources mostly come from maldandi (semi-compact head type) or dagadr (compact 

head type) races grown in rabi (postrainy) season (Rana era/., 1985) 

Several workers have screened sorghum germplasm for resistance to shoot fly (Stngh er 

al., 1968; Dogget et al., 1970; Jotwan! 1978, Nimbalkar etal. ,  1983, Dalv~ el a/. ,  1984, Taneja 

and Leuschner, 1985; Singh and Rana, 1986; Singh etal., 1989, Klshore and Solomon, 1990, 

Patel and Sukhani, 1990a; Kishore, 1992; Sharma er al., 1992) Wild species of sorghum 

(Sorghumpurpureosericeum and S, versicolor) possess very high levels of res~stance to shoot fly 

(Mote. 1984). Ofnearly 14,000 sorghum germplasm sources screened In the field, 42 were found 

to be less susceptible than others over five seasons, reststance of IS 1054, IS 1071, IS 2394, IS 

5484 and IS 18368 was found to be quite stable across locations (Taneja and Leuschner, 1985) 

Of the 523 lines, 38 were free from Atherigona soccara and the best five entnes were IS 5 109, 

IS 15781, IS 15787, IS 15864 and IS 1601 0 (Rao el a/. ,  1980). In field tnals In Haryana, Ind~a, 

in 1977, 288 lines of forage and dual-purpose sorghum were screened for reststance to 

Atherigona soccata. Of the lines, 120 (41.7%) showed up to 20% deadheart formation, and 30 

had less than 1 W  deadhearts (Khurana and Verma, 1988). Some 205 sorghum genotypes were 
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evaluated for resistance to shoot fly at Bijapur in rabi 1993-94. Only six genotypes were 

classified as resistant (Balikai et al., 1998). Of the 33 local sorghum varieties evaluated, the most 

promising ones w m  PJ-3k, PJ-2Ok, PJ-4k, PJ-6k, PJ-34k, PJ-19k and PJ-21 k (Mote et 01.. 1981). 

Most of the sources resistant to shoot fly originate from postrainy season sorghums 

grown in India under residual soil moisture conditions (Sharma, 1997b). Cultivars M 35-1 (IS 

1054), IS 1057, IS 2123, IS 2146, IS 4664, IS 2205, IS 5604 and IS 18551 have been widely 

tested and possess moderate levels of resistance to shoot fly. M 35-1, grown widely during the 

postrainy season in India, is a selection from landraces grown in the postrainy season (Shanna 

199%). Improved varieties CSV 5, CSV 6, CSV 7R, Swati (SPV 504) and CSV 8R have been 

developed using landraces, and possess moderate levels of resistance to shoot fly (Singh and 

Rana, 1986). Some of the improved lines for shoot fly resistance such as ICSV 700, ICSV 705 

and ICSV 717 developed at ICRISAT, Patancheru, have better yield potential than the landraces 

(Agrawal and Abraham, 1985). 

Of the 60 accessions screened for resistance to Atherigona soccata, IS 2312, IS 2265, IS 

3459 and IS 6394 were highly resistant (Deshamane et al., 1980). Of the 74 entries, SPVl15 and 

E333 w m  most mistant to Atherigona soccata (Taley et al., 1980). Among 106 forage and 

dual-purpose sorghums tested in conditions of heavy infestation, four (IS 2123, IS 5469, IS 5470 

and IS 8315) had less than 5% deadheart formation (Singh and Lodhi, 1983). Among the 24 lines 

tested by Naik and Bhuti (1985), M 35-1 suffered slightly less damage than IS 2312. Out of 67 

sorghum lines tested by Jadhav et a1 (1988), the entries IS 688, IS 3952, POD-35 and PVR-10-2 

were resistant under moderate incidence of A, soccata but susceptible with high incidence. 

However, IS 1456, IS 7094 and IS 1261 1 were resistant with both the moderate and high pest 

incidence. Kushwaha and Kapoor (1995) reported that among twenty sorghum genotypes 

evaluated, genotype SSV-1333 was the most resistant, followed by SSV-4755, GSSV-153, 

CSV-IS, SSV-1456 and RSSV-3. 

It was found that maximum eggs laid per plant and deadhearts occurred in the first week 

after germination for CSH 1 and SPV 504, while IS 5490 and IS 18551 were undamaged. The 

cumulative percentages of deadhearts in relation to total plants during the fourth week following 

germination were: 33.3% in IS 5490,37.5% in IS 18551,42.1% in SPV 504 and 91.9% in CSH 1 

(Jadhav and Mote, 1986). The average egg population was lowest (0.07-0.13 eggdplant) in lines 

IS 5642, IS 5490, IS 5469 and IS 4664. Significantly fewer deadhearts (14.9-18.5 %) were 
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,served in the lines IS 5490, IS 4664, IS 5359, IS 5469, IS 5642 and IS 2146 than in the other 

nes tested (Sharma and Rana, 1983). 

Out of 31 high-yielding varieties and hybrids of sorghum, the genotypes CSV 6, SPV 8, 

SPV 13, SPV 29, SPV 70, CSH 7R, E 303 and IS 5490 showed significantly low susceptibility in 

both normal and late sowings. In 5 varieties, CSV 3, SPV 10, SPV 14, SPV 16 and SPV 61, the 

percentage deadhearts in the late sowings decreased significantly over the 3-year period, 

indicating that selection for resistance is effective (Kishore et al.. 1985). Of the forty-one hybrids 

and 3 controls (CSH 1, CSH 5, CSH 9) assessed, resistance to shoot fly was observed in 2219A x 

R6830,2077A x CS3541 x 3691-1-1-1-2 and 2077A x 285 x PD-2-5 x 285-5 (Lad et 0 1 ,  1986). 

The sorghum varieties GM-I, M 35-1 and SPV 86 were crossed with other vaneties to Increase 

their resistance to Atherrgona socca:ct and the derivatives, RSV-8R and RSV-9R had consistently 

greater resistance than their parents (Mote and Bapat. 1988). 

Among nine selections and their parents, PJ4R x Shenoli 5, ND15 x Improved Saoner 5, 

M 35-1 x Improved Saoner 5, M 35-1 x PJ4R3 and M 35-1 x PJ4R2 were most reslstant to 

Atherigona soccata (Bapat and Mote, 1982a). Advanced generation material (F3, Fd and BCF3) 

from crosses involving Atherigona soccata-resistant and agronomically superior cultivars was 

evaluated. F3 material was the most variable and F4 the least so for egg count/plant and deadheart 

percentage. BCF3 material was relatively more resistant. Five BCF, progenies, one FJ progeny 

and three F4 progenies were more resistant than the highly reslstant parent IS 5604 wh~le, 11 

BCF3s, 2 F3s and 17 F4s were more resistant than the commercial variety M 35-1 (Halalli et a l ,  

1983). Of 14 Ft populations of sorghum tested for resistance to Athertgona soccata the crosses 

involving M 35-1 as one of the parent, viz., M 35-1 x SPV 488, M 35-1 x 19B, M 35-1 x 

Afzalpur local, M 35-1 x Selection 3 and M 35-1 x IS 2315 were promlslng on the basls of 

percentage deadhearts (Balikai and Kullaiswamy, 1999). 

Fourteen advanced breeding lines of rabi (postrainy) material and 20 of khan1 material, 

and 40 lines from various sources, were tested for resistance to Atherrgona varia soccala. The 

first group included lines with less than 40% deadhearts. In the last group, PS18527, PS14533, 

SPV 491 and RHRS were highly resistant, with less than 20% deadhearts (Mote et al., 1983). 

When 45 genotypes of advanced breeding material were examined, SPV 489, SPV 504, SPV 570 

and SPV 713 were highly resistant to Atherigona soccata, having less than 20% deadhearts, 

while 22 others w m  moderately resistant with less than 50% (Nimbalkar et al., 1985). Twenty- 
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six advanced sorghum genotypes from ICRISAT were screened against shoot fly (Atherigona 

soccatu) and stemborer (Chilo portellus) under natural infestation conditions at Hissar during 

Wranl1994 and 1996. Pooled data revealed that deadhearts formed by shoot fly varied from 8.5 

to 76.5%. The genotypes IS 18551 and ICSV 93091 recorded less than 10.0% deadhearts due to 

shoot fly. Deadheart formation due to shoot fly was 15.0-20.0 % in ICSV 700, ICSV 93093, 

PB15438 and IS 2312. More than 70% deadhearts due to both the pests w m  recorded in 

susceptible controls CSH I, CSH 9 and ICSV 1 (Singh and Grewal, 1997). 

IS 18551 and IS 2195 were the best entries with resistance to both shoot fly and 

sternborer (Nwanze et al., 1991). Six dual purpose sorghums, DS-1, DS-2, DS-3, DS-4, DS-5 

and DS-6 were developed from the crosses involving parents with moderate levels of resistance 

to Atherigona soccata and Chilo partellus, showed resistance to both A. soccata and C. partellus 

(Kishore, 1994). SPV 1015 (PGS-I), a variety of sorghum with resistance to Atherigona soccata 

and Chilo partellus, was developtd in 1987 by pedigree selection from the cross P601 x P201 

(Kishore, 1992). Selection-3 TL, a rainfed rabi sorghum variety for shallow soils, was selected 

from the local variety Bedar was found to be more resistant to shoot fly [Atherigona soccata] 

(Gujar et a[., 1995). A variety GRS-1 was developed at Gulbarga as an alternative to M 35-1. 

tolerant of shoot fly (Atherigona soccata) (Patil et al.. 1998). Of the improved varieties, 

PBM2-1, SPV 517 and SPV 297 had the lowest infestation (Shinde el al., 1983a). 

Among 29 new male-sterile sorghum lines, together with 8 parental lines and some 

released evaluated hybrids under heavy attack by Atherigona varia soccata the lowest incidence 

of deadhearts was 40%. The most resistant entries were 365A3, 367Al and 366Bd (Mote et al., 

1983). 

2.1.2 Mechanisms of resistance 

The major mechanisms of resistance so far known are ovipositional non-preference 

(oviposition antixmosis) (Soto, 1974), antibiosis (Raina et al., 1981) and tolerance (Dogget et 

al., 1970). All these three mechanisms suggested by Painter (1951) are known to exist in 

sorghum for shoot fly resistance. The primary mechanism of resistance to sorghum shoot fly 

(Atherigona soccara Rand.) which has bem observed to be non-preference for oviposition and 

pakips a low level of antibiosis to the larvae (Young, 1972). Rana et a1 (1981) attributed 

resistance to a cumulative effect of non-preference, due to some morphological factors and 

antibiosis. 



2.1.2.1 Noa-preference for oviposition (Oviposition antixenosis) 

The term antixenosis was proposed by Kogan and Ortman (1 978) to replace the term non- 

preference proposed by Painter (1951). It describes the lnablllty of plant to serve as a host to an 

insect herbivore. It may be due to morphological or chem~cal plant characten that affect the 

insect behaviour adversely resulting in selection of alternat~ve host plant Ovipositlonal non- 

preference by shoot fly in resistant cultivars was first detected by Jain and Bhatnagar (1962) 

Later several workers consider it as a primary mechanism for shoot fly resistance in sorghum 

(Blum, 1967; Krishnananda era/ . ,  1970; Jotwani et al., 1971, Pradhan, 1971. Young, 1912; Soto 

1374; Narayana, 1975; Sharma er a/. ,  1977; Singh and Narayana, 1978, Singh and Jotwanl, 

1980a, Singh etal. ,  1981; Sharma and Rana, 1983, Ralna etal. ,  1984, and Unnithan and Reddy, 

1985). The ovipositional non-preference is mainly observed under multi-choice conditions but 

under nochoice conditions in the field, it has a tendency to be less effective (Soto, 1972) so that 

the resistant and susceptible varieties are equally damaged (Soto, 1974, Taneja and Leuschner, 

1985). Even under greenhouse conditions, in the absence of a preferred host, none of the 

varieties were highly resistant (Jotwani and Srivastava. 1970) The efficiency ofthis mechanism 

is not stable and breaks down under no-choice conditions or under heavy shoot fly pressure ~n 

the field (Singh and Jotwani, 1980a; Borikar er a1 , 1982, Sharma er a/. ,  1997) 

In a single-choice test, to study the behavioural resistance it was observed that females 

exhibited a highly significant non-preference for oviposition on IS 2146. IS 3962 and IS 561 3 

The first landing by a female was always random, but time spent on these cultivars was very 

brief and did not result in oviposition. Female flies laid eggs on the non-preferred cultivars only 

after laying several eggs on alternative CSH 1 plants None of the test cultivars expressed 

immunity to shoot fly infestation in both choice and no-choice tests (Raina etal. ,  1984). Thus, 

non-preference appears to be a relative term since none of the known resistant cultlvars were 

completely non-preferred for egg laying (Sharma and Rana, 1983). 

Based on oviposition behaviour, it was reported by Raina (1982) that colour, texture and 

width of the sorghum leaf were important factors in selection of the oviposition substrate by 

female flies. Narrowness and erectness of leaves reduced the deadhearts and egg laying as shoot 

fly had less area for egg laying compared to broad-leaved plants (Mote el al., 1986). Bapat and 

Mote (1982b) reported leaf colour and hairiness (with trichomes) as 

non-pdbcnce mechanism. The presence of tiichomes on the leaf surface was related to a lesser 
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frcqucncy both of oviposition by the shoot fly and subsequent larval damage (Mait1 er al., 

1980). However, trichome numbers appearcd to play some role in imparting resistance to 

oviposition (Raina, 1985). 

2.1.2.2 Antibiosis 

Antibiosis to shoot fly has been reported by Jotwani and Srivastava (1970), Blum ( 1  972), 

Soto (1974) and S h m a  el a1 (1977). Survival and development were adversely affected when 

shoot flia w m  mrcd on resistant varieties (Jotwani and Srivastav, 1970; Narayana,. 1975; 

Raina et al., 1981; Unnithan and ~ e d d ~ ,  1985) compared with suscept~ble genotypes (S~ngh and 

Narayan, 1978). Growth and development were retarded, and the larval and pupal periods were 

extended by 8-15 days on resistant varieties (Singh and Jotwani, 1980b). Surv~val and fecundity 

were also better on highly susceptible varieties (Singh and Narayana, 1978) but adversely 

affected on resistant varieties (Taneja and Leuschner, 1985). Survival and longevity of females 

and fecundity were adversely affected when the larvae were reared on shoot fly resistant 

genotypes (Raina el al., 1981). Larval and total growth indrces were srgnificantly lower in 

resistant compared with susceptible varieties. The percentage pupation on resistant lines was 

significantly lower compared with that on susceptible lines (Dhavan er a1 , 1993). 

Based on report that trichokzless cultivars of pearl millet accumulate more dew and stay 

wet longa (Burton el al.. 1977), Raina et a1 (1981) suggested that a similar situation in sorghum 

would facilitate the movement of freshly hatched larvae to the base of central shoot. On the other 

hand, hichomed cultivars would tend to dry faster, making the downward journey of the larvae 

more difficult. The earliest work that referred to antibiosis as a possible mechanism of resistance 

to shoot fly in sorghum was that of Ponnaiya (1951a, 1951b). He attnbuted to this an early 

deposition of irregular shaped silica crystals in the resistant cultivar M.47-3. Blum (1968) 

confirmed Ponnaiya's observation that plants of resistant cultivars possessed a high denslty of 

silica bodies in the abaxial epidermis of the leaf sheaths. He also reported a distinct lign~fication 

and thickening of walls of cells enclosing the vascular bundle sheaths within the central whorl of 

young leaves. 

Raina (1985) proposed that three different factors individually or in combination, may 

contribute to the expression of antibiosis to shoot fly in sorghum: (i) trichomed cultivars hinder 

the movement of newly hatched larvae to the base of the shoot; (ii) resistant cultivars have 

greater silica deposits and lignification of cells, which may restrict larval penetration to the base 
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of the central shoot, and (111) b~ochemlcal defic~enc~es or the presence of chemical facton In 

resistant cultivan may adversely affect the development and survlval of larvae and reduce the 

ficundity of the resulting adults 

Stability parameters for IS 83 15 and IS 2123 revealed that the magn~tude of ov~poslt~on 

will di&r on these two resistant l~nes under d~fferent lnfestat~on pressures but there w~ll be 

relatively less mortality Th~s  IS probably an ~ndlrect ev~dence of a n t ~ b ~ o s ~ s  In these two 

genotypes (Borikar and Chopde. 1982) Some cultlvan are preferred for ovlposltlon, however. 

percent infestation as measured by deadheart production 1s low malnly due to ant~b~osls (Mate o 

a/.. 1996) 

2.1.2.3 Tolerance 

Dogget (1972) panted out that synchron~zed tlllenng after the main shoot 1s k~lled 1s 

potentially a form of recovery reslstance, because the tlllen In some genotypes express hlgher 

levels of resrstance than the maln shoots Th~s  form of reslstance has been referred* to t~ller 

survival (Blum, 1969a) or recovery reslstance (Dogget et a/ . ,  1970) Resistant cult~van of 

sorghum had a very hlgh rate of tlller surv~val compared wlth susceptible cultlvan and was also 

suggested that the frequency of t~ller surv~val was related to the rate of tlller growth, so that 

faster a tiller grew, the greater were ~ t s  chances of avoldlng ~nfestat~on (Blum. 1972) However, 

survival of tillers and thelr development depends upon pnmary reslstance (Shanna er a/. ,  1977) 

In Africa, it was reported that fanners actually preferred an ~nrt~al ~nfestat~on of thelr sorghum by 

shoot fly that led to profuse tlller~ng and subsequently a good harvest (Dogget, 1972) However, 

tolerance can be greatly Influenced by the growth cond~tlons of the plant and thus may not 

always be predictable at vanous locations, particularly those wlth lrregulat. patterns of ramfall 

(Rains, 1985). 

2.13 Components of resistance 

It is established that some characters of sorghum seedlrngs are assoc~ated wth shoot fly 

resistance (Blum, 1968; Marti and Bidlnger, 1979, Ra~na, 1981, Malt1 el a l ,  1984) Resistant 

cultivars are usually tall with thin stems hav~ng long internodes and short peduncle Also they 

have narrow glossy and yellowish-pen leaves. These leaves possess tnchomes on the abax~al 

surface, which act as physical barriers to penetrahon of young maggots (Klshore era/., 1985, 

Mote et at., 1986). Colour of leaves, glossiness of leaves, and presence of tnchomes are 

prominent attributes, which confer resistance to shoot fly In sorghum (Jadhav eta/., 1986) 



In conclus~on, entnes havlng greater plant he~ght. narrower leaves, greater tnchome dens~ty and 

greater trichome length, yellowish green colour of leaves, glossiness of leaves, and faster lnlt~al 

plant growth rate wen found hrghly reslstant to shoot fly whlle, entrles hav~ng less plant herght. 

broad leaves, dark green leaf colour, non-glossy leaves, absence of tnchomes and slow rn~t~al 

plant growth rate were found hrghly susceptible to shoot fly The entnes hav~ng some of these 

prom~nent characters were found moderately reslstant to the pest 

2.13.1 Glossiness 

Sorghum seedlings can be classified as glossy or non-glossy, seedlings with dark green 

leaves (normal) are non-glossy, and seedlings with light yellow green and shining leaf surfaces 

are glossy. The glossy trait, a characteristic of most of the wlnter (rabr) sorghum varieties of 

India (Blum, 1972; Rao er a/., 1978) is associated wlth shoot fly resistance (Blum, 1972, Malt1 

and Bidinger, 1979; Taneja and Leuschner. 1985; Omori el a/. .  1988) 

The intensity of glossiness of the leaves at seedllng stage is posltlvely associated with 

resistance to shoot fly (Sharrna el a / . ,  1997). Glossiness of leaves may possibly affect the quality 

of light reflected from leaves and influence the orientation of shoot flies towards their host 

plants. Glossy leaves may also influence the host selection by means of chemicals present in the 

surface waxes andlor leaves (Sharma, 1993) Expression of glossiness in seedlrngs IS an 

important trait for identifying shoot fly resistance in sorghum and it IS easily identifiable 

(Agarwal and House, 1982). Agrawal and Abraham (1985) reported that glossiness is highly 

correlated with shoot fly resistance. Jadhav el a1 (1986) reported negatlve and highly significant 

correlation (r = -0.77) between deadhearts and glossiness V~jaylakshm~ (1 993) also reported that 

glossiness was negatively correlated in general with percentage of plants with eggs, number of 

eggdl00 plants and deadheart percentage in tall as well as dwarf genotypes. 

Shoot fly incidence was higher in non-glossy lines than glossy ones In the postralny 

season. However, glossiness contributed less to shoot fly resistance during the rainy season 

Thus, most of the less susceptible lines are glossy. but all the glossy lines are not necessarily less 

susceptible to shoot fly (Taneja and Leuschner, 1985). Most of the glossy lines also show the 

presence of trichomes (Meiti et a/., 1984). The association of both the glossy leaf type and 

trichomes with shoot fly resistance in sorghum has been reported by Maiti and Bidinger (1 979) 

A study of four combinations-glossy leaf and trichomes, glossy leaf only, trichomes only and 
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neither - revealed that the mean deadheart percentages wen 60.7, 70.9, 83.5 and 91.3, 

respectively. These nsultJ suggested that each of these two traits contributed to the resistance. 

The glossy leaf chamters contributed more than did trichomes, and that the combination of the 

two traits was more effective than either of the traits alone. 

A systemic survey of world germplasm collection indicated a low frequency of 

accessions with the glossy trait (only 495 of 17536 germplasm accessions screened). A large 

proportion (84%) of the glossy lines were of Indian origin but some were from elsewhere 

(Nigeria, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, South Africa and Mexico) (Maiti eta/., 1984). 

Glossiness is clearly manifwted in the seedling stage and gradually disappears as the 

seedling grows (Maiti el al., 1984). Soil fertility does not affect the glossy expression (in Maiti et 

al., 1984). The difference between glossiness and non-glossiness can be detected by whether or 

not spayed water adheres on leaf blades (Tarumoto, 1980). 

Glossy lines show variability in seedling morphology, seedling vigour, leaf surface 

structure, physiological, biochemical and agronomic traits. Glossy sorghums show multiple 

resistance to shoot fly, stemborer and several other insects and tolerance to abiotic stresses like 

drought, salinity, high temperature 2nd low nutrient availability. Glossy lines show higher water- 

use efficiency and better growth under water stress situation compared to non-glossy ones. 

Thmfore, glossy sorghums may serve as basic resistance sources and a diverse gene pool for 

improving biotic resistance and abiotic tolerance (Maiti, 1992). Because of the association of the 

glossy trait with shoot fly resistance and seedling drought resistance, glossiness can be used to 

identify shoot fly and seedling drought tolerance in preliminary screening of large germplasm 

and breeding populations (Maiti et a/., 1984). 

Maiti (1994) reported that at early stage (7 days after mergence), the chlorophyll content 

was higher in less glossy and non-glossy genotypes compared to highly glossy; with the 

advancing age, differences in chlorophyll contents became negligible. The epicuticular wax 

(EW) was at trace levels for all genotypes but at later stages it was higher in the non-glossy line 

CSH 1 than in the highly glossy line IS 18551. Some of the lines contained low EW content and 

w m  tolerant of shoot fly [Atherigona soccata], while that contained high EW contents were 

moderately swxptible. 
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The association between trichornes and pest resistance has been reviewed for numerous 

plant species by Webster (1975) and Noms and Kogan (1980). Trichomes on sorghum (Sorghum 

bicolor (L.) Moench) leaves are non-glandular hairs that are microscopic in size (approximately 

50 pm long) (Gibson and Maiti, 1983). Many workers have established the association of prickle 

ham (short pointed trichomes) present on the leaves and leaf sheaths with shoot fly resistance 

(Blum, 1968; Langharn, 1968; ICRISAT, 1978; Maiti et 01.. 1980; Singh and Rana 1986). 

The wild species of sorghum that are nearly immune to shoot fly have a high trichome 

density on the lower surface of the leaves that contribute to their resistance (Bapat and Mote, 

1982b). The importance of trichomes on the under-surface of leaves has been reported by several 

workers (Blum, 1968; Maiti and Bidinger, 1979; Maiti er a[.. 1980; Taneja and Leuschner, 

1985). Trichomes w m  clearly a major factor, but not the only factor, involved in resistance 

(Maiti and Gibson, 1983). Lincs possessing both trichomes and the glossy-leaf seedling character 

were more resistant than lines with only one of these traits (Maiti and Bidinger, 1979). 

The role of trichomes in shoot fly resistance and its inheritance have been studied (Maiti 

and Gibson, 1983; Gibson and Maiti, 1983). Density of trichomes per unit area of leaf lamina 

surface is genetically controlled, but the presence of trichomes probably is more important for 

increasing resistance to shoot fly than is density (Maiti and Gibson, 1982). The intensity of 

trichomes on the adaxial leaf surface was two to six times more than the abaxial leaf surface. 

Presence of trichomes on the lower surface of leaf and unknown antibiotic factors are likely to 

create hindrance for egg laying by shoot flies (Biradar et al., 1986). 

Maiti and Bidinger (1979) identified 32 lines from 8000 germplasm lines with trichomes 

on abaxial surface of the leaf blade. These had fewer plants with eggs, fewer plants with 

deadhearts and lowa ratios of plants with deadhearts to plants with eggs than 35 lines without 

trichomcs. Maiti el a1 (1980) observed that the presence of mchomes on the leaf surface resulted 

in a lowa fraquency both of oviposition by shoot fly and subsequent larval damage. The 

resistant cultivars IS 2146, IS 3962 and IS 5613 had high densities of trichomes on the abaxial 

leaf surface while susceptible hybrid CSH 1 lacked these. 

Trichomes have high correlation with oviposition non-preference (genotypic correlation 

coefficient r = -0.75) (Agrawal and Abraham, 1985). When these correlations were partitioned 
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into direct and indirect effects through path-coefficient analysis, direct effect of trichomes was 

low and thus contributed to shoot fly resistance mainly through other traits (Jadhav et al., 1986). 

Omori et a1 (1983) and Pate1 and Sukhani (1990b) observed positive correlation between 

trichome density and resistance to shoot fly. Agarwal and House (1982) found that the level of 

resistance was greater when both the glossy and trichome traits occurred together. It was 

reported by Maiti and Gibson (1983) that the correlations between trichome density and 

percentage of main culms with deadhearts ranged from -0.29 to -0.24 (all nonsignificant at 

p = 0.10). Karanjkar et a1 (1992) opined that although there are highly significant and negative 

correlations between the trichome density and shoot fly infestation (deadheart formation) ~t 

seems that trichomes do not have any direct role in reducing the deadhearts but help indirectly in 

reducing oviposition. 

Based on unpublished data, !t is suggested that trichomes may be less effective dunng the 

rainy season than during the postrainy season, possibly because of physiological factors or a 

more severe shoot fly attack during late rainy season plantings (Maiti and Gibson, 1983). 

2.1.3.3 Seedling vigour 

Rapid growth of seedlings may retard the first instar larvae from reaching the growing 

tip. In contrast, slow growth due to poor seedling vigour, low fertility or environmental stress 

increases shoot fly damage (Taneja and Leuschner, 1985; Patel and Sukhani, 1990b). Shoot fly 

resistant lines have rapid initial plant growth (Mote, et al., 1986), greater seedling height and 

hardness (Singh and Jotwani, 1980c) and have longer stems and internodes and short peduncles 

(Pate1 and Sukhani, 1990b). The relationship between vigour of the plant and its escape from 

shoot fly attack was also reported by Karanjkar et a1 (1992). Earlier studies by Khurana and 

Verma (1985) and Jadhav et a1 (1986) indicated positive correlation between plant height and 

shoot fly resistance. Faster growing plants remain in the favorable height (susceptible stage) for a 

relatively shorter period than the slower growing susceptible plants (Khurana and Venna, 1985). 

It was concluded that rapid seedling growth and long, thin seedling leaves make plants less 

susceptible to shoot fly (Singh, 1998). The trichome density and seedling vigour can be used as 

selection criteria for shoot fly resistance (Karanjkar et al., 1992). 

2.1.3.4 Leaf surface wetness 

Cultivars with high transpiration rates are preferred for oviposition (Mate et al., 1988) 

and then are genotypic differences between resistant and susceptible genotypes in surface 
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wstness of the central shoot leaf (Nwanze et al., 1990). Leaf moisture is important for larval 

movement and deadheart formation W n a  er al., 1981). Leaf blade cuticles of resistant and 

moderately resistant genotypes are characterized by a smooth amorphous wax layer, and sparse 

wax crystals. Susceptible genotypes possess a dense meshwork of crystalline epicut~cular wax 

(Nvmm er al., 1992). Leaf surface wetness (LSW) of the central whorl leaf of sorghum 

seedlings has been associated with susceptibility to Atherigona soccata Studies indrcated that 

the presence of (small amounts of') solutes in the surface water may affect larval movement and 

survival (Sivararnakrishnan et a/. ,  1994). 

2.1.4 Correlations 

Resistance to sorghum shoot fly IS a complex character and depends upon the Interplay of 

a number of component characters, which finally sum up in the expression of shoot fly 

resistance. It is necessary to study their correlation and causation It provides the basrs for 

deciding the suitable selection criteria to be considered for the genetrc improvement of the crop 

with respect to the target trait 

2.1.4.1 Association of shoot fly resistance with physical facton 

2.1.4.1.1 Seedling traits 

Two of the componental characters, viz., trichome intensity (abaxial surface), and 

glossiness intensity, showed negative significant associations with the shoot fly resistance 

{(-0.730 < r < -0.817) and (-0.81 1 1  r < -0.935), respectively) (Omori et al., 1983). Similarly, 

there were negative and highly significant correlations between percentage deadhearts*), and 

-both trichome density (r = -0.58) and trichome length (r  = -0.66) (Jadhav et al., 1986) Although 

correlation coefficients for the two components with shoot fly resistance were hightmt they do 

not play any direct role in building up the total variability in the shoot fly resistance (Omorr el 

al., 1983). In a study by Maiti and Gibson (1983) correlations between trichome density and 

percentage of main culms with deadhearts ranged from -0.29 to -0 24 (all nonsignificant at 

pc0.10). It was opined by Omori et a1 (1983) that trichomes do not play any direct role In 

reducing the deadhearts but help indirectly in reducing oviposition. 

According to Omori et a1 (1983) shoot fly egg laying is highly significantly and 

negatively associated with both trichomes (-0.697 < r < -0.752) and glossiness (-0.747 < r < - 
0.825) indicating that these traits are deterring ovipositional preference of the shoot fly rn 
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sorghum varieties. The negative correlation between egg laying and glossiness intensity may be 

caused by the tight positive association of glossiness with trichomes (0.81 5 < r < 0.833) 

A highly significant and positwe correlation was observed between the percentage of 

deadhearts and leaf colour (r = 0.83) (Omori et al., 1983), seedling mass with leaveslplant and 

leaf width (Singh, 1998). There were negative and highly significant correlations between the 

percentagecaf deadhearts and leaf lengthlbreadth ratio (r = -0.58). plant height (r = -0 56) and 

initial growth rate (r = -0.42) (Jadhav et a/ . .  1986). 

2.1.4.1.2 Adult plant characten 

Correlation studies between adult plant characters (plant height, days to flower) and shoot 

fly resistance parameters were carried.out with 520 sorghum lines varying in the intenstty of leaf 

surface glossiness at the seedling stage. The results indicated that tall, late-maturing genotypes 

with high glossiness intensity were the most resistant to A, soccata (Maiti et al., 1994) There 

was a significant negative correlation between the percentage of deadhearts and both grain and 

fodder yield in the hybrids CSH 5 and CSH 8R (Mote, 1986). 

2.1.4.2 Association of shoot fly resistance with biochemical factors 

Biochemical constituents of host plants have been reported to affect the growth, surv~val 

and reproduction of insects in various ways (Painter, 1951, 1958; Beck, 1965; Schoonhoven, 

1968). Antibiosis has been suggested as an additional factor responsible for resistance of 

sorghum plants to Atherigona soccata (Blum, 1972). Antibiosis in this case might be due to 

some chemical substance present within the plant particularly in the critical penetration zone of 

the stem, viz., 1 cm above ground (Baghel et a/. ,  1975) Therefore, studies are recommended 

including chemical analysis and anatomical studies to understand the mechanism of resistance to 

shoot fly. 

According to Painter (1958), low levels of plant resistance to insects such as those 

involving smaller size and lower fecundity, appear to result from nutritional disturbances. Kalode 

and Pant (1967) pointed out that an insect susceptible sorghum variety contained higher number 

of amino acids than an insect resistant variety. In their studies histidine, arginine and aspartic 

acid were found to be absent in the resistant variety. Pathak (1 970) observed lesser aspargine 

content in rice variety (Mudgo) resistant to brown plant hopper. The female hoppers that fed on 

this variety had under-developed ovaries with fewer matured eggs. 



Susceptibility to shoot fly was found to be positively correlated with phosphorous 

content, and negatively correlated with total phenols content (Khurana and Verma, 1983) and 

silica content (Bothe and Pokharkar, 1985). In general, biochemical factors such as the presence 

of irregularly shaped silica bodies in plant tissue, lignification, silica deposition and 

concentrations of nitrogen, reducing sugars, total sugars, moisture, chlorophyll, lysine, amino 

acids, phenol and phosphorous have been found to be associated with resistance to. shoot fly 

(Shanna and Nwanze, 1997). 

2.1.4.3 Association of shoot fly resistance with physiological factors 

The studies on association of shoot fly resistance with physiological factors are meager. 

Mate et a1 (1996) reported positive and significant correlation behveen infestation and 

chlorophyll (r = 0.78), HCN (r = 0.42), nitrogen (r = 0.86) and crude protein (r = 0.87) content 

of sorghum cultivars. 

2.1.5 Inheritance of resistance 

Resistance to Atherigona soccata is quantitatively inherited (Agrawal and Abraham, 

1985) and polygenically controlled (Goud et al., 1983; Halalli et a[. ,  1983). Both additive and 

non-additive gene actions were involved in the shoot fly resistance (Borikar and Chopde, 1981 b; 

Nimbalkar and Bapat, 1992). However, predominance of additive gene action was reported by 

several workers (Rao et al., 1974; Balakotaiah et al., 1975; Rana et al., 1975; Sharma crt al., 1977; 

Borikar and Chopde, 1980; Borikar and Chopde, 1981a and b; Rana et al., 1981; Biradar and 

Borikar, 1985; Patil and Thombre, 1985; Nimbalkar and Bapat, 1987; Singh and Verma, 1988). In 

contrast, predominance of non-additive gene action was reported by Agrawal and Abraham 

(1985). Partial dominance for shoot fly resistance was reported by Rao et a1 (1974) and Borikar 

and Chopde (1980). Shanna et a1 (1977) and Borikar and Chopde (1980) observed continuous 

variation in different generations and indicated that shoot fly resistance is due to gradual 

accumulation of genes. 

Broad-smse heritability for shoot fly resistance was reported to be around 30% indicating 

the grater influence of environment (Halalli et al., 1983). In FI and F2 generations the heritability 

has ban estimated as -5W and 80%, respectively (Shanna et al., 1977), whmas Rana el a1 

(1975) rqxntcd this to be 25%. 



2.1.5.1 Glossinas 

Glossiness is simply inherited (Aganval and House, 1982), being controlled by a single 

recessive gene (Tarurnoto, 1980) and highly heritable. Therefore, it could be used as simple 

and reliable selection criteria for resistance (Maiti and Gibson, 1983; Ornori et al., 1983). 

Glossiness is highly comlated with shoot fly resistance and path analysis suggests the linkage 

of glossiness with some unknown inherent antibiotic factors. Intensity of glossiness is 

quantitatively governed and is controlled by both additive and non-additive genes (Agrawal 

and Abraham, 1985). 

Inheritance of glossiness was studied by Tarumoto (1983) in the Fz populations of crosses 

among non-glossy (Gl), glossy (go, and true glossy (tgl) genotypes. The segregation analysis 

revealed that the genes controlling the phenotypes of GI, gl and tgl plants are multiple alleles on 

the same locus. Similarly, the glossy seedling is reported by Emerson et a1 (1935) in corn (Zea 

mays L.) in which a series of genes, gll to gllo, each of which causes younger leaves to have 

glossy surfaces was listed. 

2.1.5.2 Trichome density 

The inheritance of trichom6 density has been studied (Gibson and Maiti, 1983; Maiti 

and Gibson, 1983) and reported that presence of trichornes associated with reduced 

susceptibility is recessive and controlled by single locus (tr). Heritability for the character was 

observed to be 75% (Gibson and Maiti, 1983). Trichome density is controlled by both additive 

and non-additive gene effects (Halalli et al., 1982). Maiti and Gibson (1983) opined that 

trichomes are clearly major factor, but not the only factor involved in resistance. Jayanthi et a1 

(1996) observed season specificity for trichome density reflected in the hybrid groups 

depending upon the type of parents involved and reported that low density (associated with 

susceptibility) appeared to be additive. 

The mean trichome density on adaxial surface was lower on Fls than the average of the 

parents, indicating the role of partial dominance in respect of trichome density (Biradar et al., 

1986). It  was observed that R x S and S x R Fls exceeded the parental limits. Backcrosses 

involving 168 (susceptible) as the recurrent parent exhibited higher trichome density on adaxial 

leaf surfkc. Complementary type of epistasis coupled with significant heterosis was observed 

for trichome density on the abaxial leaf surface in crosses SF 863 x 168 and SF 863 x IS 923. 
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These results indicate the possibility of developing hybrids with higher density of trichomes on 

their lower leaf surface (Biradar et al., 1986). 

2.1.5.3 Seedling height 

Seedling height is associated with relative growth rate. The importance of the additive 

component in the inheritance of seedling height has been suggested (Shanna et al., 1977; Borikar 

and Chopde, 1982; Halalli et al., 1983) and heritability was moderate for this trait (Halalli et al.. 

1983). However, some authors (Sharma et al., 1977; Borikar and Chopde, 1981b) reported the 

name of gene action for this trait as predominantly non-additive. Rao et a1 (1974) pointed out 

that the dwarf exotic sorghums are generally susceptible to shoot fly attack and the sources of 

resistance arc generally furnished the tall and late Indian sorghums. Therefore, it was opined that 

the exotic x Indian crosses are useful in combining resistance with desirable reduced height and 

earlier maturity. 

2.1.5.4 Deadhearts 

Both additive and non-additive components of heritable variation were recorded for the 

trait deadhearts (%) (Borikar and Chopde, 1981b; Halalli et al., 1982; Biradar and Borikar, 1985; 

Dabholkar et al.. 1989; Elbadavi et al., 1997). However, deadhearts (%) is controlled 

predominantly by additive gene action (Balakotaiah et al., 1975; Shanna et al., 1977; Borikar 

and Chopde, 1981a; Nimbalkar and Bapat, 1992). In contrast, Kulkami el a1 (1978) and 

Dabhokar et a1 (1989) reported non-additive gene action for the trait in their material. In a study 

by Biradar and Borikar (1985), the dominance (h) and epistatic (i) components were of higher 

magnitude than the additive component (d). 

General combining ability (GCA) variances were higher than specific combining ability 

(SCA) variances at all three levels of shoot fly infestation (environments) for deadhearts (%) 

indicating additive gene action for shoot fly resistance (Nimbalkar and Bapat, 1992). Additive 

gene effects for deadhearts (%) were significant at all three stages (viz., 15,21 and 28 DAE) and 

in all thtee crosses. However, deadhearts occumng between 16 to 21 DAE were governed both 

by additive and non-additive genetic components. Higher magnitude of non-additive genetic 

components at a later stage (21 DAE) resulted in significant heterosis for deadhearts (%). 

Significant negative heterosis for deadhearts (%),was observed in SF 863 x 168 (Biradar et al., 

1986). 
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The heritability estimate (%) and genetic advance (% over mean) observed in BCF,s on 

the 18 DAE wen 36.1% and 15.4%. respectively (Halallr er a / . ,  1983) Borikar and Chopde 

(1981a) observed heritability estimates for the trait to the extent of 75-77 %, whereas Halallt el 

a1 (1982) reported low to medrum heritabrlrty for deadhearts (%) character. However, estimates 

of narrow sense heritability for deadhearts (%) was hrgh to medium (N~rnbalkar and Chopde. 

1992). 

Two duplrcate recessive genes dhldhldhdh* govern the resrstance to deadheart format~on 

Susceptibility is conferred when the plant carnes one domrnant allele (Sharma and Rana. 1985) 

However, Borikar and Chopde (I 980) reported that at least 3 to 1 1 genes or gene groups governed 

for deadhearts (%). The characteristrc way In whrch the seedlrng rnortalrt~es gradually decreased 

fiom 65 to 23% in the order of exotlcs, exotrc x exotrc, exotrc x derivative. derrvatrve x 

derivative, derivative x Indian, Indian x Ind~an crosses further confirms that the resrstance 1s due 

to gradual accumulation of desirable alleles rather than due to one or two major genes (Balakotrah 

etal., 1975). 

2.1.5.5 Oviposition non-preference 

The inheritance of ovipositional non-preference has been recorded as additive (Rao era/.. 

1974; Balakotiah et a/., 1975; Biradar er at., 1986) However, both additrve and non-addrt~ve 

components of heritable variation are important for the tralt egglplant (Borikar and Chopde 

1981b; Halalli era/., 1982; Pabholkar er a / . ,  1989). Under h ~ g h  shoot fly pressure, both add~trve 

and non-additive were equally important (Agrawal and Abraham, 1985). The GCA varrances for 

the character eggs/plant in FI and FZ had higher magnitude than the SCA variances rnd~catlng the 

importance of additive gene effects and additive x add~tive gene rnteraction (Nrmbalkar and 

Bapat, 1987). Borikar and Chopde (1 981 b) and Halall~ et a1 (1 982) also recorded s~mllar results 

Although some amount of non-additive gene action IS involved, the trait is predomrnantly under 

the control of additive gene action for shoot fly resistance (Rao et a / . ,  1974; Balakoaiah er a / . .  

1975; Sharma er a1.. 1977; Borikar and Chopde, 1980; Borikar and Chopde, 1981a) However, 

KuUcarni et a1 (1978) reported non-additive gene action for oviposition in their material. The 

nature of gene action for eggdplant in two environments was predominantly non-add~tive, whlle 

it was additive in a third envitonment (Nirnbalkar and Bapat, 1992). In the cross SF 863 x 168. 

significantly nonadditive genetic cornDonents were associated with negative 
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heter~~k indicating the possibility of exploiting non-preference for oviposition in hybrld 

development programs (Biradar et al., 1986). 

Genetic analysis revealed that one recessive gene (nponpo) governs the non-preference to 

oviposition while, NpoNpo or Nponpo governs to preference to ovipositlon (Sharma and Rana. 

1985). Bor ihand  Chopde (1 980) reported that one group of dominant genes controls egdplant 

7Nmyana (1976) reported high rate of oviposition to be completely dominant over low rate of 

oviposition. 

The heritability estimates for total egg count per plant in F, was 50.16% (Halalli er a/., 

1983), and 80 to 93% (Borikar and Chopde, 1981a). Halalli el a1 (1 982) reported low to medium 

heritability for eggidplant. However, estimates of narrow-sense heritabil~ty for eggslplant were 

medium to low (Nimbalkar and Chopde, 1992) or medium (Nimbalkar and Bapat, 1987) The 

estimates of genetic coefficients of variability (GCV), heritability and genetic advance were h~gh 

when material was tested under optimum shoot fly pressure (Borikar and Chopde, 1982) 

2.1.5.6 Recovery resistance 

Both additive and non-additive genetic components were involved in the inheritance of 

plant recovery (Biradar et a/. ,  1986). However, additive gene action for recovery resistance was 

reported (Sharma et al., 1977) with fairly high heritablity and a positive association of plant 

recovery with grain yield (Dogget eral., 1970). The predominance of additive gene action for the 

trait was also reported by several workers (Starks et al., 1970; Borikar and Chopde, 1981a, 

1982). According to Borikar and Chopde (1982), tillering was predominantly under non-add~t~ve 

genetic control. The nature of gene action for tillers/IOO plants, effective t~llers and 

yieldlproductive plant was predominantly non-additive (Borikar and Chopde, 1981 b). Sharma 

et a1 (1977) also reported mostly similar results for these traits. 

The heritability for plant recovery was observed to be 40 to 70% (Borikar and Chopde 

1981a) and significant epistatic effects were reported for this trait (Starks el al., 1970) 

Heritability estimates were low, probably because of the very high magnitude of the dominance 

component of genetic variance (Borikar and Chopde, 1982). The heterosis for plant recovery was 

significant and positive in the cross SF 863 x 168 (Biradar et al., 1986). Blum (1969a) also 

observed bettcr tiller growth and survival in resistant varieties. However, It was observed that 
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was observed that there was no correlation between shoot fly resistance and recovery, indlcatlng 

independent genetic control (Kadam and Mote, 1983). 

2.1.6 Breeding for resistance 

Predominance of additive genetic variance for deadhearts (%), eggslplant and plant 

recovery (?A) (Nimbalkar and Bapat, 1992) indicated the exploitat~on of shoot fly resistance by 

inter se crossing of individuals possessing high values for these tralts or by followrng a 

biparental mating approach (Borikar and Chopde, 1981b). In backcross breedlng the 

susceptibility decreased with extra dose of the reslstant parent in the backcross (1 68 x IS 923) x 

IS 923, indicating a dose effect of resistant genes, but Increased In the backcross to 168 (Brradar 

and Borikar, 1985). In a study by Halalli et a1 (1983) three BCIF, progenies, one F3 progeny 

and three Fcprogenies were more resistant [in terms of egg countlplant and deadhearts (%)I than 

the highly resistant parent, suggesting transgress~ve inher~tance of these characters. 

Sharma et a1 (1977) reported that susceptible parents were generally poor comb~ners, 

while resistant parents were better combiners for eggslplant and deadhearts (%) All reslstant 

parents recorded negative GCA effects and all susceptible parents recorded positive GCA effects 

for deadhearts (%) and eggs per plant (Borikar and Chopde, 1981b). and these results were 

confirmed by Nimbalkar and Bapat (1987). When eight male sorghum parents reslstant to 

Atherigona vanb soccata were crossed with three male stenle (MS) parents, the male parent Sel 

28 was a good general combiner for yield. The cross 2077A x Sel. 28 showed the highest 

specific combining ability for resistance and the h~ghest grain yield (Shinde et a/ . ,  1983b) 

Therefore, parental performance is good Indication of hybrid behaviour (Rao et al., 1974). 

In general, resistant (R) x susceptible (S) crosses exh~b~ted promise for Important 

characten, viz., deadhearts (%), eggslplant and plant recovery (%) (Borikar and Chopde, 198 1 b) 

However, the hybrids involving susceptible parents exhibited much higher damage than that In 

the crosses between tolerant and resistant parents (Singh and Verma, 1988) Sharma eta1 (1 977) 

reported that the FI hybrids from R x R crosses were superior to S x S crosses while, R x S 

crosses were of the intermediate nature with respect to shoot fly damage 

When exotic sorghums and Lndian sorghums were planted side by side, the former were highly 

preferred for oviposition averaging 8 eggslplant with about 90% of the plant population infested 

with eggs when compared to 2 eggs per plant with 10% of the plant populat~on infested 
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with eggs for Indian sorghums (Soto, 1972). Rao et a1 (1974) also indicated the usefulness of 

exotic x Indian crosses in combining resistance with agronomic characters. Resistant lines with 

agronomic worth have been isolated through selection in exotic x Indian crosses (Rana el al., 

1975). 

In FI hybrids shoot fly resistance increased over midparental value under low infestation, 

but the reverse was true under high shoot fly infestation (Sharma and Rana, 1983). Estimates of 

genetic coefficients of variability, heritability and genetic advance were better when shoot fly 

infestation was optimized (Borikar et al., 1982). The study indicated that parameters of 

inheritance of deadheart (%) and eggs per plant are most influenced by level of shoot fly 

population. These results indicate that it is essential to consider shoot fly population in resistance 

breeding studies and selection for resistance may preferably made under conditions of high 

infestation (Nimbalkar and Bapat, 1992). 

2.1.7 Stability of resistance 

Studies on G x E interactions are of major importance in developing pest resistant crop 

varieties. Since the shoot fly population varies with the season and location (Rana et al., 1984), 

varieties also show variable degrees of damage over different environments. Stability of shoot fly 

resistance was therefore studied by number of workers to explain the varietal reaction to shoot 

fly in different environments and to identify the most stable sources of resistance. 

Singh et a1 (1978) and Borikar and Chopde (1982) observed unidirectional varietal 

reaction to changing environments due to non-significance of variety x season interaction. 

Gmotypes, IS 1082, IS 2146 and IS 4664 showed better stability of resistance (Singh et al., 

1978). High degree of phenotypic stability and greater resistance to changing levels of shoot fly 

population were observed in IS 5490 and IS 5604. Genotypes, IS 1071, IS 2394, IS 5484 and IS 

18368 were quite stable for shoot fly resistance across the locations (Borikar and Chopde, 1982). 

The genotypes like IS 2146 and IS 5566 exhibited a high degree of stability for shoot fly 

resistance (Chunduwar et al., 1992). Rao et a1 (1977) also reported relatively higher stability for 

shoot fly resistance in IS 5469, IS 5490 and IS 1054. The hybrid IS 5490 x IS 5604 recorded 

least response to changing levels of shoot fly population (Borikar and Chopde, 1982). 



2.2 Moketllrr marker analysis 

2.2.1 M o k d a r  markers 

Molecular markers can be used as tools for rapid, detailed and directed genetlc 

manipulation of crop plarrts. The ability to score genotypes at the molecular level provides a 

huge increase in the number of available markers for any analysis. The first molecular markers 

used were isozyrnes,, which are protein variants detected by differences in migration on starch 

gels in an electric field (Stuber and Goodman, 1983). Indeed these biochemical markers have 

b a n  particularly useful both in breeding practice (Ainsworth and Gale, 1987) and the hnher 

dcyelopment of marker-aided selection technology (Stuber elal., 1987). Since the late 1960s this 

class of markers has been extensively applied to a variety of population genetic problems. The 

limitation with protein markers lies with insufficient protein variation for high-resolut~on 

mapping. However, as methods for evaluating variation directly at the DNA level became widely 

available during the mid 1980s, DNA-based markers replaced isozymes in mapping studies. A 

significant breakthrough in genetic analysis came when the first genetic map using restriction 

hgment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) (Botstein er a/.. 1980) was constructed Since then 

molecular biology has ushered in a new era with techniques that directly assayed DNA and 

overcame many of the problems that have previously limited the applied use of b~ochem~cal 

markers. 

2.2.1.1 DNA Markers 

DNA markers are the simply detected differences in genetic information carried by two 

or more individuals (Paterson et a/., 1991) These reveal sites of variation often neutral at the 

DNA sequence level (Jones et al., 1997). They are phenotypically neutral, polymorphic, 

abundant and co-dominant in nature (Tanksley, 1993). and therefore extensively used In 

construction of genetic linkage maps. Several types of DNA markers have been used wldely 

(reviewed by Mohan eta/.,  1997; Gupta and Varshney, 2000) for linkage mapping, including 

restriction hgment length polymorphism (RFLPs) (Botstein ef a/., 1980), random amplified 

polymorphic DNA (RAPDs) (Williams et a/., 1990), simple sequence repeats (SSRs or 

microsatellites) (Litt and Luty, 1989), amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs) (Vos 

et al., 1995) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in combination with DNA chip 

technology are likely (Wang el a/., 1998; Kanazin el al., 2002). Recent reviews of molecular 

marken useful in mapping plant genomes include Karp er a1 (1997); Malyshev and Kartel 

(1 997); and Mohan et a1 (1 997). 



Each RFLP probe generally scores a single marker locus and marker alleles at these loci 

arc codominant, as homozygotes and heterozygotes can be distinguished. The number of 

detectable RFLPs is impressive (Botstein et al., 1980; Beckmann and Soller, 1983, 1986a. b; 

Doris-Keller et al., 1987; Soller and Beckmann, 1988). yet RFLPs remain technically complex, 

laborious and difficult to automate (Reiter, 2001). Ragot and Hoisington (1 993) concluded that 

RAPDs are genemlly more timelcost effective in small studies where modest number of 

individuals is to be genotyped, while RFLPs are better for larger studies. AFLP marker data 

generation involves several steps: restriction digestion, PCR and DNA ligation prior to 

electrophoretic separation of bands (Vos er a/ . ,  1995). Problems with any of these steps can lead 

to poor gel resolution or unreliable bands that could represent artifacts. However, compared to 

conventional RFLP techniques, AFLP methods generate many more polymorphic bands per gel 

track 

AFLP and other highly polymorphic marker systems can be used to fill gaps in RFLP- 

based genetic linkage maps, following bulk segregant analysis (Michelmore el a/ . ,  1991) 

approaches. The vast majority of polyrnorphisms that exist in DNA sequence are single base pair 

differences. Recently much effort has been focussed on the exploitation of SNPs (Nikiforov et 

al., 1994; Marshall, 1997; Kanazin et al., 2002) and sequence dependent methods for detect~ng 

them. A particularly interesting RFLP approach involves the use of tissue specific cDNA clones 

as the probes (cDNAs are generated from mR.NAs of genes being expressed in that tissue) Other 

categories of markers can also be very useful (reviewed in Rafalski and Tingey, 1993) For 

example, several studies have used mobile genetic elements such as retroviruses as markers (Rise 

etal., 1991; Nuzhdin etal., 1993; Keightley and Bulfield, 1993; Ebert et al., 1993; L.ong el a!., 

1995). 

The in vitro amplification of DNA by the polymerase chain reaction PCR (Saiki et a/. ,  

1985) has proven to be a revolutionary technique in molecular biology. PCR is rapid, 

inexpensive and technically simple. More recently researchers have moved to PCR-based 

methods that all require smaller amounts of starting material and simpler extraction technologies 

(Young, 2001). 

The use of these markers in a breeding programme has the potential to increase 

efficiency of selection for the traits difficult to manipulate by conventional methods. They offer 

great scope for improving the efficiency of convenkonal plant breeding by canying out selection 
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not directly on the trait of interest but on molecular markers linked to the genes that control the 

trait. These markers are not environmentally regulated and are therefore unaffected by the 

conditions in which the plants are grown and arc at least theoretically detectable in all stages of 

plant growth. Therefore, they are used to identify and tag desirable genes even when conditions 

necarsary for reliable phenotyping of the target trait are not present. 

2.2.1.1.1 SSR markers 

Although known by many names and acronyms, including simple tandem repeats (STRs), 

microsatellites and simple sequence repeats (SSRs), SSRs have received considerable attention 

and are probably the current marka system of choice for marker-based genetic analysis and 

marker-assisted plant breeding (Akkaya et al., 1992; Chin et al.. 1996). SSRs are co-dominant, 

occur in high frequency and appear to be distributed throughout thc genomes of most if not all 

higher plants and animals. They also display high levels of polymorphism even among closely 

related accessions and are amenable to simple and inexpensive PCR-based assays (see Brown 

er al., 1996 for review). 

The repeat regions are generally composed of di-, tri-, tetra- and sometimes greater 

length perfectly repeated, nucleotide sequences (Tautz and Ranz, 1984) that exhibit a h~gh 

degree of polymorphism (Weber and May, 1989). The variability in the number of repeat unlts is 

typically the basis of observed polymorphism. The high degree of polymorphism is thought to be 

the result of increased rates of sequence mutation affecting the number of repeat motifs present 

at an SSR locus with the observed variation likely due to replication slippage or unequal 

crossing over (Edwards et al.. 1992). 

In plant genomes, the overall frequency of microsatellite repeats appears to be generally 

lower than animal genomes (Morgante and Olivieri, 1993; Wu and Tanksley, 1993), although the 

incidence of closely spaced repeats has been borne out experimentally (Gupta er al., 1994; 

Ziakiewicz et al., 1994). In hwnans AC or TC is a very common repeat unit, but in plants AT is 

more common followed by AG or TC. In general, plants have about 10 times less SSRs than 

humans (Mohan et al., 1997). 

Unique sequences that flank the tandem repeats can be used as highly polymorphic 

pmbw or for making PCR primers. T h m  are well-established methods of finding microsatellites 

by screening phage libraries with oligonucleotide probes. But a quicker, if limited, approach is to 
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examine sequence data banks for their presence (Bun. 2001). SSR-based primers representing 

tri- tetra- and penta-nucleotide repeak have been used successfully to generate distlnct bandlng 

patterns that are resolvable on low-resolution agarose gels using ethidium bromide stainlng 

(Gupta et al., 1994; and Weising e l  01.. 1995). on high-resolution polyacrylarnide gels by sllver 

staining (Buscot el aL, 1996). through primer radiolabelling followed by autoradiography (Gupta 

er a!., 1994), or through primer labelling with fluorescent dyes and automated high-resolut~on 

visualization of PCR products separated by PAGE- capillary electrophoresis. As would be 

predicted, the best product size descrimination is obtained with polyacrylamide-based gel 

analysis although agarose gel is sufficient for many applications (Vogel and Scolnik, 1997) 

In any case SSRs are generally among the most fellable and highly reproducible of 

molecular markers. Indeed SSRs are now widely recognized as the foundation for many 

h e w o r k  linkage maps. SSRs have played a critical role even in merging disparate linkage 

maps (Bell and Ecker, 1994; M a y a  et al., 1995) since they detine specific locations in the 

genome unambiguously (Young, 2001). These markers can require considerable investment to 

generate but are then inexpensive to use in mapping and MAS. The large start up costs for this 

technique should be justifiable for crops where large-scale mapping and MAS are a practical 

necessity (Hash and Bramel-Cox, 2000). ': 
2.2.1.1.1.1 Sorghum SSR markers 

SSR-containing clones isolated from both BAC (bactenal artificial chromosome) and 

enriched gDNA libraries and database sequences that contaln SSRs were the sources for the 

sorghum SSRs mapped by Bhattramakki er a1 (2000). Targeted isolation of SSR loci uslng BAC 

clones as proposed by Cregan el a1 (1999) is likely to be the most efficient method for placlng 

SSR loci in the segments. BTx623 is the reference genotype used for sorghum molecular marker 

genotyping it was the source of DNA used to construct the enrlched libraries and the two 

sorghum BAC libraries that are currently available (Bhattramakki el ab, 2000). PCR primers for 

the amplification of DNA fragments containing SSRs from sorghum were successfully 

developed through three different approaches by Brown er a1 (1 996) and it was reported that 

sorghum fragments can be amplified using at least some maize SSR primers (Brown el al., 

1996). 

Map location of 46 SSR loci (Taramino et al., 1997; Tao er al., 1998; Kong el at., 2000) 

and 113 novel SSR loci (including four SSR containing gene loci) (Bhattramakki et al., 2000) 

have b a n  reported to date. SSR markers have been incorporated into an existing RFLP based 
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map of Xu eta/  (1 994) (Kong e l  a/..  1997) and on the map of Peng er a/ (1 999) (Bhanramakk~ cr 

a/., 2000). The number of SSR loci available per sorghum linkage group ranges from 8 to 30 

Eight SSR loci that, although monomorphic among the 18 survey accessions, have high degree 

of homology to known genes (Bhattramakki eta/ . ,  2000) have yet to be mapped. The average 

number of alleles detected per locus at the polymorphic loci was 3.88. (AGITChand (ACflG), 

repeats comprise the majority of all SSRs (52%) and 91% of the dinucleotide SSRs at these loci 

(Bhattramakki el a/., 2000). AGITC repeats also predominated among the SSRs isolated by 

Brown el a1 (1996). It was found that as much as 57% of SSR containing triplets rich In G-C 

base pairs were located in gene coding regions of the total genomic DNA (Wang. Weber, Zhong 

and Tanksley, 1994). 

The estimated average ,probability that two accessions in a working group will have 

different alleles at a locus ranges from 0.88 to 0.67 depending upon the working group to which 

the accessions belong (Kong er a/ . ,  2000). In addition, the number of alleles per locus is 

positively correlated (r = 0.68, which is significant at 1% level) with the number of repeated 

units at the loci in BTx623, the strain from which the SSRs were originally isolated (Kong er al., 

2000). This confirms that most Sorghum bicolor SSR loci are sufficiently polymorphic to be 

usefbl in marker-assisted selection programs (Kong et a/ . ,  2000). 

2.2.2 Linkage mapping 

Construction of a linkage map is the most fundamental step required for a deta~led 

genetic study and application of the marker-ass~sted breeding approach In any crop (Tanksley P I  

a/., 1989). Comprehensive mapping of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) requires informative 

markers for all regions of the genome (Paterson et a/. ,  1988; Lander and Botstein, 1989) 

Likewise, a high density map facilitates marker-assisted selection especially between closely 

related types (Chittenden rt  a/. ,  1994). as it provides information on many potentially 

polymorphic markers in all genomic regions 

Genetic maps show the order of loci along a chromosome and relative distance between 

them. Such maps are essential for localization of genes affecting both simple and complex traits 

Construction of maps is based on the discovery that Mendellian factors or genes controlling 

inheritance are organized in a linear order on chromosomes. With this fact Sturtevert developed 

the fint chromosome map using segregation data from studies on Drosophila (Crow and Dove. 

1988). Later chromosome maps in several organisms were developed. The markers on these 



maps were either genes or morphological features of chromosome. Until recently, construction of 

chromosome maps proceeded slowly because of lack of polymorphism in genetic markers, time 

and labour consuming construction of marker stocks, and genetic mapping by indlrect 

o b s m t i o n  of recombinant chromosomal segments (Kochert, 1994). Molecular markers have 

several advantages over these traditional phenotypic markers that were previously available to 

plant breeden (see Tanksley, 1993). The principle of construction of molecular maps 1s same as 

in classical genetic mapping. However, the new consldemtion in molecular mapping 1s the fact 

that a potentially unlimited number of DNA markers can be analysed in a single mapplrly 

population (Young, 2001). As predicted by Botstein et aI(1980) molecular markers have sparked 

an explosion of genetic maps in humans and wide range of plant and animal species. 

Parents selected for mapping experiments should show sufficient polymorphism for both 

phenotypic characters and molecular markers. This cannot be overemphasized, for in the absence 

of DNA polymorphism, segregation analysis and linkage mapping are impossible (Young. 2001 ) 

Moreover, SSR markers tend to exhibit high levels of polymorphism, even in narrow crosses 

(Rongwen etal., 1999,  providing the possibtlity ofconstructing maps In crosses between closely 

related parents (Young, 2001). In general, any type of marker can be used for constructton of 

linakge maps. However, co-dominant markers (e.g., RFLP and microsatellites associated w~th  

unique long-sequence flanking regions) will give more information from F2 and backcross 

generations than will markers giving predominantly presence or absence or dominantly ~nherlted 

polymorphism (Hash and Bmmel-Cox, 2000). 

Backcross and F2 populations are suitable for DNA based mapping, but recombinant 

inbred populations (Burr and Burr, 1991) provide permanent mapping resources because of 

homozygosity of the lines and can be distributed, replicated and evaluated from experiments In 

different environments, which is essential for more accurate measurement of any quantttative 

trait (Burr et at., 1988, Zamir et a / ,  1993; Goldman et a/ . ,  1995; Paran et a/., 1995). They are 

expected to have an increased power ofQTL detection because of nearly complete homozygosity 

at QTL and marker loci (Moreno-Gonzalez. 1993). The process of slbling F1 plants through 

at least 5 or more generations of selfing leads to lines that each contains different combinations 

of linkage blocks from their two original parents. The differing linkage blocks in each individual 

RIL provides the basis for linkage analysis. The presence of linkage disequilibrium is due to 

more opportunity for meiotic recombination and thus makes the possibility of distinguishing 

mom closely linked QTLs (Tanksley, 1993). ~ l t h o u g h  lines will become homozygous, some 
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mgions of their genomes tend to stay heterozygous longer than expected from theory (Burr and 

Burr, 1991). However, the rate of recombination is under the genetic control with some modifier 

genes having a general influence throughout genome and others having fine-scaled influences on 

specific chromosomal regions (Brooks, 1988). The only limitation in use of R n s  is the tlme 

required to develop these mapping population. Doubled haploid lines (DHLs) can also be used 

for linkage mapping with many of the same advantages of RILs (Huen er a/.,  1991 ). 

Since the resolution of the map and the ability to correctly determine marker order IS 

largely dependent on population size, the decision on population size to be used for mapping I S  

critical. When ever possible the larger the population the better (Young, 2001). Based on Monte 

Carlo simulations, Beavis (1994) concluded that populations smaller than 200 individuals would 

rarely be successful to find most QTLs and in many cases populations larger than 500 are 

required. Moreover, if the goal is high resolution mapping in specific genomic regions or 

mapping QTLs with minor effect, a much larger population is required (Young, 2001). 

DNA-based maps can be related to existing cytogenetic maps through the use of 

aneuploid lines (Helentjaris et a/.. 1986; Young er a/.,  1987; Rooney et a/ . ,  1994) and 

substitution lines (Sharp et al., 1989) or in-situ hybridization (ISH) (Zhang et a/.,  2000) 

Recently focus has shifted to the relationship between genetic and physical maps (Zhang and 

Wang, 1997). Eventually the distances between DNA markers need to be described not only by 

recombination frequency, but by actual physical distance This kind of information w~ll be 

abundantly clear in Arabidopsis and rice through complete physical mapping and eventual 

genome sequencing (Yu et al., 2002; Goff et al., 2002; Bennetzen, 2002). Young (2001) opined 

that even in more complex plant genomes, positional cloning projects based on YAC and BAC 

libraries are beginning to shed light on relationships of genetic maps to physical maps Fine 

structure mapping of the same genome region using both recombinational and physlcal 

techniques is the best method to compare different types of maps directly (Young, 2001). 

2.2.2.1 Linkage maps in sorghum 

Genetic studies of morphological traits in sorghum began early this century and Dogget 

(1988) summarized genetic linkage of morphological and physiological mutants involving 49 

loci. To date over 200 morphological and agronomically important markers have been identified 

(Behan et a\., 1993), but only nine linkage groups have been established and these consist of 

only 2-10 loci (Pereira et a/.,  1994). The biggest linkage group contains ten linked morphological 



marker loci (Dogget4 1988). Sorghum genome mapping based on DNA markers began In the 

early 1990s and since then several genetic maps of sorghum have been developed with large 

number of DNA-based markers including RFLPs, AFLPs and SSRs. These maps wll be useful 

in advanced breeding and genetic studies. 

The construction of fin1 sorghum llnkage map was developed using heterologous maize 

probes (Hulbert el aL, 1990). Later several RFLP linkage maps of S. bicolor have been 

constructed (Binelli el a/. ,  1992; Whitkus et a/., 1992; Berhan er a/., 1993; Chinenden er a/.: 

1994; Penira et al., 1994; Ragab eral., 1994; Xu el a/., 1994; Dufour er a/., 1996, 1997; Peng el 

al., 1999). Combined, these maps include over 800 markers (Rennetzen el a/., 2000). Five major 

RFLP maps independently developed in this species (Chittenden et a/., 1994; Pereira er a/., 

1994; Ragab er al., 1994; Xu ef al., 1994; Boivin er al., 1999) were successfully aligned and 

form the first report on the unambiguous alignment of all ten sorghum linkage groups (Subudhi 

and Nguyen, 1999). The integrated maps will accelerate genome mapping and comparative 

mapping activity in sorghum and other related grass species. 

Most of the early sorghum molecular marker-based genetic maps used maize RFLP 

probes (Binneli et al., 1992; Whitkus et al., 1992; Melake-Berhan el a/., 1993; Pereira er a/. ,  

1994) in the context of comparative mapping. In 1994. three different groups (Chittenden era/., 

1994; Ragab eta!., 1994; Xu etal., 1994) developed RFLP maps using mainly sorghum DNA 

probes. Dufour ef a/ (1997) published a map based on maize, sugarcane and cereal anchor 

probes. This composite linkage map was further saturated with the additton of more heterologous 

probes and AFLP markers (Boivin et al., 1999). A few cDNA clones of sorghum and maize 

relate to photosynthesis and drought stress were mapped on the map of Subudhi and Nguyen 

(1999). Similarly, the RFLP maps of Xu er a/ ( 1  994) and Peng el al(1999) have been improved 

with addition of over I00 SSR markers (Kong er al., 1997; Bhattramakk~ et a/., 2000). Recently 

more than 500 AFLP markers have been added to the map of Xu er a/ ( I  994). which is currently 

being used to generate a high quality physical map of the sorghum genome (Subudhi and 

Nguyen, 1999). 

The maps were developed fiom interspecific crosses (Chittenden el al., 1994; Lin er a l .  

1995), an inter-subspecific cross (Pereira er a/., 1994) and rest of the maps from intra-specific 

crosses. Both Fz (Hulbert et al., 1990; Binelli er a/., 1992; Melake-Berhan er al., 1993; 

Chittenden er a/., 1994; Pereira etal., 1994; Ragab et al., 1994; Xu et al., 1994) and RIL 
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populations @ufour et al., 1997; Tao et al., 1998; Boivin et al., 1999; Crasta et a/., 1999; 

Peng et d., 1999) wen equally used in map development. Only the maps of Chittenden et a1 

(1994) and Pereira et a1 (1994) are complete, containing ten linkage groups. The crosses, types 

of populations, number of linkage youps, number of markers and type of markers used so far in 

sorghum maps arc summarized by Subudhi and Nguyen (1999). 

2.23 Marker trait assoclations 

Quantitative characters have been a major area of genetic study for over a century 

because they arc a common feature of natural variation in populations of all eukaryotes (Kearsey 

and Farquhar, 1998). First attempts at studying them stemmed from the work of Galton (1 889) 

on man before the rediscovery of Mmdellian inheritance of qualitative characters through the 

pioneer work of Fisher (1918), Wright (1934), Mather (1949) and Falconer (1960) to the new 

era. Despite these studies the number of genes and their interactive effects controlling the 

expression of quantitative traits are poorly understood. 

The basic concept of associating genetic markers with quantitative traits was first 

proposed by Sax (1923). Since then there has been great interest in genetic dissection of 

quantitative variation. Geneticists have recognized the potential use of linkages between 

qualitative genes and QTL for studying the nature of quantitative genetic variation (Sax, 1923; 

Lindstrom, 1926, 1931; Waxelson, 1933; Smith, 1937; Everson and Schaller, 1955; Thoday, 

1961). Unfortunately the relatively small number and sometimes deleterious nature of qualitative 

marker genes was extremely limiting to linkage studies with quantitative genetic variation 

(Bubeck et al., 1993). 

Analysis of biochemical and DNA markers in crosses between parents that differ for a 

quantitative trait can be used to find RFLPs linked to genes controlling the quantitative traits or 

QTLs (Gale and Witwmbe, 1992). In plants the first attempts of using at performing genome 

wide analysis of quantitative variation by allozymes (Tanksley et al.. 1982; Edwards et al., 

1987). Initially RFLPs were used as DNA markers (Beckrnann and Soller, 1983; Lander and 

Botstein, 1989), but these were followed by PCR markers such as RAPDs, microsatellites and 

4FLPs that wen cheaper, safer and provided more markers per unit of DNA (Westman and 

;(nsovich, 1997). Th& polymorphic markers provided the framework maps around which the 

3olygenedQTL could be located (Kearsey and Farquhar, 1998). 
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Several statistical approaches have been developed for detecting and quantifying the 

strength of these associations (Soller and Brody, 1976; Edwards et al.. 1987; Lander and 

Botstein. 1989; Knapp, 1989). The ability to detect a QTL with an RFLP marker is a function of 

the magnitude of QTL's effect on the character, the size of mapping population being studied 

and the recombination frequency between the marker and the QTL (Tanksley et al., 1989). The 

realized QTL effect is a function as to how large an effect the QTL has and how tightly i t  is 

linked to the marker or flanking markers (Gale and Witcombe, 1992). There are however dangers 

associated with the establishment of breeding programs based on correlations of marker 

genotypes with quantitative traits before the identified factors (QTLs) have been tested in several 

genetic backgrounds and have been evaluated for associated effects on other characters of 

agronomic or economic importance (Tanksley and Hewitt, 1988). 

It is well understood by plant breeders that G x E interactions exist for many quantitative 

traits, suggesting that general conclusions about QTLs, particularly those with small effects on 

the basis of single environments and single populations could lead to erroneous decisions. The 

use of QTL identification by breeders also will be influenced by the consistency of QTL regions 

across the germplasm (Bubeck et al., 1993). One challenge of plant breeding is to take advantage 

of favorable direct effects of QTLs, while maximizing favorable environmental interactions and 

minimizing unfavorable ones (Bubeck et al., 1993). 

A greatly abbreviated list of agronomic traits subjected to marker mapping and QTL 

analysis includes drought tolerance (Martin et al.. 1989), seed hardness (Keim er al., 1990), seed 

size (Fatokun et al.. 1992), maturity and plant height (Lin er al., 1995), disease resistance 

(reviewed by Young, 1996), oil and protein content (Diers et al., 1992), soluble solids (Tanksley 

and Hewitt, 1988) and yield (Stuber et 01. .  1987). ) 

2.2.4 Marker misted selection (MAS) 

The ability to manipulate genes responsible for quantitative traits is a prerequisite for 

sustained improvement in crop plants. MAS in pedigree, backcross and population improvement 

are especially useful for the traits that are otherwise difficult or impossible to deal with by 

conventional means alone (Hash and Bramel-Cox, 2000). There has been an implicit expectation 

that marker-based QTL analysis will make it easier and faster for breeders to manipulate these 

traits (Soller and Beckmann 1983; Tanksley, 1983), but this expectation has often not been 

realized. 



The development of linkage maps with abundant marken in a wde range of crop specles. 

was accelerated by development of newer and simpler DNA marker systems l~ke  RAPDs 

(Williams et a/., 1990), AFLPs (Vos el  a/., 1995). and SSRs, also known as microsatelhtes 

(Akkaya et a!., 1992). Scientists soon began to believe that the promise of MAS origrnally 

proposed by Sax (1923) and Thoday (1961) might soon become a reality (Young, 1999) 

Analysing plants at the seedling stage, screening multiple characters that would normally be 

epistatic with one another, deterministically minimizing linkage drag and rapidly recovenng 

recurrent parent's genotype were some of the potential advantages of MAS (Tanksley er a/ . ,  

1989). 

In order to tag any gene of interest with a selection fidelity of 99%. Tanksley (1983) 

showed that it would be necessary to have marker loc~ spaced at 20-cM Intervals throughout the 

genome. Selection can be exerted for a number of markers simultaneously, which will have the 

effect of selecting for QTLs with positive effect on the quantitatrve trait (Paterson el a/., 1988). 

However, one of the major drawbacks is that when the linked marker used for selection is at a 

distance away fiom the gene of interest, this permits crossovers to occur between the marker and 

the gene. This produces a small percentage of false-positives/negatives in the screening process 

(Mohan et al., 1997). Therefore, in the final analysis, the success of MAS will depend on 

identifying highly polymorphic marker(s) as close to the gene as possible to ensure itsltherr 

utility across many breeding populations (Mohan eta/.. 1997). 

For efficient MAS some additional steps have been suggested by Young (1999): 1 )  

repetition over several years and locations, 2) repetition in larger sibling populations, 3) 

repetition in genetically unrelated populations, and 4) detailed analysts In marker-generated near- 

isogenic lines (NILS) that isolate the effects of individual QTLs. 

2.2.5 Statistical techniques for QTL analysis 

QTL analysis is predicted on looking for associations between the quantitative trait and 

the marker alleles segregating in the population. It has two essential stages; the mapping of the 

markers and association of the trait with the markers. Both of these require accurate data and 

statistical software (Keaney and Farquhar, 1998). The basic theory underlying marker mapping 

has been available since the 1920s (see Mather, 1938). but has to be extended to handle hundreds 

of markers simultaneously. The availability of computer software packages has made this much 

easier (Young, 2001). 



The traditional approach (Soller and Brody, 1976, Tanksley et at., 1982; Edwards et at., 

1987) for detecting a QTL in the vicinity of a marker involves studying single genetlc markers 

one at a time. However, if the QTL does not lie at the marker locus, its phenotypic effect 

diminishes relative to the true effect of the QTL as the distance (recombination frequency) 

increases behveen the marker locus and the QTL (Edwards et al., 1987; Lander and Botste~n, 

1989). To overcome this, Knapp (1989) developed an approach, which util~zes pairs of markers 

in a sequential manner and estimates the phenotypic effect of the QTL and I& significance in the 

region bracketed by the two markers in each pair. Lander and Botstein (1989) reported 

development of method for mapping QTLs, interval mapping using LOD scores, Intervals 

between adjacent pain of markers along a chromosome are scanned and the likelihood profile of 

a QTL being at any particular point in each interval is determined; or to be more precise, the log 

of the ratio of the likelihoods (LOD) of there being one QTL vs no QTL at a part~cular polnt 

(Lander and Botstein, 1989). An alternative approach using multiple regression was developed 

by Haley and Knott (1 992). It often produces very similar results to LOD mapping both In terms 

ofaccuracy and precision, but has the advantages of speed and simpl~city of programming. Tests 

of significance and confidence intervals can be obtained by boot strapping approaches (Visscher 

eta!., 1996). However, it is reported by Tanksley and Nelson (1 996) that the statistical detecton 

of QTLs is likely to depend not only on the type of populat~on util~zed. but also be on the 

intralocus and interlocus interactions of the segregating QTLs. 

For most mapping projects the most widely used genetic mapping software 1s 

MAPMAKER (Lander et at., 1987). MAPMAKER is based on the concept of the LOD score. 

"the log of the odds ratio" (Morton, 1955). The popularity of MAPMAKER is based on the ease 

with which it performs multipoint analysis of many linked loci (Young, 2001). The computer 

program JOINMAP is especially suited to relate one's map to those derived from other mapping 

populations (Stam, 1993). 

To apply a linkage map to QTL analysis, MAPMAKER has been modified to cany out 

QTL analysis using mathematical models and interfaces very much like the original program 

b d e r  and Botstein, 1989). Other programs like QTL Cartographer (Basten el al., 1998) 

provide very much the same type of analysis. QTL analysis can also performed by using 

composite interval mapping (CIM) with the PLABQTL software as described by Rami el at 

(1998) or with Q'fL cartographer. For intended use of linkage information in marker-assisted 
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breed~ng, a program llke Map Manager (Manley and Cudmore, 1998) helps to keep track of 

marker data In a population of Interest Whlle, Hypergene helps to d~splay graph~cal genotypes 

(Young and Tanklsey, 1989) The program qGENE seeks to brlng all of these important DNA 

marker tools together Into a single package (Nelson, 1997) 

2.3 QTL mapping for insect resistance in cereals 

Like other quantitrrtlve tralts, lnher~tance of reslstance to a number of Insects m cereals is 

polygenlc (Khush and Brar, 1991) Phenotypic selection for such traits IS d~fficult Selecnon 

based on marken could theoretlcally ease the rnan~pulat~on of such tra~ts wthout affecung other 

~mportant agronomic tra~ts Molecular mapping experiments for quantltatlve Insect reslstance m 

malze, rice and barley have been conducted and the details are presented in Table 1 The 

mapplng populauon types generally used were F2 3, RILs and doubled haplo~d lines @HLs) The 

sue of populat~on vanes between 71 (RILs) and 475 (TI,) Taklng cognizance of the low power 

of QTL detect~on for small sample slzes (<300) found In s~mulatron studles (Utz and Melch~nger. 

1994) several reasonably large s ~ z e d  RIL mapplng populat~ons have been developed In sorghum 

at ICRISAT, Patancheru These are belng screened for reslstance to shoot fly and stemborer 

S~gn~ficant Q x E lnteract~on was observed for reslstance to corn borers In terms of leaf feeding 

rates (Jampatong et a / ,  2002, Bohn et a1 , 1996, Bohn et a / ,  1997 and Groh el a!,  1998) T ~ I S  

lnd~cates the Influence of env~ronment on the expression of reslstance tra~ts 

Among the cereals, extenswe QTL mapplng exper~ments were done In malze for 

resistance to different specles of corn borers A commonly held vlew IS that maize 1s 

except~onally polyrnorph~c, due to ~ts h~ghly cross-~oll~nated nature A sufficiently large number 

of polymorphrc RFLP loci can be found for malze in lntraspeclfic crosses In contrast to many 

0 t h  crops where ~nterspec~fic crosses are used to overcome lack of marker p o l f l o r ~ h ~ m  

wlthln the cult~gen In add~tlon, large numbers of RFLPs that have already been mapped In the 

maize genome are publicly available (Bohn et a / ,  1996) In case of sorghum RFLP llnkage maps 

(Subudhl and Nguyen, 1999) and an tntegrated SSRand RFLP linkage map @ h a t m a k h e r a L *  

2000) are ava~lable (details already reviewed In prevlous sect~on) These markers are of potentla1 

use in mapping sorghum genomlc regions assoc~ated wth  reslstance to shoot fly, stemborer and 

mldge 

Correlahng genetic map to physical map would be highly valuable to plant genetlclsts for 

map based clonlng Recently, an attempt has been made to locate molecular markers (~mclO5a 
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on the short arm of chromosome 9, cs11145a on the long arm) that flank QTL for resistance to 

sugarcane corn borer (SCB) aqd southwestern corn borer (SWCB) (Sadder and Weber, 2002), it  

was suggested that further DNA sequences have to be identified before attempting to Isolate the 

Qn. 



Material and methods 



III. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

3.1 Materid 

The experimental material consisted of a set of 252 recombinant inbred lines (RILs), the 

two parents and two susceptible checks. The two inbreds, v ~ z  , BTx623 and IS 18551 were the 

parents of RILs. BTx623 is h&hly suscept~ble and IS 18551 is resistant to shoot fly 296 B and 

CSH-1 were used as susceptible checks. The salient features of parental l~nes  and suscept~ble 

checks are presented in Table 2. The mapping population consisting of 252 RILs (F56) was used 

for phenotypic screening along with parents and checks, and 93 U s  (Fg 7)  forming subset of thls 

mapping population were genotyped with SSR primer pairs. 

3.2 Development of mapping population 

The set of recombinant inbred lines (RILs) was used as a mapping population. The RILs 

were produced at ICRISAT, Patancheru, by 6-7 generations of single seed descent method ( I  e. ,  

each randomly chosen planthead contributes a single row of offsprings to the next generation) 

Segregating generations of a cross were rapidly advanced with no intentional select~on. each llne 

is being continued by single planthead in each generation. 

A single representative plant in BTx623 was used as female parent and pollinated with a 

single representative plant from IS 1855 1. All the FI plants were space planted and were selfed 

Seeds of single head from each of the selfed Fz plants were harvested separately and grown In 

progeny rows in the next generation. Individual plants were chosen randomly w ~ t h ~ n  each 

progeny row in FJ and were selfed. The process of random selection and selfing lnd~vtduals 

continued up to F6.7 generations. In all generations of random selection, the nurseries were 

protected from infestation of shoot fly and other insects. Bulk seed was harvested from random 

F, plants to produce 252 Fg recombinant inbred lines (RILs). Each F6 line represents F2 plant 

from which it is derived. The method of developing RlLs is diagrammatically represented In 

Figure 1. The details on pedigree of 252 F6.7 RILs of cross BTx623 x IS 18551 is glven In 

Appendix I. 



Figute 1.  Development of RILs (. generation advancement 
fiom F, onwards by selfing individual plant at random) 



Table 2. Salient features of parental lines of FUL mapping population and susceptible checks ' 

IS 18551 (Parent) 

296 B (Check) 

CSH-1 (Check) 

Parents and checks Salient features 

BTx623 (Parent) Derived from cross between IS 40583 (kajr)  and 

1s 21807 (carrdatitm). Grains are white and glumes 

reddish brown. Leaves of seedling are dark green 

(Plate 4) (non-tan), dull, broad and drooping (Plate I)  

with no trichomes. Highly susceptible to shoot fly. 

High yielding with medium plant height and maturlty 

(Plate 3). 

Origin from Ethiopia, race di~rra .  Earhead w~th  straw 

colored grain and larger glumes. Leaves of seedllng 

are light green, shining (Plate 4), narrow and polnted 

upward (Plate 2) with dense trichomes. Resistant to 

shoot fly. Very tall at maturity (Plate 3). 

Derived from Aispun. Semi-compact earhead, whlte 

grain, tan colored. Leaves of seedling are non-glossy 

with no trichomes. Susceptible to shoot fly. 

CK60A x IS 84. It has semi-loose earhead with white 

grain. It is non-tan. Leaves of seedling are non-glossy 

with no trichomes. Highly susceptible to shoot fly. 



Ratel. The susceptible parent BTx623 Plate 2. The resistant parent IS 1855 1 bearing 
beanng dark green, dull, droopy leaves glossy, erect, m o w ,  pointed leavea 

Plate 3. The two pruents of mapping population viz., Plate 4. Ssedliap showing glossy (Scorn I) and 
BTx623 (S) and IS 18551(R) at maturity non-glossy (Scorn 5) leaves in resistant (IS1 855 1) 

and susceptrble (BTx6123) parants, respectively 



3 3  Evaluation of RILs for phenotyp~c cnaracten 

3.3.1 Locations, seasons and experimental design 

A total of 256 entries involving 252 RILs, two parents (BTx623 and IS 1855 1 ) and I \+O 

susceptible checks (296 B and CSH-1) were planted In three environments The erltrles were 

evaluated at ICNSAT, Patancheru (during khanrand rahr. 2000) and at Dharwai (during early 

rabi, 2000). The experimental material was planted In the month of August 2000 and Januan 

2001 at Patanchem and August 2000 at Dharwar ICRISAT is located at an alt~tude of 5 3 5  

meters above mean sea level at a latitude of 17' 32' N and long~tude of 78' 16' E Dhanvar IS 

located at an altitude of 678 meters height above mean sea level at a latitude of 1.5' 26' N. 

longitude of 75' 07' E. The three environments are here onwards referred as El (kir~lr.i/. 

Patancham), E2 (rabi, Patanchem) and E3 (early rabr, Dharwar) 

The genotypes were laid out in an 8 x 32 alpha des~gn (Patterson and W~ll~ams,  1976) 

with four replications. Each replication consisted 32 blocks each w~th  8 plots. Each entry was 

planted in 2 row plots of each with 2 m length with r~dges 75 cm apart at Patancheru and 45 cnl 

apart at D h a m d .  Plots were thinned at 10 DAE (days after seedling emergence) to spacing of 5 

cm between plants within rows when the seedl~ngs were at 4-leaf stage 

3.3.2 Resistance screening technique 

TO attain uniform shoot fly pressure under field cond~tions the ~nterlard-fish meal 

technique (Nwanzae, 1997) was followed for screening resistance. Four rows of a suscept~blc 

cultivar (CSH-I or CSH-9) were sown 20 days before sowing the test material (Plate 5) This 

was done to allow for multiplication of shoot fly for one generation. Ten days after seedllng 

emergence, polythene bags containing moistened fish meal were kept In the test mater~al at 

uniform intervals covering the entire area to attract the emerging shoot f l~es  from Infester rows 

Field view of the technique followed is presented in Plate 6 The plant protection measures were 

avoided until the shoot fly infestation period was complete However, chem~cal spray was 

carried out when the level of shoot fly infestation in the suscept~ble check CSH-1 was more than 

70%. 

33.3 Observations 

Observations on leaf glossiness (1-5 scale), seedling vigour (1-5 scale), trichome dens~ty 

(no.1mm2), seedling height (cm), oviposit~on (%), deadhearts (%), pseudostem length (cm). 

seedling dry weight (g), days to 50% flowering, plant height (cm) and grain y~eld (glpl) were 



Plate 5. The infestor rows technique to screen resistance to shoot fly under field conditions 
(infester rows at foreground and test material at the rear end). 

Plate 6. The interlard fish meal technique to screen for resistance to shoot fly under field 
conditions 



recorded at all the three envk~nments. The measurements on pseudostem length and seedling 

dry weight were recorded in two environments El and E2. 

3.3.3.1 Glossiness 

Intensity of glossiness was recorded at 7 DAE on 1 to 5 scale where 1 = high intensity of 

glossiness and 5 = non-glossy Pla te  3). Leaf glossiness was scored in the morning hours when 

there was maximum reflection of light. 

3.3.3.2 Seedling vigour 

Seedling vigour (height, leaf growth and robustness) was scored at 9 DAE and 16 DAE 

on a 1-5 scale where 1 = high vigour (plants showing maximum height, leaf expansion and 

robustness) and 5 = low vigour (plants showing minimum growth, less leaf expansion and poor 

adaptation). The seedlings being recorded at 9 and 16 DAE were designated as seedling vlgour I 

and seedling vigour 11, respectively. 

3.3.3.3 Trichorne density 

For recording leaf trichome density, the central portion of fifth leaf from the base was 

taken from three randomly selected seedlings in each entry at 17, 22 and 30 DAE in the 

environments El,  E3 and E2, respectively. Leaf bits (approximately 0.5 cm2) were placcd in 20 

ml of acetic acid: alcohol (2:l) in small vials (1.5 cm diameter, 5.75 cm high) overnight. Tllc 

cleared samples were transferred into 90% lactic acid in small vials and stored for later 

observations. For microscopic examination, the leaf samples were mounted on a slide in a drop 

of water and observed under stereomicroscope at a magnification of lox. The number of 

trichomes on both lower and upper leaf surfaces was counted in threc microscopic fields selected 

at random and expressed as trichome density (no./mm2). Thus, a total o f 3 6 observations per 

entry mean (3 plants x 3 microscopic fields x 4 replications) were recorded. 

3.3.3.4 Seedling height 

Seedling height (cm) was measured from base of the plant to tip of top most completely 

opened leaf on three randomly selected plants in each entry at 20 DAE and 29 DAE. Seedling 

height recorded at 20 and 29 DAE are being designated as seedling height I and seedling height 

U, respectively. 



Plate 7. Young leaf of sorghum with eggs laid by shoot fly 

Plate 8. Sorghum seedling showing symptom of 
deadheart 



33.35 Oviposition 

Total number of plants with eggs in each entry was recorded twce  with an Interval of 7 

days in all the environments. In the environments El and E3 counts were made at 14 and 21 

D M .  At environment E2 counts were made at 21 and 28 DAE. A seven-days delay In E2 was 

planned ar, shoot fly incidence was also slower in interlards A typlcnl pla~rt with eggs laid on rlw 

lower surface is shown in Plate 7. The observations on oviposltlon recorded at two stages are 

refemed here onwards as oviposit~on I and ov~position n Ov~posit~on counts were expressed In 

terms of percentage. 

Number of plants with eggs x 100 

Oviposition (96) = 
Total number of plants 

333.6 Deadhearts 

Deadheart counts were recorded twice at an interval of 7 days in all the three 

environments. In E l ,  the counts were made at 21 and 28 DAE In E3 counts were made at 7 days 

early due to early incidence of shoot fly. However, a seven-days delay In E2 was planned as 

shoot fly incidence was slower in Interlards. A single plant with deadheart symptom due to 

damage by shoot fly is shown in Plate 8. The observations on deadhearts (%) recorded at two 

stages of seedling growth are referred here onwards as deadhearts I and deadhearts I1 

Deadhearts counts were expressed In terms of percentage 

Number of plants with deadhearts 

Deadhearts (%) = x I00 

Total number of plants 

333.7 Pseudostem length 

The data on pseudostem length (cm) was recorded In El and E2 at 29 DAE 

333.8 Seedling dry weight 

Seedling dry weight (g) was recorded on three randomly selected plants at 30 DAE 



3 3 3 9  Days to 50% flowering 

T ~ m e  ~ n t e n a l  from sowlng to arlthrs15 5honc.d at least 50% anthesrs was recorded as dn\, 

to SO0% flowenng 

333.10 Plant height 

Plant herght at matunty (cm) was recorded from the so11 surface to the trp of plant 

(~ncludlng sorghum head) 

33.3.11 Grain yield 

At matunty, matured earhead from all the plants rn each entry was harvested and bulked 

together Average gram y~eld  per plant (g) In each plot was recorded 

3.4 Molecular marker analysis 

The molecular analysts made In the present study IS descrrbed below The detatls on 

preparahon of solutton5 and buffers used are presented In Append~x U 

3.4.1 Genomic DNA isolation 

3.4.1.1 DNA Extraction and purification 

DNA was extracted from bulk of about 30-50 ~ n d ~ v ~ d u a l s  from each F7 lrne Thrs bulk 

const~tuted the genotype of the Fb plant from whrch the seeds were obtalned for the next 

generatton For DNA extraction, 5 day old et~olated seedl~ngs were used Seeds of each entry 

were washed with chlorax (10%) to avo~d  contamlnatlon wtth growth of fungus Around 50 

seeds were spread In fold~ngs of paper towels arranged In a plastrc tray and spnnkled wtth water 

The trays wlth the seed samples were placed In incubator and the temperature was adjusted to 

30 'C Care was taken to avo~d  dry~ng of paper towels After 5 days the et~olated seedl~ngs (5 g) 

were taken out from the tray. placed In punched polythene bags and lyophrllzed In l~qutd 

nltrogen These tlssues were then stored at -20 'C 

For DNA extractron, the followrng CTAB Maxi-prep method was followed 

DNA extractron steps (CTAB maxi-prep) 

1 The lyophlllzed tlssue sample was ground Into fine powder In l ~ q u ~ d  nltrogen uslny 

autoclaved mortar and pestle 
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2. The ground tissue was transferred to tubes containing about 10 ml of CTAB (2%) 

solution. 

3.  The tubes containing ground tissue samples were placed in water bath (w~th  gentle 

shaking) for 2-3 h at  65 'C with per~odical shaking at an interval of 20 min Later, the 

tubes with tissue extract were incubated at room temperature for 1 5  mln 

4. 1 0  ml of chloroform and isoamyl alcohol mixture (24 1 )  was added to the tlssue extract 

and the contents were mixed by shaklng gently 

5. The contents were then transferred to fresh centrifuge tubes and spinned for 20 mln at 

5000 rprn at room temperature 

6. The supernatant was transferred to fresh centr~hge tubes About 10 ml of chloroform and 

isoarnyl alcohol mixture (24.1) was added to the supernatant, mixed by inverting and 

centrifuged at  6000 rpm for 20 min at 2 or 4 'C 

7. The supernatant was transferred to glass tubes 10 ml ofchllled isopropanol was added to 

each tube, mixed by inverting and incubated at -20 'C for 10 mln 

8. Centrifuged the contents for 20 mtn w t h  5000 rpm at 2 or 4 'C The supernatant was 

discarded. 

9. The DNA pellet obtained was washed wrth 70% ethanol and the tubes were Inverted on 

blotter paper to dry the pellet 

10. RNAse (2 ml) ( I  Omdrnl) was added to each corex tube DNA was rcd~ssolvcd b) tapp~ng 

the pellet suspended 1x1 RNase and incubated at room temperature overnight 

Purification steps 

11. 200 ul of sodium chlonde (5 M) was added to each corex tube. mixed gently and 

incubated at 4 OC for 15-20 min 

16. The contents were centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 20 mln and then transferred the 

supernatant into small corex tubes 

17. About 2 ml phenol: chloroform (buffered phenol mixed wlth chloroform in I 1 

proportion) was added to each corex tube and mrxed the contents by lnvertlng 

18. The contents were spinned at 2500 rpm for 10 mln and supernatant was transferred 

into fresh small corex tubes 

19. Steps 17 and 18  were repeated 

20. 200 ul sodium acetate (2 5 M, pH 5 2) (about 1110'~ volume of aqueous layel) 

and about 2.5 ml absolute alcohol were added to the supernatant. mixed gently and 



incubated at -20 'C for 15-20 mln 50 

21 The DNA was spooled In 1 5 ml eppendorf tubes uslng glass hook, washed w~th 70°/0 

alcohol and dned In vaccum The DNA was d~ssolved In TloEl(300 ul) buffer and Incubated 

at 4 "c. 

3.4.2 Determination of quantity and quality of isolated DNA 

It is established that DNA and RNA absorb ultrav~olet l~ght so efficiently that optlcal 

absorbance can be used as an accurate, rap~d and nondestructive measure of the~r  concentratlon 

Therefore, for quanbfying the amount of DNA, spectrophotometr~c readlngs were taken at ;I 

wave-length of 260 nm whlch allows the calculat~on of the concentratlon of nucle~c ac~ds  In the 

sample. Double stranded DNA at 50 pdml In aqueous solut~on has an absorbance (OD) of I 0 

(Maniatis etal., 1982). The procedure used for quant~ficatlon of DNA 1s as follows 

1. 5 p1 of DNA sample was added to 995 p1 of de~on~sed d~stllled water, mlxed thoroughly 

and was read the absorpt~on (OD) In a spectrophotometer at 260 nm and 280 nm 

2. The concentratlon of DNA In the solut~on was calculated accord~ng to the following 

formula: 

DNA conc (pg/pl) = [OD260 x 50 pglml]/5 

The ratio between the readings at 260 and 280 nm (OD26dODmo) was used as an estlmate of the 

purity of the DNA samples Pure preparations of DNA have ODmdODzgo values range between 

1.7 and 1.8 (Maniatls ef a / ,  1982) 

The DNA degradatron and contamlnatlon wrth other substances were chocked by 

electrophoresis of an al~quat of sample In mlnl agarose gel (0 7%) It IS assumed that large 

molecular weight DNA appears as a band wlth sharp str~kes, whereas panlally degraded materlal 

forms a smear of long to small fragments The amount of DNA was also approx~mated by 

utilizing W induced florescence emitted by e th~d~um bromlde molecules Intercalated Into the 

DNA. Because, the amount of fluorescence IS proportional to the total mass of DNA The 

quantity of DNA sample was est~mated by comparing the fluorescent yteld of the sample wlth 

that of a series of standards (e g , lambda DNA) Following procedure was used to accompl~sh 

the quality determlnatton 
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1. Ends of ~ e n ~ e x t r a Y  was sealed with masking tape or clamped (GIBCO BRL) and comb 

was inserted. 

2. &arose gel (0.7%) was prepared by adding 0.42 g agarose to 60 mi of TBE ( I  X) buffer 

(EDTA 0.5 M and pH 8) 

3. The solution was boiled by putting the flask In microwave oven and cooled to 60 'C 

4. Ethidiurn bromide (6 pl of conc Inrnyhnl) was added to the gel and mixed gently 

5. The gel was poured into the tray and air bubbles were removed by using Pasteur plpenes 

After the gel was completely set, tape was removed and the gel was placed into the 

electrophoresis tank. 

6. Approximately 500 ml of TBE (1X) buffer was poured Into the electrophores~s tank 

enough to cover the gel to a depth of 5 mm 

7. Comb was removed carefully. 

8. About 1/10 volume of loading buffer (6X) with methylene blue dye was added to DNA 

samples and mixed by gentle tapping and splnnlng 2-3 sec only In a mlcrofuge The 

purpose of adding loading buffer is (i) as it contains glycerol, it makes the samples denser 

than TBE (1X) and keeps the DNA samples in the well, and (11) because of its color, 11 IS 

possible to keep track of the movement of DNA samples in the gel 

9. DNA samples were loaded carefully to avoid spillover to adjacent wells A lane was 

loaded with DNA size marker (50 nglpl uncut lambda DNA) 

10. The lid was put on the gel apparatus and the electrodes were attached by making sure that 

the negative terminal was at the same end of the apparatus as the wells. Swltched on the 

power supply (80 V). 

11. The power supply was sw~tched off when dye front was about 2 cm from pos~ t~vc  end. 

and the gel was removed from the gel apparatus 

12. The gel was viewed and photographed by using gel documentation system 

3-42 Testing parental polymorphism using SSR primen 

TO identify SSR primen showing polymorphism between parents, initial screening of 

parental l i ies was carried out before actual genotyplng of indiv~duals in RIL mapping 

population. For this, parental DNA from BTx623 ( P I )  and IS 1855 1 (P2) were subjected to PCR 

amplification by using SSR primer pairs. A total of 96 SSR primer pairs were used to screen the 

Parents ofRIL population. The source of these primers is yenomlc I~bran. of BTx623 from trrh~ch 

they are isolated and are characterised (Kang < I  01,  2000. Bhattnmakki d l  ol, 2 0 ~ 0 )  The 

sequence infomation of both forward and reverse primers is given in Appendix Ill. From this 
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screening, SSR primer pairs showing scorable polymorphism between the parents were noted 

down and used for further screening of the subset of RIL population. The experimental protocol 

used for testing parental polymorphism is explained in follow~ng head~ngs 

3.43.1 PCR reaction mix and conditions for the amplification of SSR alleles 

The standard PCR reagents in total volume of 20 pi were 

Genomic DNA template (5 ng/pI) 3 p1 

M~ '+  (1 0 mM) 4 

dNTP mix (2 mM) 2 

PCR buffer ( 1 . 0 ~ )  2 PI 

Deionised distilled water 7 

Primer (4 pmoleslpl) 1 P I  

Tag DNA polymerase (1 U/pI) l pl 

According to Caetano-Anolles (1997) the parameters of DNA amplificatlon vlz. 

specificity, efficiency, and fidelity are strongly influenced by the different components of the 

reaction and by thermal cycling. Therefore, the careful optimization of these parameters w~ll  

ultimately result in reprodudible and efficient amplificatlon. To ach~eve the optrmizat~on, the 

range of values for components of PCR reaction was varied In the abovc protocol for different 

primers used in the present study. 

3.433 PCR cycling 

The cycling conditions for SSR primers were set up using touchdown PCR thermocycllng 

@on etal., 1991). The details of the programme are as follows. 

95 OC - 10 min hold 

95 OC - 15 sec (Denaturation) 

* 61 OC - 20 sec (Primer annealing) * = 1 OC drop over cycle for 10 cycles 

72 OC - 30 sec (Primer extension) 

95 OC - 10 sec (Denaturation) 

54 OC - 20 sec (Primer annealing) 35 cycles 

72 OC - 30 sec (Primer extension) 

72 OC - 2 min hold 

4 OC - soak 



PCR reactlon was carried nut uslng a model PTC-100 thermocycler (MJ Research) 

However, change In annealing temperatures was followed for different pnmers as per 

temperature range required for respective pnmers (mentioned In the Appendix HI) to achleve 

optimization in the amplified products. Before loading, 5 pl of loading buffer (5X) contalnlng 

orange dye was added to each reaction sample. 

3.433 Separation of PCR produce containing SSRs 

For separatlon and visualization of PCR products both agarose (2%) as well as 

polyacrylamide gels (6%) were used. Agarose gels were used only for visual~zat~on of 

amplification consldenng two limitations in their use F~rstly, exact sizing of mlcrosatelllte 

alleles cannot be accomplished on agarose. Secondly, ~t IS d~ficult to distinguish two, three or 

four base pair differences in DNA fragment length on agarose (Cregan and Qulgley. 1998) 

Therefore, the exact allele sizing of PCR amplified product was performed in polyacrylarntde 

gels. 

3.433.1 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

Agarose was casted in 2% gels In TBE buffer (IX) Gels were casted In a horizontal gel 

h e  (GIBCO BRL or Bio-Rad sub cell or OWL separatlon systelns) and products were 

visualized by incorporating 1 pl (10 mglml) ethidium brom~de per 10 ml of gel solut~on and 

viewed in a gel documentation system. The procedure of gel electrophoresis was same as 

described in 3.4.2. An image showing poymorphism for some SSR pnmer pairs In agarose gel 

(2%) is presented in Plate 9. 

3A33.2 Polyacryrnide gel electrophoresis (PACE) 

For separation and visualization of PCR products, 6% polyacrylamide gels were used 

The details on gel prepantion and visualization of DNA bands are given below 

3433.2.1 Gel preparation and electrophoraic 

Polyacryrnide gels allow high resolution of amplified products. For separating amplified 

products by SSR primers, non-denaturing polyacrymide gels (6%) were used. Before preparat~on 

of gel solution, glass plates were cleaned thoroughly with ethanol. Few drops of Repel-Silane-ES 

were applied to the back plate and rubbed over the surface. This makes ~t easier to separate the 

plate &om the gel. To other glass plate, a few drops ofbind silane were applied and rubbed over 

entire surface. This prevents gel from dislodging during staining. 



Plate 9. A photographic image showing polymorphism with 
SSR primers in an a p s e  gel (PA). 

Plate 10. An we of p a r d  polymorphism fa SSR primas in polylcrylsmide gel v 
rmccolsivc pain of l a m  aAcr tambdrr muka (M) raprarent PI ud P2 fof 23 primas. 
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Caution: i) If plates are not thoroughly washed the bubbles can get trapped while pounng the 

gel. 

ii) -Is so gloves and face mask should be worn when applylng to the 

glass plate. 

1) For a 6% gel @io-Rad plates) 75 ml of gel solut~on was prepared by mlxlng 

7.5 ml TBE buffer (10X) 

15 ml29: 1 (wlw) acrylamidehisacrylamide 

53 ml distilled water 

Caution: Acrylamide is a neurotoxin. Always wear gloves, goggles and face mask1 

2) The contents of gel solution were mixed vigorously TEMED (90 P I )  was added and m~xed by 

swirling the flask. 

3) Immediately added 400 p1 of 10% (wlv) APS (ammonium per-sulphate) and mlxed. 

4) Acrylamide solution was poured into the syringe wh~ch feeds Into the glass plates and 

comb was inserted. 

NB: Polymerization is catalyzed by the addition of freshly prepared APS So be qulck in 

pouring solution into the plates. 

5) After polymerization the gel was set up for running. The comb was removed. Lower tank was 

filled with TBE (0.5X ) approximately 250-300 ml, and back of the plate and upper reservoir 

with the same (approx 400 ml), ensured that the well was covered. The well was cleaned by 

aspirating the TBE buffer using a Pasteur pipette to remove small fragments of gel and tlny 

bubbles. Comb tips were inserted 1 mm deep into the gel The gel was pre-run to warm it for 

at least I 0  min at 5 Vlcm (approx, 400 V, 9 W). 

6) The samples were made up for loading In 5X loadlng buffer to glve a final concentratton of 

1X and loaded between 2-5 p1 on the gel. Lambda size marker (2 yl w~th conc. 50 nglpl) was 

loaded along with the sample. 

7) The gel was run at approximately 5 Vlcm (400 V, 9 W). The gel was run untll the deskred 

resolution was reached. This was determined by the dye front 

8) After the run, the plates were carefUIIy pulled apart so that the gel was attached to one plate 

3.433.2.2 Visualisation of DNA bands 

Electrophoresed DNA Fragments were detected with silver nitrate staining (Goldman and 

Meml, 1982). Several protocols for silver staining will be used and most of which require 

aPPr0ximately 2 houri, ~ l t h ~ ~ ~ h  commercial kits for silver staining are available from several 
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rnanufa~hum (e.g., B~o-Rad Laboratories), but the technique was followed with homemade 

in the present study. Each solution was prepared in separate containers. ~ h c  same 

solutions were used hvice over a 30 h period except for silver nitrate solution and developer, 

which were eeshly prepared during the staining process. 

Following are the steps followed for silver staining 

1. The gel was rinsed in distilled water for 3-5 min. 

2. The gel was soaked in 2 litres of 0.1% CTAB (2 g in 2 litres of water) for 20 min 

3. The gel was incubated in 0.3% ammonia (26 ml in 2 Litres) for 15 min with shaking. 

4. Silver nitrate solution was prepared (2 g silver nitrate, 8 ml of 1M NaOH, 6-8 ml 25% 

ammonia) and titrated with ammonia until the solution became clear and added a further 

1 ml of ammonia solution. 

5. The gel was placed in the silver nitrate solution for 15 min and was gently agitated. 

6. The gel was then rinsed in water for I min. 

7. The gel was placed in developer (30 g Sodium carbonate, 0.4 ml formaldehyde, 2 litres of 

water) until the bands became visible. 

8. The plate was rinsed in water for 1 min to stop staining. 

9. The gel was placed in fixer (30 ml glycerol in 2 litres of water). 

10. The gel was kept for air-drying for overnight and was scanned. 

NB: To remove the dried gel from plate, the plate was soaked in concentrated sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH) solution (40 g flakes in 1 litre) for few hours. 

The DNA polymorphism among the parents was observed based on length of amplified 

fragments in terms of number of base pairs by comparing with 100 base pair ladder (50 ngipl). 

An image showing parental polymorphism for some SSR primer pairs in polyacrylamide gel 

visualized by silver staining is presented in Plate 10. Among the different bands observed in 

'each lane, the least base pair size of a band was considered for scoring. 

3.4.4. Genotyping RILs with SSR primers 

3.4.4.1 Monoplex PCR 

The subset of mapping population consisting of 93 RILs was screened with the SSR 

primer pairs showing polymorphism in parents. The same protocol described in 3.4.3 was 

followed except agarose gel electrophoresis. The PCR products (2 PI) of SSR primer pairs in 

NLs were loaded along with parents and ladder (1.5 p1 of 100 bp ladder of concentration 50 
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ng/pl) using a custom 98 or 100-toothed comb (0.4'cm well center to well center with thickness 

of 0.4 mrn). The DNA bands were visualized by following silver staining. The gels were air 

dried and scanned. An image of PAGE in which pmducts of single primer were loaded in the gel 

is presented in Plate 1 1. 

3.4.4.2 Multiplex PCR 

Individuals of RIL populatton were screened with more than one primer simultaneously 

in a single PAGE. This is based on the concept of differences in size of amplified products with 

different primers; the information of which was previously known in the parents. While choosing 

the primers, it was made sure that the amplified products of number of primers do not co-migrate 

with each other. In this procedure instead of running the PCR reaction with number of primers 

@re-amplification multiplex PCR), which otherwise takes lot of time for optimization, the PCR 

reaction for each primer was set up separately and these monoplex products were pooled 

together, i.e., post-amplification multiplexing (also called multi-loading). These samples were 

loaded in the PAGE and bands were visualized with silver staining procedure. The alleles for 

each primer were scored separately in R n s  by comparing w ith parental alleles for respective 

primer. The example images for two (Xtxp9 and Xtxp312) and three primers (Xrxp32, Xtxp229 

and Xtxp248) are given in Plates 12 and 13, respectively. 

/'- 
3.4.4.3 Scoring of SSR amplified bands and genotyping 

The banding patterns obtained from PCR amplification o f v arious S SR primers i n the 

RlLs were scored as follows. 

A = Homozygote for the allele from parental strain PI (BTx623) at the locus 

B = Homozygote for the allele from parental strain P2 (IS 1855 1) at the locus 

H = Heterozygote carrying the alleles from both P1 and Pz parental strains 

0 = Offtypes showing banding patterns different from the parents 

' =Missing data for the individual at the locus - 
After scoring the individual progeny were typed in a Microsoft Excel spread sheet in a format 

suitable for linkage analysis by JOINMAP (i.e.. rows = genotype score at given locus; columns = 

individual RIL of mapping population). 

3.5 Statistical analysis 

3.5.1 Phenotypic data analysis 

3.5.1.1 Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 



Plate 1 1 .  An image of PAGE, with PCR products of s~ngle primer (Xt.xp75) in 93 Rll,s of 
cross BTx623 x IS 1855 1. 

Plate 12. An image of PAGE with PCR products of two primers (Xtxt9 anti Xtxp312) in 92 
RlLs of cross BTx623 x IS 18551. 

Plate 13. An image of PAGE with PCR products of three primers ( I .  Xtxp32,2. Xtxp229 and 
3. Xtxp248) in 92 RILs of cross BTx623 x IS 1855 1. 
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The analysis of variance for components was performed by residual maximum ltkellhood 

algorithm (REML) introduced by Panenon and Thompson (1971). The REML estimates the 

components of variances by maximizing the likelihood of all contrasts with zero expectation 

Variety means were estimated by generalized least squares with weights depending on the 

estimated variance components according to Patterson (1097). The data was analyzed uslng 

GENSTAT package. 

3.5.1.2 Phenotypic and genotypic coeficients of variation 

The estimates of phenotypic and genotypic coefic~ent of varlatlon were obtalned bv 

using formulae (Singh and Chaudhary, 1999). 

- 
~ V P  

PCV (%)=--=--x I00 

4Vg 
GCV (%) = x loo  

where, 

PCV = phenotypic coefficient of variation 

GCV = genotypic coefficient of variat~on 

Vp = phenotypic variance 

Vg = genotypic variance - 
X = mean of RILs 

3.5.13 Phenotypic correlation 

Phenotypic correlation coefficients were estimated by uslng the formula (Singh and 

Chaudhary, 1996). 

where, 

rp = phenotypic correlation coefficient 

CovP (X, Y) = phenotypic covariance between characters X, Y 



Varp (X) =phenotypic variance in character X 

Vq, (Y) =phenotypic variance in character Y 

The observed value of correlation coeffic~ent w a s  compared wcth the tabulated value for (n-2) 

degrees of freedom for test of significance 

3.5.1.4 Estimates of broad sense heritability 

Broad sense heritability was estcmated In R n s  for all resistance components as will as 

the traits measured at maturity It is the ratco of the total genotypic varlance to the phenotypcc 

variance. It was computed as per Falconer (1989) for the data recorded In cndividual 

environments, El, E2 and E3. 

Heritability estimates across the envcronments In comb~nat~on of two (EIE2, E2E3 

ElE3) and three (ElE2E3) were computed by the formula, 

Vg 
h' =I 

Vg + Vge + Ve 

n, ndcr 

where, 

h2= broad sense heritability 

Vg = genotypic variance 

Vp = phenotypic variance 

Ve = environmental variance 

Vge = G x E interaction variance 

n, - number of environments 

r = number of replications 



3.5.1.5 Superiority of RILs over the parcnb 
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The calculation of superiority of RILs over parents for shoot fly resistance and other traits 

were worked out using following formula, 

where, 

S 1 =  Superiority to P1 (BTx623) 

S2 = Superiority to P2 (IS 1855 1 )  

P1 = Mean of parent 1 

P2 = Mean of parent 2 

The information obtained by these caculations were used for the estimation of proportion 

of transgressive segregants (based on means across three environme~its) ly~ng outside the parental 

limits for shoot fly resistance components as well as other tram 

3.5.1.6 Test of significance of means 

T o  test whether difference between means of parents and RILs is small enough to accept 
- 

the null hypothesis, i.e., XI = X1, t-test was applied and calculations were made uslny the 

formula given by Singh and Chaudhary ( I  996) 

nl n2 
- 

Z (xi1 - xd2 
where, sI2 = 

n~ - 1 
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The calculated value of 't' was compared with the tabulated value of ' t '  for sign~ficance at 

n,+ n r 2  degrees of freedom. 

3.5.1.7 Genetic advance 

The estimates of genetic advance and genetlc advance as percentage over rncan were 

calculated by the following formula glven by Singh and Chaudhary ( 1  999) A 5% select~on 

intensity with i = 2.06 was used. 

- v g  
G S = ~ ~ V ~  x 

VP 
where, 

GS = genetic advance 

i = standardized selection differential 

Vp = phenotypic variance of base population 

Vg =genotypic variance 

- 
X = mean of base population 

Predicted genetic gain (R) based on highest and lowest measurements for the traits at 5% 

selection was calculated according to Falconer and Mackay ( 1  996) and expressed as percentage 

over mean. Thus, 

where, - - 
S-Xs-Xp - 
Xs = Mean of the progeny of selected ~ndiv~duals - 
Xp = Mean of base population 

Genetic advance was then expressed as a proport~on of the RIL mean to compare among 

the different traits for potential improvement by selection 
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The extent of correlated response IS a hnct~on of hentab~llttes of the pnlnary and 

correlated characters, as well as the genetlc correlat~on between the cha~acten (Dudley, 1997) 

The predicted correlated genetic gain were calculated using formula suggested by Falconer 

(1 989). 

CRy = ih, h, r, up, 

where, 

CRY = correlated response of character Y when select~on IS based on character X 

i = intensity of selection 

h,= squareroot of the heritabtllty of character X 

h,= square-root of the heritability of character Y 

r, = genetic correlation between the two characters X abd Y 

oh= phenotypic standard dev~at~on of character Y 

The genotypic correlat~on coefic~ent was obtalned by estlrnatlng the variance and 

covariance components for each character and character pars uslng the formula ylven by 

Menendez and Hall (1 995). 

where, 

r, = genetic correlation 

COV,(X, Y) = genetic covariance between characters X, Y 

Var, = genetic variance in character X 

Var, (Y) = genetic variance in character Y 

3.5.1.9 Spearman's rank correlations 

In breeding programs selection involves the ranking of genotypes To assess the stability 

of rank order of a set of RILs across the environments, Spearman's rank correlat~on coeffic~ents 

(method devised by Spearman, 1904) were estimated by following formula, 



where, 

r ($ = Spearman's rank correlation coefficient 

d, = difference between the two sets of ranking 

n = number of observations 

3.5.2 Marker data analysis 

3.5.2.1 Marker segregation and segregation distortion 

Segregation analysis of marker loci was performed by JMSLA module of JOINMAP 

package. The program makes for each locus a frequency distnbut~on of the genotypes into 

genotype classes and performs a X 2  goodness-of-fit test with the expected segregation of I 1 ( 1  

homozygote of parent PI : 1 homozygote of parent P2) The calculated 2 values were compared 

with table values at 1 degree of freedom for each marker locus. 

3.5.2.2 Construction of genetic linkage map 

A computer package JOINMAP (Stam and Van Oo~jen, 1995, Stam, 1993) was used for 

construction of linkage map: The JMGRP module of this package was used for grouping the 

markers (i.e., assignment to the linkage groups) keeping LOD thresh hold value of 4.0 at which 

best order was obtained. Pair-NIS~ recombination frequency for all the markers belonging to each 

linkage group was obtained separately by using module JMREC at recombination fraction 

threshold of 0.499 and LOD threshold of 0.01-0.50 From this pair wlse list of recomb~nat~on 

estimates together with LOD scores, linkage map was produced by JMMAP module using 

Kosambi's mapping function (Kosambi, 1944). 

Linkage analysis was accomplished using the program Joinmap (Stam, 1993). Linkage 

distances in t m s  of centimorgan (cM) values were calculated using Kosalnbi function The SSR 

markers used in this study have been mapped in BTx623 x IS 3620C W populat~on 

(Bhattramakki et al., 2000). This linkage map of sorghum was used as reference map for 

comparison with respect to linkage distances, linkage position and marker order. Markers used 

for analysis in the present study were therefore assigned to linkage groups based on their known 

chromosome location and their order was verified'by JOINMAP. 
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Mean of trait data for each individual RIL was used for the QTL analys~s of components 

of resistance. The total number of progeny ~ndividuals from the cross BTx623 x IS 18551 used 

for marker bait associations was 93. in this, the female parent BTx623 (scored as A) was 

susceptible and male parent 1s 18551 (scored as B) was resistant to shoot fly damage QTL 

mapping was carried out using PLABQTL (Utz and Melchinger, 1995) The output ofJOlNMAP 

containing information on linkage groups and linkage distances between the markers on each 

linkage group were included input file for PLABQTL After analysis with PLABQTL, the QTLs 

identified for components of resistance were assigned to the linkage groups based on l~nkage 

positions of markers on linkage map developed by Bhattramakki et a1 (2000). 

3.5.23.1 QTL analysis in single environmenh 

To localize and characterize QTLs controlling components of res~stance to shoot fly, the 

combined phenotypic and malecular data were analyzed w~th PLABQTL (Utz and Melchinger, 

1995). Interval mapping using multiple regression approach with flanking markers (CIM. 

composite interval mapping) was followed according to the procedure described by Haley and 

Knon (1992). Since the mapping population used in the present study constitutes RILs, the 

additive model AA was chosen for analysis in which additive x additive effects were included 

The LOD score was calculated from F value in the multiple-regression (Haley and Knott, 

1992) as 

LOD = n In (l+p*F/DFres) * 0.2171 

where, 

p = number of parameters fined 

DFres = number of degrees of freedom for residual sum of squares In multiple regression 

The percentage of phenotypic variance explained by putative QTL (RA2%) was 

calculated which is based on partial correlation ofthe putative QTL w~th the observed var~able, 

adjusted for cofactors (Kendall and Stuart, 1961). In the simultaneous fit, the cofacton are 

ignored and only the detected QTL and their estimated positions were used for multiple 

regression to obtain the final estimate of the additive effects and percentage of phenotypic 

variation that can be explained by the QTL. The adjusted RA2% (adj RA2%), the explained final 

phenotypic variance, was estimated according to Hospital et a1 (1 997) The additive effect was 
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calculated as half the differences between genotypic values of wo homoqgotes (Falconer. 

1989). 

Additive effect = (Parent P2 - Parent P1)/2 

It was assumed that the second parent IS 18551 (P2) canies the favorable alleles for the 

different components of resistance and first parent BTx623 (PI) cames favorable alleles for 

agronomic traits. If the second parent is weaker one, the additive effect was considered as 

negative. 

3.5.23.2 QTL analysis across the environments and Q x E interaction 

The analysis was done with PLABQTL (followng the same procedure described above) 

to identify QTLs for the traits across two environment combinations and three environments 

However, the occurrence of Q x E interaction was tested for s~gnificance by adding digen~c 

epistatic effects to the additive effects in the model. The Q x E interaction for shoot fly resistance 

was estimated by a fitted model to ths adjusted entry means of each environment as described by 

Bohn et a1 (1996). A simultaneous fit with detected QTL was performed for each environment 

The results were obtained in the form of table showing ANOVA and the estimated effects 

The additive effects were obtained for all detected putative QTL for each environment as 

well as for means across the environments. The estimates MS (Q x E) were calculated from the 

difference of the fits of the data from individual environments and means across environments 

These values were tested for significance with a sequentially rejective Bonferroni F test (SRBF) 



Experimental Results 



IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experimental study was carried out to charactenzt the recombinant inbred llnes 

(RIh) developed by crossing BTx623 (susceptible) and IS 1855 1 (resistant) genotypes towards 

understanding the genetic architecture of shoot fly resistance components in sorghum The 

experiments were conducted under three environments, viz.. ICRISAT- Patancheru during khar~f  

and rabi seasons of 2000 and Dharwad during early rabi season 2000. The observations were 

recorded on different components of resistance to shoot fly and other traits. Genotyp~c data was 

collected by screening subset of RIL mapping population w~th  polymorphic SSR pnmer pairs 

The results obtained from phenotypic, genotypic, and combined phenotypic and genotypic data 

analysis are presented herein. 

4.1 Estimatea of phenotypic and genotypic variation 

4.1.1 Mean performance of parents and RILs 

The mean performances of parents and RILs are presented In Table 3 and Table 4, 

respectively, for components of resistance to shoot fly at seedling stage and the tralts at maturtty 

The two parents differed phenotypically for all the characten recorded except for 

seedling dry weight. However, the parental performance under different environments for all the 

traits except for glossiness also varied With respect to seedling vlgour I. the performance of the 

two parents was on par with each other, while, significant differences between the parents werc 

noticed for seedling vigour n. It was observed that both the parents remained vlgorous at later 

stage of seedling growth in the environment E2 

The resistant parental line IS 1855 1 (P2) recorded high leaf glossiness (score 1 10 - I 40). 

high seedling vigour at stage I (score 1.66 - 2.70) and at stage Il (score 1.20 - 1 95). high 

trichome density (no./mm2) on lower (70.82 - 98.18) and upper (1 .50 - 3.87) leaf surfaces The 

parental line (P2) recorded maximum seedling height at stage l (19  47 - 27.34 cm) and at stage 11 

(34.76-45.80 cm). The photographs showing high trichome dens~ty (lower and upper leaf 

surfaces) observed in resistant parent are presented in the Plates 14 - I5 The resistant parent (P2) 

showed higher pseudostem length (3 60 - 6.55 cm) than PI; ~t was late flowering (77 70 - 81 24 

days), with maximum plant height (201 10 - 285.30 cm) at maturity and low gram y~eld (9 52 - 

19.50 g/pl). As expected measurements on oviposition (%) and deadhearts (%)were s~gnificantly 



Table 3. Means of two parents of cross BTx623 (susceptible) x IS I855 l (resistant) for different 
components of resistance to shoot fly and other traits in three scrtening environments 

El (kharif, Patancheml E2 (rabi. Patanchcm) E3 (early rabi . Dhanvar) 

Charaaer PI (BTx623) P2 (IS 18551) PI (BTx623) P2 (IS 18551) P1 (BTx623) P2 (IS 18551) 

Glossiness 4.90 1.40 4.89 1.16 4.90 1 10 

Seedling vigour I 2.50 2.10 1.85 1.66 3 50 2 70 

Seedling vigour I1 3.10 1.80 2.20 1.95 2.90 I .20 

Trichome density (lower) 1.50 76.90 3.87 98.18 2.16 70 82 

(mm-2) 
Trichome density (upper) 0.80 5.20 0.51 2 81 0.99 6.83 

(mm") 

Oviposition I (%) 64.3 1 39.24 23 79 5.20 83.88 75 40 

Oviposition I1 (%) 83.70 67.49 73.12 44.73 93.71 91 43 

D e a d h ~ a ~ t ~  1 (%) 72.13 30.81 45.64 13.08 81.15 53 17 

Deadhearb I1 (%) 82.13 43.18 74.11 20.46 87.03 68 66 

Stedllng height I (cm) 24.32 27.34 21.94 23.89 15.42 19.47 

Secdling height I1 (cm) 42.95 45.80 43.71 45.25 28.49 34.76 

Seedling dry weight (g) 3.30 3.50 4.42 4.43 

Pseudostem length (an) 2.7C 3.60 3.59 6.55 

Days to 50% flowering 76.12 78.34 71.94 77.70 79.12 81.24 

Plant height (m) 146.80 285.30 126.20 201.10 132.10 216.50 

Grain yield Wpl) 20.60 9.52 13.00 12.03 25.09 19 50 
Glossiness (1-5 scale) : 1-high intensity of glossiness, 5-non-glossy 
Seedling vigour (1-5 scale): 1-high vigour, 5-low vigour 
- data not available 



Table 4. Mean and range of phenotypic values in RILs derived from cross BTx623 (susceptible) x 
IS 1855l(nsistant) for diffmnt components of resistance to shoot fly and other hmaits in thm 
m i n g  environments 

Chancter 
El (khony, Patancheru) E2 (rabi. Patancheru) E3 (early mbi, Dharwar) 

CL Range L Range GL Range 

Glossiness 3.54 1.4-5.0 3.63 1.1-4.9 3.78 1.6-5.0 

Seedling vigour I 2.27 1.6-3.3 2.06 1.2-3.9 2.74 1.7-4.0 

Seedling vigour I1 2.48 1.4-3.6 2.04 1.2-3.8 2.02 1.2-3.0 
Tichome density (lower) 39.08 1.5-95.0 50. 10 1.6-124.3 40.26 0.26-97.9 

(mms2) 
Trichome density (upper) 4.88 0.0-19.5 3.70 0.09-25 2 6.17 0.0-24.4 

(mnf2) 

Oviposition I (%) 54.50 41.3-69.8 18.78 6.7-45.7 81.87 70.0-88.4 

Oviposition I1 (%) 74.85 63.7-84.3 68.12 44.6-89.1 92.97 90.0-94.3 

Deadhearts I (%) 58.12 34.4-75.2 26.18 5.5-62.0 73.94 53.1-86.4 

Deadhearts I1 (%) 70.26 47.3-87.3 45.19 14.7-80.8 85.42 70.9-92.3 

Seedling height I (cm) 24.87 21 .I-29.5 23.57 19.5-28.7 16.83 13.5-19.9 

Seedling height I1 (cm) 43.60 39.4-48.0 43.57 35.9-51.0 30.94 26.6-35.6 

Seedling dry weight (g) 3.1 1 2.5-3.8 4.45 4.0-5.0 - 
Pseudostem length (cm) 2.64 2.1-3.7 4.83 2.6-10.0 - 
Days to 50% flowering 76.27 67.0-91.8 73.03 65.2-88.2 78.25 72.9-84.2 

Plant height (cm) 231.20 136.4-311.1 157.00 101.3-217.4 181.20 104.9-248.1 

Grain yield (g/pl) 15.24 5.9-30.4 11.55 4.9-17.0 19.37 10.7-38.0 

Glossiness (1-5 scale) : I-high intensity of glossiness, 5-non-glossy 
Seedling vigour (1-5 scale): I-high vigour, 5-low vigour 
- data not available 



Plate 14. Trichome density on lower su* of Plate 15. Trichome density on upper surfrce 01 
sorghum leaf in resistant parent IS 18551 at 20x sorghum leaf in mistant parent IS 1855 1 at 20x 

Plate 16. RIL (No. 252) with dense mchomes Plate 17. RIL with medium denw mchoma 
on lower surface of leafat 20x on lower s u b  of Ieafat 20x 

18. RIL with 9- k h o m a  w l o w  Hate 19. R E  (N0.252) with demo hichow 
s& of leafat 20x on upper s u b  of Ieafat 20x 
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lower in P2 than P1 in all the environments. However, the range of phenotypic values for these 

traits varied significantly in different environments. The phenotypic values for oviposition (%) 

w m  lower in environment E2 (5.20 - 44.73%) than in El (64.31 - 83.7%) and E3 (75.40 - 

91.43%). Similarly, the deadhearts percentage was significantly lower in environment E2 (13.0- 

25.5) followed by environments El (30.80 - 43.20) and E3 (53.2 - 68.7). 

The susceptible parental line BTx623 (PI) was non-glossy (score 4.9), with low seedling 

vigour (score 1.85 - 3.50 and 2.20 - 3.10 at stages I and 11, respectively), no trichomes or very 

few trichomes on both the surfaces (0 - 4.0 no./mm2) and minimum seedling height (15.42 - 
24.32 cm at stage I; 28.49 - 42.95 cm at stage 11). This parental line recorded lower pscudostem 

length (2.70 - 3.59 cm) than the resistant parent (P2). I t  was early in flowering (71.94 - 79.12 

days), with lower plant height (126.20 - 146.80 cm) and higher grain yield (13.0 - 25.09 gipl). I t  

was highly susceptible to shoot fly damage. The parental line was recorded with significantly 

higher oviposition (%) rates were observed in environment E3 (75.40 - 91.43%) followed by 

environment El  (64.31 - 83.7%) than in E2 (23.79 - 73.12%). Similarly, the deadhearts (%) 

values recorded to be significantly higher under environment E3 (81.0 - 87.0%) followed by El 

(72.1 - 82.1%) and E2 (45.6 - 74.1%). 

The mean performance of RILs varied between the environments for the traits studied. 

The mean values of RILs for the trait glossiness were higher in E3 (score 3.78) and E2 (score 

3.63) compared to El (score 3.54). In general, the mean values for seedling vigour were higher 

In the initial stage of plant growth than in the later stage of seedling growth indicating recovery 

of seedling growth at later stage. However, in environment E2 the mean value for seedling 

vigour remains same in later stage of seedling growth. The mean values for seedling vigour I1 

were lower in E3 (score 2.02) and E2 (score 2.04) than in El (score 2.48). The mean values for 

trichome density (lower surface) (no.lmm2) were higher in environment E2 (50.1) than in 

euvironments E3 (40.26) and El (39.08). However, for trichome density (upper surface) 

(no./md) higher mean of RILs was observed in environment E3 (6.17) compared to El (4.88). 

The lower RIL mean values were observed for the traits oviposition (%) (18.78 - 68.12%) and 

deadhearts (%) (26.18 - 45.19%) ;I, the environment E2. However, moderate values for these 

traits (54.50 - 74.85% and 73.94 - 85.42%) were observed in El.  The mean values for these traits 

were recorded to be significantly high in E3 (81.87 - 92.97 % and 73.94 - 85.42%). The mean of 

RILs for seedling dry weight (4.45 glpl) and pseudostem length (4.83 cm) was higher in 

environment E2 than in environment El (3.1 1 g/pl and 2.64 cm). With respect to seedling height, 
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the average performances of RILs were on par with each other in environrnents El and E2 at 

seedling stage I(24.87 and 23.57 cm) and IT (43.6 and 43.57 cm) However, performance of 

RlLs was lower in environment E3 for seedling height l (16  83 cm) and seedling height Il(30 94 

cm) compared to El and E2. 

Regarding n i t s  measured at maturity In RILs, mean days to 50% flowering (73 0 days). 

plant height (1 57.0 cm) and grain yield (1 1 55 glpl) were lower in environment E2 compared to 

means for respective traits in environment El (76.27 days, 231 2 cm and 15.24 dp l )  and E3 

(78.25 days, 181.2 cm and 19.37 glpl). The mean performance of RILs for plant height was 

significantly higher in environment El followed by in E3. 

4.1.2. Analysis of variance 

The analysis of variance. for different components showed that variances due to 

genotypes (RILs) were significant for all the traits studied based on performance in individual 

environments as well as average over two, and three environments (Table 5) 

For the components like glossiness, seedling vlgour and trichome density, the variances 

were higher in E2 and E3 than in E l .  However, for other components, viz., oviposition I ,  

oviposition II, deadhearts I, deadhearts II, seedling height I and seedling height 11 the variances 

due to genotypes were high in E2 followed by El  than In E3 In the erlvironments El and E2 I t  

was observed that, for shoot fly resistance in terms of deadhearts (%) variances due to genotypes 

were higher for deadhearts Il compared to deadhearts 1. However, the reverse was true for this 

trait in environment E3. For seedling height, the magnitude of genotypic variance was higher in 

the environment E l  and E2 than in E3. While, the magnitude of genotypic variance was higher 

for seedling height II compared to seedling height I For seedling dry weight variances due to 

genotypes were consistent across El and E2. With respect to pseudostem length, significantly 

higher magnitude of genotypic variances was obsewed in E2 compared to E l .  Among the tralts 

at maturity, plant height and grain yield per plant recorded s~gnificantly higher magnitude of 

genotypic variances in the environment El followed by E3 than in E2 But for days to 50% 

flowering, variances due to genotypes were higher in E l  and E2 than in E3. 

Considering the analysis across two environment comb~nations and three environments, 

the results showed that variances due to genotypes were significant for all the traits except 

oviposition II in E2E3 (across E2 and E3) and El E3 (across El and E3). Variances due to G x E 





Table 6. Gx E interaction variance estimates for components of resistance to shoot fly and other traits 
in sorghum RtL mapping population derived from cross BTx623 (susceptible) x IS 1855 1 (resistant) 
across two and three screening environments 

E1E2 (within E2E3 (within E1E3 (across 
location across season across two Seasons and El E2E3 (across, 

Character two seasons) locations) locations) environments) 
2 2 a, SE a,: SE a, SE a,: SE 

Glossiness 0.032 0.010 0.025 0.008 0.O1SC* 0.007 0.024 0.006 

Seedling vigour I 0.064 0.013 0.108 0.017 0.037 0.012 0,070 0.010 

Seedling vigour I1 0.143 0.021 0.224 0.028 0.045 0.013 0.137 0.015 
Trichome density 48.00 9.20 59.00 10 70 5.90" 5 20 37.70 6 00 

(lower) 
Trichome density (upper) 0 , 7 1 ~ ' 0 . 5  I0 2.300** 0.890 0.000 - 0.94"" 0 530 

(rnrn") 

Oviposition I (%) 3.99"".410 15.990 3.240 5.97** 2.210 8.500 1 860 

Oviposition I1 (%) 3.48"' 2.760 24.1 10 4.070 7.370 2.490 11.640 2 220 

Deadhearts I (%) 9.480 2.640 30.050 4.260 10.130 2.540 16.570 2 240 

Deadhearts I1 (%) 13.750 3.090 39 440 5 140 11.540 2 660 21 650 2 590 

Seedling height I (crn) 0.630** 0.3 10 1.220 0 304 0 802** 0 293 0.876 0 2 18 

Seedling height I1 (cm) 0 . 2 0 n ' 0  720 3 630 0 860 0 98"' 0 7 10 1 680 0 550 

Pseudostem length (cm) 0 880 0.1 19 - 
Days to 50% flowering 4.396 0.596 3.705 0.518 2.920 0.570 3.640 0 395 

Plant height (cm) 180.600 20.300 80.300 16,100 90.200 18.000 117.000 12800 

Grain yield (glpl) 11.480 1.470 12.130 2.300 23.600 3.540 I5 750 1 730 
a,,', variance due. to genotype x interaction 
~ i g u n s  without supe&ripts significant alp = 0.01 level 
**significant at p = 0.05 

estimates for per cmtage data are based on tranformed values 
ns : non significant 
Glossinas (1-5 scale) : I-high intensity of glossiness, 5-non g10ssY 
Seedling vigour (1-5 scale): I-high vigour, $-low vigour 
El : khmi/, Patancheru 
E2: rabi , Patancheru 
E3:  eariymbl, D h m  
SE: standar mor 



interaction were significant for all the traits across environments except trichome dens~ty (upper 

surEece) (Table 6). 

4.13 Phtnolypic and genotypic variability. 

The estimates of phenotypic coefficient of variation (PCV%) and genotypic coefficient of 

variation (GCVO!) for shoot fly resistance components and maturity traits in individual and 

across the environments were obtained and are given in Table 7. In general, estimates of 

PC% were higher than GCV%. The ranges of phenotypic values for these traits In d~fferent 

environments are presented in Table 4. 

4.1.3.1 Glossiness 

Phenotypic scores for the trait in RIL population range widely between 1.4 and 5 0 The 

range of glossiness was wider and consistent in all the environments. It was observed that both 

the P C V h  and GCV% estimates for the trait were high In each environment. Wh~le. the 

magnitude of variation for the trait was consistent across the environments and there was 

marginal difference between estimates of PCV% and GCV% observed for the trait. 

4.13.2 Seedling vigour 

The coefficient of variation was higher for seedling vigour II than seedling vigour I The 

variability observed was inconsistent across the environments. However, the variability was h~yh  

in environment E2 and consistent at both the stages. 

4.1.3.3 Trichome density on lower leaf surface 

The magnitude of estlmates of both the PCV% and GCV% was s~gnificantly higher for 

the trait in each environment. It was observed that the estimates of PCV% were marginally 

higher than GCV% for the trait. The data shows that high magnitude ofvar~ability was consistent 

across the environments. However, the range for phenotypic values (no./mm2) was wider in the 

nvironment E2 (1.60 - 124.3) followed by E3 (0.26 - 97.90) and El (1.5 - 95.0). 

The phenotypic variation for trichome density placed RlLs between high-density group 

(similar or more than that in resistant parent), medium dens~ty (lower than resistant parent), 

sparse density and no trichomes groups. Photographs for first three groups are presented in Plates 

16 - 18. 





4.13A Trichome density on upper leaf surface 7 4 
Both P C P ?  and GCV% estimates were significantly higher in all the environments. 

High variability was observed for the trait consistently across the environments. In general, the 

estimates of coefficient of variation were higher in postra~ny season across the two locations (E2 

and E3) than in rainy season (El). However, the estimates of variation were significantly higher 

in environment E2 than in E3. The higher variability in postrainy season was also ev~denced In a 

wide range of phenotypic values recorded in E2 (0.09 - 25 2) and E3 (0.0 - 24.4) than in ram!( 

season E l  (0.0 - 19.5). As an example, RIL (no. 252) show~ng high trichome dens~ty on upper 

surface of leaf is presented in Plate 19. 

4.135 Oviposition 

As expected the estimates of both PCV% and GCV% for the trait were variable In 

different environments. Higher estimates were recorded for both oviposition I and ov~posit~on I1 

in environment E2 than in environments E l  and E3. In general, both the PCV% and GCV% 

estimates were higher for the oviposion I than oviposition ll The PCV% estimates were 

significantly higher than GCV% estimates at both the stages in each environment. 

Similarly, the range of phenotypic values was variable in d~fferent environments for both 

oviposition I and II. For oviposition I (%), the range was wider in environment E2 (6.7 - 45 7%) 

followed by E l  (41.3 - 69.8%) than in E3 (70.0 - 88.4%). Wh~le, the range was narrow for 

oviposition U (%) in the environment El (63.7 - 84.3%) and E3 (90.0 - 94.3%). However, w~der 

range of phenotypic values was observed for oviposition n(%) in E2 (44 6 - 89.1%). 

4.13.6 Deadhearts 

The estimates of both PCV% and GCV% for the trait varled significantly in each 

environment. Both the estimates were higher at the initial stage of seedling growth (i .e,  for 

percentage deadhearts I). As the growth advanced, the variability for the trait was decreased 

However, the estimates of variability for damage were higher for deadhearts I (%) In 

environment E2 (33.12-36.76%) than in El  (1 0.3 1 - 12.57%) and E3 (6.71 - 8.46%) The 

reduced variability was also evidenced with narrow range of values observed for the trait In El 

and E3. However, the range for phenotypic value was wider in E2 (5.5 - 62.0%) than in El (34 4 

- 75.2%) and E3 (53.1 - 86.4%). 
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In general, the variability observed for seedling height was low. The variability was 

comparatively higher for seedling height I than seedling height 11. The low variability observed 

for the trait was consistent across the environments. However, the wider ranges of phenotypic 

values for seedling height I and seedling height I1 were recorded in E2 (19.5 - 28.7 cm and 35.9 - 

51.0 cm) and El (21.1 - 29.5 cm and 39.4 - 48.0 cm) than in E3 (13.5 - 19.9 cm and 26.6-35.6 

cm). 

4.1.3.8 Seedling dry weight 

The estimates of both PCV% and GCV% for seedling dry weight were higher in the 

environment E l  than in E2. It was observed that the estimates of PCV% were significantly 

higher than the GCV% values in both El and E2. However, the range of phenotypic values for 

the trait was narrow in both El (2.5 - 3.8 g) and E2 (4.0 - 5.0 g). 

4.1.3.9 Pseudostem length 

The estimates of both PCV% and GCV% for pseudostem length varied between the 

environments E l  and E2. However, the estimates were higher in environment E2 than in El .  

Similarly, significantly higher variability for the trait in environment E2 was evidenced with 

wider range of phenotypic values (2.6 - 10.0 cm) compared to El (2.1 - 3.7 cm). 

4.1.3.10 Days to 50% flowering 

In general, the magnitude of variability for this trait observed was low in each 

environment. However, the estimates of both PCV% and GCV% were comparatively higher in 

environment E l  and E2 than in E3. While, the magnitudes of both thc estimates were on par with 

each other in each environment. Similarly, high variability for the trait was evidenced with wider 

range of phenotypic values in environments El (67.03 - 91.79) and E2 (65.2 - 88.2) compared to 

E3 (72.9 - 84.2). 

4.1.3.11 Plant height 

It was observed that the estimates of variability for this trait were higher in environment 

El and E3 than in E2. However, the difference between the estimates of PCV% and GCV% was 

marginal in each environment. Higher variability observed for the trait was also evidenced with 

significantly wider range of variability in environments El (136.4 - 31 1.1 cm) and E3 

(104.9 -248.1 cm) than in E2 (101.3 - 217.4 cm). 
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High estimates of both PCV% and GCV% and were observed for the trait. While, the 

estimates of GCV% were higher in environment El followed by E3 than E2. Similarly, the range 

of phenotypic values for grain yield per plant was wider in the environments El (5.9 - 30.4 g) 

and E3 (10.7 -38.0 g) than in E2 (4.9 - 17.0 g). 

4.1.4 Frequency distributions 

The variation observed for shoot fly resistance components and traits at maturity were 

represented graphically by the frequency distribution of measurements in three environments. 

The measurements were grouped into equally spaced classes and the frequency of individuals 

falling in each class was plotted on the vertical scale. The resulting histograms showed smooth 

curves. In general, frequency distribution for most of the traits under study approximated to 

normal curve. This can be seen in Figure 2, where the smooth curves drawn through the 

histograms are normal curves except for the trait trichome density (upper leaf surface). However, 

the mean and range of values for these characters were varied and so the peaks were seen at 

different points for each h i t  in different environments. For example, regarding the trait seedling 

vigour, shift in peaks was observed at later stage of seedling growth (i.e., seedling vigour 11) in 

each environment. 

For the trait glossiness, though the character varied continuously, it showed a kind of 

bimodal-distribution, which was evidenced clearly in each environment. For the character 

trichome density (on upper leaf surface), the histograms drawn showed discontinuous 

distribution, which is more skewed towards no trichome density. 

For the sake of convenience, the histograms for resistance traits viz., oviposition I (%), 

oviposition I1 (%), deadhearts I (%) and deadhearts I1 (%) were drawn for two environn~ents, 

viz., El  and E2 together and for environment E3 separately. Though range observed was narrow 

for these traits (Table 7) in environment E3, but shows continuous distribution as expected. 

For the traits oviposition I (%) in E2, seedling height 1 and seedling height I1 in E3, and 

pseudostem length, seedling dry weight, oviposition I (%), deadhearts I (%) and deadhearts I I  

(%) were not strictly continuous when histograms for data from different environment were 

drawn together. Neverthless, one can regard the measurements in such cases as referring to 



Figure 2 (A-1). Frequency distribution of 252 RlLs of cross BTx623 x IS 18551 for 
components of resistance to shoot fly and other traits in three screening 
environments, viz., E l  (kharif,Patanchew), E2 (mbi. Patanchew) and E3 (early 
m.bi.Dharwar). 
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Figure 2G. Frequency distribution of RILs at environment E3 for oviposltion I (%) 
Fig ure 21. Frequency distribution of RILs at environment E3 for oviposition I1 (%) 
Figun 2K. Frequency diskbution of RILs at environment E3 for Deadhearts 1 (%) 
Figure 2M. Frequency distribution of RlLs at environment E3 for Deadhearts 11 (YO) 
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underlying character whose variation is truly continuous. This kind of continuous variation was 

observed when considered the average performance over the environments (Figure 3). 

4.2 Correlations 

Correlation coefficients between components of resistance to shoot fly were estimated 

based on RIL means over the three environments (Table 8). However, considering varying range 

of   he no typic values observed in different environments for the traits, analysis was also made 

using individual environment means (Table 9). This helps to know the varying degree of 

association in different environments. 

4.2.1 Glossiness vs resistance traits and other traits 

The intensity of glossiness was found to be negatively associated with resistance traits, 

viz., oviposition I (r = 0.47), oviposition I1 (r = 0.32), deadhearts I (r = 0.56) and deadhearts 11 

(r = 0.49) and also days to 50% flowering (r = 0.15) over the three environments. However, 

significant and positive association was observed for glossiness with seedling vigour 11 

(r = 0.42), seedling height I (r = -0.27), seedling height I1 (r = -0.23) and plant height (r = -0.14) 

(Table 8). 

Intensity of glossiness was significantly negatively correlated with resistance traits, viz., 

oviposition I (0.30 < r < 0.47), oviposition I1 (0.20 < r < 0.43), deadhearts I (0.36 < r < 0.59) and 

deadhearts I1 (0.34 < r < 0.50) in different environments (Table 9). In general, the magnitudes of 

correlation coefficients between glossiness and resistance traits were higher in the environment 

E3 followed by E l  than in E2. The association of glossiness with seedling vigour I (r = 0.28), 

seedling vigour I1 (r = 0.57), seedling height I (r = -0.44) and seedling height I1 (r = -0.37) was 

significant and positive in environment E3. Association of glossiness with pseudostem length 

was significant and positive only in environment E2 (r = -0.16). Regarding association of 

glossiness with traits at maturity, significant correlations were observed in some environments. 

The association of the trait was negatively significant with days to 50% flowering (r = 0.15 in 

E2; r = 0.20 E3). However, its association was significant and positive with plant height 

(r= -0.13 in El;  R = -0.18 in E3) and grain yield (r = -0.13 in E2). 









4.2.2 Seedling vig0ur vs resistance traits and other traits 81 
It was observed that seedling vigour I1 was significant and negatively associated with 

oviposition I (r = 0.221, oviposition 11 (r = OX), deadhearts I (r = 0.36) and deadhearts 11 (r = 

0&), days to 50% flowering (r = 0.24) and grain yield (r = 0.20). Significant and positive 

association was observed for seedling vigour I and seedling vigour I1 with seedling height I ( -  

0.57 < r < -0.70), seedling height 11 (-0.52 < r < -0.64) and plant height (-0.28 < r c -0:30). 

d ow ever, the association of seedling vigour I with trichome density was significant and negative 

(r = 0.22 and 0.21 on upper and lower leaf surfaces, respectively) (Table 8). 

The magnitude and direction of association was variable in different environments and at 

different stages of seedling growth (Table 9). Seedling vigour I was significantly positively 

associated with oviposition I (r = -0.25 in El;  r = -0.19 in E2). However, seedling vigour 11 was 

significant and negatively associated with oviposition I (r = 0.37 and r = 0.32), oviposition 11 (r = 

0.42 and r = 0.36), deadhearts I (r = 0.45 and r = 0.5 1) and deadhearts I1 (r = 0.50 and r = 0.45) 

in environments El  and E3. While, the association of seedling vigour I1 with oviposition I was 

negative and significant in environment E2 (r = 0.21). 

The association of seedling vigour I was significant and negative with trichome density 

(lower surface) (r = 0.20 in El ;  r = 0.19 E2) and trichome density (upper surface) (r = 0.18 in E; 

r = 0.13 in E2 and r = 0.19 in E3). The association was maintained at later stage of seedling 

growth, i.e., seedling vigour I1 only in environment E2 (r = 0.20). As expected, seedling vigour 

was significantly and positively associated with seedling height at both the stages of seedling 

growth. However, the magnitude of correlation coefficients were higher for seedling vigour 11 

with seedling height 1 (r = -0.63 in E2 and E3) and with seedling height 11 (r = -0.52 in E2; 

r = -0.57 in E3) compared to respective associations for seedling vigour I (r = -0.40 to -0.49 and 

= -0.34 to -0.47). In environment El significant associations for seedling vigour I and I1 with 

seedling height I (r = -0.49 and -0.41) and seedling height I1 (r = -0.47 and -0.35) were observed. 

Similarly, the associations for seedling vigour I and seedling vigour I1 with pseudostem length 

were highly significant and positive (r = -0.30 to -0.41 and r = -0.28 to -0.44). The association of 

seedling dry weight was significant and positive with seedling vigour I (r = -0.45 in El) and 

Seedling vigour I1 (r = -0.33 in E2). 

Regarding =sociation with mabfiv  traits, seedling vigour I was significmtly negatively 

w i a  hyS to 50% flowering (r = 0.15 in E3) and grain yield per plant (r = 0.22 in El) 
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but ~ignificantly positively correlat?d with plant height (r = -0.27 in El;  r = -0.22 in E2 and 

r = -0.28 in E3). Similarly, seedling vigour I1 was significantly negatively comlated with days 

to 50% flowering (r = 0.22 in El ;  r = 0.15 in E2 and r = 0.22 in E3) and grain yield per plant 

(r = 0.25 and r = 0.17 in E l  and E3, respectively) but significantly positively correlated with 

plant height (r = -0.21 in El ;  r = -0.18 in E2 and r = -0.27 in E3). 

4.2.3 Trichome density vs resistance traits 

Trichome density was significantly and negatively associated with oviposition I (r = -0 38 

and -0.40, respectively with,hichome density on upper and lower leaf surfaces), oviposition 11 

(r = -0.38 and -0.47), deadhearts I (r = -0.42 and -0.48), deadhearts I1 (r = -0.48 and -0.53). 

Significant and negative associations were observed between trichome density (on lower surface) 

and plant height (r = -0.19) over the three environments (Table 8). 

The trichome density (lower surface) was significantly negatively assoc~ated w~th 

oviposition I (r = -0.19 to -0.36), oviposition I1 (r = -0.13 to -0.33), deadhearts I (r = -0.23 to - 

0.38) and deadhearts I1 (r = -0.30 to -0.39) in different environments. However, magnitudes of 

these associations were comparatively lower in environment E3 (Table 9). It was noticed that the 

trichome density (lower surface) was significantly negatively associated with plant height (r = - 
0.17 to -0.19). Similarly, The trichome density (upper surface) was significantly negatively 

associated with oviposition I (r = -0.15 to -0.41), oviposition I1 (r = -0.36 to -0.38), deadhearts I 

(r = -0.20 to -0.43) and deadhearts I1 (r = -0.26 to -0.47). However, magnitude of these 

associations was comparatively higher in environment E2. 

4.2.4 Seedling height vs resistance traits 

It W a s  noticed that seedling height I and seedling height I1 were significantly negatively 

associated with oviposition 11 (-0.23 < r < -0.27), deadhearts I (-0.17 < r < -0.20) and deadhearts 

11 (-0.26 < r < -0.30). However, significant and positive association was observed for seedling 

height I and II with plant height (r = 0.34 and 0.45, respectively) (Table 8). 

The magnitude and direction of associations between seedling height and resistance traits 

were varied significantly in different environments and at different stages of observations (Table - 

'). The association of seedling height I was significant and negative with oviposition I 

(r = -0.21), oviposition 11 (r = -0.19 to -0.25), deadhearts 1 (r = -0.13 to -0.38) and deadhearts 11 
(r -026 to -0.35). Similrly, and negative associations between sesdling height 11 



8 3  and resistant traits, viz., oviposition I (r = -0.18), oviposition 11 (r = -0.15 to -0.22), deadhearts 1 

(r = -0.18 to -0.28) and deadhearts 11 (r = -0.31). In general, the magnitude of these associations 

at both stages of seedling growth was comparatively high in environment E3 and positively 

significant with resistance traits than E2 and no significant association in environment El was 

Significantly positive association was observed for plant height with seedling height I 

(r 5 0.17 - 0.35) and seedling height I1 (r = 0.21 - 0.42). These associations were highir In 

environment El.  

4,2.5 Pseudostem length and seedling dry weight vs resistance traits 

Significant and negative associations between pseudostem length and resistance traits 

were observed only in environment E2. The magnitude of these associations with resistance 

traits, viz., oviposition 11, dea'dhearts I and deadhearts I1 were r = 0.22, -0.23 and -0.31, 

respectively (Table 8). 

However, significant and positive associations (r = 0.28) between pseudostem length and 

plant height were observed in both the environments, El and E2. The associations between 

seedling dry weight and resistance traits were significant and positive in the environment El 

(Table 9). 

4.2.6 Traits a t  maturity vs resistance traits 

Among the maturity traits, days to 50% flowering was significantly and positively 

associated with resistant traits, oviposition 11 (r = 0.21), deadhearts I (r = 0.18), deadhearts I1 (I = 

0.51) at seedling stage, and plant height (r = 0.51) at maturity (Table 8)* 

NO consistent associations were observed between traits at maturity and resistance traits 

at seedling stage (Table 9). However, the association was significant and positive for oviposition 

I1 (%) (0.15 < r < 0.27), deadhearts 1 (%) (0.13 < r < 0.28) and deadhearts I1 (%) (0.17 < r < 

Oe34) with time to 50% flowering. The magnitudes of association between days to 50% flowering 

and the mistance traits w o e  higher in environment E2. It was observed that then was highly 

~ ~ f i f i c m t  and positive association between days to 50 % flowering and plant height (r = 0.33- 

0.7U). Howeva, the magnitude ofthis pssociation was high in environment E 3 3  



4.2.7 Plant height vs days to 50% flowering 8 4 
Significant correlation between plant height and days to 50% flowering (r = 0.51) was 

observed (Table 8). However, the magnitudes of correlation coefficients were vm'ed among the 

Strong association between these traits was observed in the environment E3 

(r = 0.70). While, the association between the traits was low in the environments E l  (r = 0.33) 

and E2 (r = 0.41). 

4.3 Inheritance of resistance 

4.3.1 Broad sense heritability 

The estimates of heritability for shoot fly resistance components and traits at maturity 

were obtained from the data collected in individual environments, viz., El, E2 and E3. The 

heritability estimates were also obtained based on average performance over the environments in 

combinations of two, viz., ElE2, E2E3 and EIE3, and three environments (EIE2E3). The results 

are presented in Table 10, and are described in the following sections. 

4.3.1.1 Glossiness 

The heritability estimates were consistently high for the trait (>0.92) in individual and 

across the environment combinations. The magnitudes of heritability estimates for the trait 

ranged from 0.92 to 0.97. 

4.3.1.2 Seedling vigour 

The heritability estimates for the trait were quite high but variable in individual and 

across the environmental combinations and also at two stages of seedling growth. The 

heritability estimates in E2 and E3 were high, and consistent for both seedling vigour I and 11. 

~ W V ~ X ,  when analysed based on means over these two environments (E2E3), it was observed 

that the heritability estimates were leduced and were significantly differed at different stages of 

seedling growth. Analysis across the seasons and across the locations (ElE3) indicated the high 

heritability for the trait and the estimtes were consistent at different stages (i.e., seedling vigour I 

and 11). In general, heritability estimates were high in rabi season compared to kharifseason. 

4.3.1.3 Trlchome densitv 

The (richome density on lower surface of leaf recorded consistently high hcritabilily 

in individual and across the environments (70.90). Trichome density on Upper leaf 





4.3.1.4 Ovipositio~ 8 6  
The estimates of heritability were low td moderate (h2 = 0.21 to 0.68) and i n  

different environments and at different stages of seedling growth. However, the heritability 

were high in E2 and quite consistent at different stages of seedling growth. When the 

estimates analysed for pooled data from different environments indicate that the heritability 

estimates were higher across two environments (ElE2) and consisterlt at different stages of 

seedling growth. 

However, the estimates were lower in E2E3, ElE3 and variable in different stages. The 

estimates were high in initial stage of seedling growth and reduced as the infestation level 

increased. 

4.3.1.6 Deadhearts 

The heritabilty estimates range from 0.50 to 0.86. The estimates were moderate and were 

consistent in two environments, viz., El (h' = 0.68 - 0.72) and E2 (h2 = 0.83 - 0.86). However, 

lower estimates were observed in the environment E3 (h2 = 0.50 - 0.55). The heritability estimate 

across the three environments ranges between 0.72 and 0.69. However, the estimates were high 

and consistent (h2 = 0.77) at two stages within the location across the seasons (E1E2). 

4.3.1.7 Seedling height 

The estimates of heritability were moderately high and range between 0.50 and 0.86, and 

are variable in different environments. High estimates for the trait were observed in E2 and 

across the two environments (ElE2) and were consistent at two stages of seedling growth. 

4.3.1.8 Seedling dry weight 

The estimates of heritability of this trait o b ~ w e d  were moderate in El (h2 = 0.40) and 

E1E2 (A2= 0.50). while, low estimates were observed in E2 (h2= 0.23). 

4.3.1.9 Pseudostem length 

Tbc haitability estimate obsenred for the trait was high in E2 (h' ~0.81) while moderate 

w m  observed in ~1 (h2 = 0.48) and acmsi the environments (El E2) (h2  = 0.46). 



43.1.10 Days to 50% flowering 87 
It was observed that the magnitude of her~tabil~ty estimates was high for the tralt In 

lnd~vldual environments (h2= 0 87,O 95 and 0 74 In E l ,  E2 and E3, respect~vely) and also across 

the env~ronments (ElE2E3) (h '= 0 82 - 0 89) 

4.3.1.11 Plant height 

Significantly hrgh estlmates for the trait were observed In ~ndlvldual envlronments (11.' = 

o 96, 0 93 and 0 85 In El ,  E2 and E3, respect~vely) and across the envlronments (h" = 0 87 - 
0 92) 

43.1.12 Grain  yield per plant 

The magnitudes of hentab~l~ty estlmates were s~gnrficantly high In El (h2 = 0 80), 

moderate In E3 (h' = 0 54) However, the magnitude of hentabillty estlmates for the trait 

slgnlficantly reduced when the pooled data over the environment was analysed 

4.3.2 Transgressive segregation 

The RILs lylng outslde the parental 11m1ts were ldent~fied based on means across three 

envlronments The RL populat~on mean and lndlv~dual parental mean were subjected to 1-test 

for testing the slgnlficance of difference between the means The results obta~ned are presented 

In Table 11 It showed that RIL means dlffered s~gnlficantly from both the parents for all the 

traits except tnchome dens~ty (upper leaf surface) and days to 50% flowenng For tr~chome 

density (upper leaf surface), the RIL means did not differ sign~ficantly from the parent P2 

CIS 18551), where as for days to 50% flowering, RlL means d ~ d  not d~ffer s~gn~ficantly from P1 

(BTx623). 

Transgress~ve segregants w th  phenotyp~c values outsrde the parental l ~ m ~ t s  were 

observed for most of the traits except for h ~ g h  ~ntens~ty of glossiness and low deadheam (%) 

The appearance of transgressrve segregants for each tra~t IS shown In F~gure 3 (A-0) In general, 

for the traits with RIL means less than the rnldparental value, the proportion of RILs were h~gher 

for those outside the low scorlng parent and vlce versa 

13.2.1 Glossiness: 

The deviation of RILs mean from m~dparent value observed for the tralt was positlve 

The Proportion of transgressrve segregants was very low and has been observed for RILs outs~de 
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higher scoring parent (BTx623). No transgressive segregant RILs were observed for phenotyp~c 

value outside the low scoring (or high intensity of glossiness) parent (IS 1855 I ) 

4.3.2.2 Seedling vigour: 

It was observed that lUL mean values for the trait were on par with midparental values 

H~wever,  the proportion of transgressive segregants was high In the initial stage of seedllng 

growth and reduced in the later stage. 

4.3.23 Trichome density 

It wa~, observed that mean value of RILs was on par with midparental value for trichome 

density on lower leaf surface. However, the transgressive segregants were observed for this trait 

and were in higher frequency with values outside the high scoring parent. As an example, RIL 

(no. 252) showing trichome density higher than resistant parent IS presented In Plate 16 

For trichome density on upper leaf surface, mean of RILs deviates positively froni 

midparental value. The proportion of transgressive segregants was higher than those observed for 

trichome density (lower leaf surface). High frequency was observed for transgressive segregation 

with phenotypic value lying outside the high scoring parent. As an example, RIL (no. 252) 

showing trichome density on upper leaf surface higher than resistant parent I S  presented in Plates 

30 and 31. 

4.3.2.4 Oviposition 

T h e m  means deviated from midparental value for the trait. The deviation observed was 

positive. The transgressive segregants were observed for the trait at both the stages However, 

the proportion of RILs lying outside the high scoring parent PI was comparatively higher for 

oviposition I than oviposition II. 

4.3.2.5 Deadhearts 

The RIL means deviated from midparental value for the trait. The deviation observed was 

positive. Tmsgressive segregation was clearly observed and for susceptibility only. The 

b a n ~ g r e ~ ~ i ~ e  segregants were observed for the trait at both the stages. However, the proportion 

of lying outside the high scoring parent PI was comparatively higher for deadhearts 11 (Oh) 

than for deadhearts I (%). 



4.3.2.6 Seedling height 90 
The mean and midparental values were recorded on par with each other. For both 

seedling height I and seedling height 11, the proportion of transgressive segregants with 

,henotypic values outside the lower scoring parent was high. 

4.3.2.7 Pseudostem length 

Significant differences were observed for the trait between midparental values and RIL 

means. RIL mean for pseudostem length was lower than midparental value. While, high 

proportion of  transgressive segregants lying outside the parental limits was observed. However, 

the proportion of transgressive SegregantS with values less than low scoring parent was high. 

4.3.2.8 Days to 50% flowering 

It was observed that mean of RILs did not differ significantly from low-scoring parent. 

Mean of RILs was also lower than midparental value. Significantly high proportion of 

transgressive segregants was observed for the trait. However, the proportion of RILs with values 

lying outside the low scoring parent was higher than those with values outside the high scoring 

parent. 

4.3.2.9 Plant height 

The two parents differed significantly from each other for plant height. The mean value 

for RILs was higher than the midparental value. Transgressive segregants were observed for the 

trait, though their proportion was low. 

4.3.2.10 Grain yield 

The mean value for RILs was lower than midparental value, though high proportion of 

transgressive segregants was observed for the trait. The proportion of RILs was high for 

Individuals with values lying outside the lower scoring parent P2. 

4-3.3 Predicted genetic gain 

The predicted genetic gain (%) over mean for each component character of shoot fly 

resistance was calculated based on selectiop differential at 5% selection intensity. 

Further, t h a e  estimates were compared with the estimates obtained considering extreme 5% 

individml~ of  ihe mapping population of 252 RILs. The highest and lowest 5% 

indi~*durlr of rnWpig population with r e w c t  to the expression of character were selected and 
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data were used for the predicting the genetic gain for components of resistance The estimates of 

predicted genetic gain (%) over mean obtained for different traits in individual and across the 

2environments at  5% selection intensity are presented in Table 12. Means and ranges of different 

components of resistance to shoot fly in the highest and lowest 5% of the breeding lines (252 

a s )  evaluated in individual and across the three environments are given in the Table 13 The 

results thus obtained are described below for the traits under study. 

4.3.3.1 Glossiness 

The percentage selection gain over mean predicted based on standardized selection 

differential was higher in environment E2 (57.01%) followed by E3 (51 36%) and El (48.19%). 

The estimates of predicted gain for high intensity of glossiness (highest 5%) ranged from -44.0 to 

-50.2% over mean. However, highest garn among the selected individuals was expected in the 

environment E2. Significant differences were observed between the means of the lowest and the 

highest groups in each environment. The mean of highest group was larger in environment E2 

(score 1.69) followed by E l  (score 1.85) than in E3 (score 2.03). The deviation of mean of 

highest group fiom population mean was much higher than that of the lowest group. The ranges 

3f phenotypic values for high intensity of glossiness in the environments E l ,  E2 and E3 were 

1.4-2.1, 1.1-2.1 and 1.6-2.3, respectively. 

1.3.3.2 Seedling vigour 

The percentage selection gain over mean predicted based on standardized selection 

differential was higher in environment E2 at both the seedling stages I and 11. In all the 

environments, the predicted gain was higher for seedling vigour Il than seedling vigour 1 

However, in environment E2, the magnitude of estimate of predicted gain was same at both the 

stages of seedling growth. The predicted selection gain over mean at stage 11 in three 

environments range from -37.64 to -45.21%. The estimates of predicted gain for high seedling 

vig0ur at  stage II (highest 5%) range from 19.86 - 27.81% over mean. Significant differences 

were observed between the means i f the  lowest and the highest groups in each environment. The 

mean of highest group for seedling stage II was larger in the environment E2 (score 1.29) 

followed by E3 (score 1.32) than E2 (score 1.76). The deviation of mean of highest group from 

Population mean for seedling vigour IJ was larger than that of lowest group in all the 

environments. The ranges of phenotypic values for high seedling vigour at stage II in the 

E l ,  E2 and E3 were 1.4-1.9, 1.2-1.4 and 1.2-1.4, respectively. 









4.3.3.3 Trichome density on lower leaf surface 95 
The percentage selection gain over mean predicted based on standardized selection 

differentid was higher in the environment E2 (123.39%) followed by E3 (120.47%) than in El 

(1 17.39%). The estimates of predicted gain for high trichome density (highest 5%) ranged from - 
103.23 to -1 10.10% over mean. However, highest gain for increased density of trichomes among 

the selected individuals was obtained in the environment E2. Significant differences were 

observed between the means of the lowest and the highest groups in each environment. The 

mean of highest group (no./mm2) was larger in the environment E2 (108.80) than in E3 (85.34) 

and in El (83.1). The deviation of mean of highest group from population mean was much 

higher than that of lowest group. The ranges of phenotypic values for high trichome density 

(no./mm2) on lower leaf surface (in the highest group) were 76.4 - 95.0 in E l ,  99.3 - 124.28 in 

~2 and 79.73 - 97.9 in E3. 

4.3.3.4 Trichorne density on upper leaf surface 

The percentage selection gain over mean predicted based on standardized selection 

d~fferentid was much higher in environment E2 (251.82) than E3 (191.12) than El (150.31). The 

estimates of predicted gain for high hichome density (highest 5%) ranged from -187.25 to - 
308.75% over mean. However, highest gain for increased density of trichomes among the 

selected individuals was obtained in the environment E2. Significant differences were observed 

between the means of the lowest and the highest groups in each environment. The mean of 

h~ghest group (no.lmm2) was Iargkr in environment E3 (20.98) than in E2 (16.82) and El 

(16.05). The deviation of mean of highest group from population mean was much higher than 

that of lowest group. The ranges of phenotypic values for high trichome density (no.lmm2) on 

upper leaf surface (in the highest group) were 13.5 - 19.5 in El ,  12.65 - 25.15 in E2 and 17.84 - 
24.35 in E3. 

4.3.3.5 Oviposition 

The percentage selection gain over mean was higher for oviposition I compared to 

 position 11 in d l  the environments. It was observed that the estimates were higher in 

environment E2 than in other two environments. The percentage predicted gain over mean based 

On Standardized selection differential for oviposition I in three environments range from 13.63 to 

59.42. The estimates of percentage predicted gain over mean for low oviposition (%) at stage I 

5% group for oviposition non-preference) range from -11.80 to -36.18%. Significant 

differences w m  observed between the means of the lowest and the highest groups in each 
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environment. The mean of highest group for oviposition I (%) was much lower in environment 

E2 (8.75%) than in E l  (42.93%) and E3 (74.78%). The deviation of mean of highest group from 

mean for ovipositon 1 ('6) was lower than that of lowest group in El  and E2. The 

ranges of phenotypic values for low oviposition (%) at stage I (in the highest group) were 41.29 - 
44.24% in El ,  6.71 - 9.84% in E2 and 70.03 - 76.24% in E3. 

4.3.3.6 Deadhearts 

The percentage selection gain predicted over mean was higher for deadhearts I compared 

to deadhearts I1 in all the environments. It was observed that the estimates were higher in the 

environment E2 than in El  and E3. The percentage predicted gain over mean based on 

standardized selection differential for deadhearts I in three environments ranged from 10.98 to 

61.54. The estimates of predicted gain for low deadhearts damage at stage I (highest 5% for 

resistance to insect damage) range from -12.19 to -50.90% over mean. Significant differences 

were observed between the means of the lowest and the highest groups in each environment. The 

mean of highest group for deadhearts I (%) was much lower in the environment E2 (9.79) than in 

El (41.11) and E3 (59.63). The deviation of mean of highest group from population mean for 

deadhearts I (%) was lower than that of lowest group in El and E2. The ranges of phenotypic 

values for low deadhearts at stage I (in the highest group) were 34.41 - 44.39% in El ,  

5.54 - 11.70% in E2 and 53.06-62.66% in E3. 

4.3.3.7 Seedling height 

The percentage predicted genetic gain over mean was low for seedling height compared 

to other traits. However, the estimates were higher for seedling height I compared to seedling 

height I1 in all the environments. It was observed that the estimates based on standardized 

selection differential for seedling height I were higher in environment El (18.42) followed by E3 

(12.95) than E2 (6.41). The percentage predicted gain (over mean) for high seedling height at 

stage I (highest 5%) ranged from 7.58 to 8.51. Significant differences were observed between the 

means of the lowest and the highest groups in each environment. The mean of highest group for 

seedling height I was higher in environment El (28.19 cm) than E2 (26.86 cm) than E3 (1 9.15 

cm). The deviation of mean of highest group from population mean for seedling height I was 

same as that of lowest group in El  and E2. The ranges of phenotypic values for high seedling 

height (in the highest group) at stage I were 27.68 - 29.55 cm in El, 26.27-28.69 cm in E2 and 

18.63-19.94 cm in E3. 



4.3.3.8 Seedling dry weight 97 
The selection gain over mean predicted based on standardized selection differential was 

higher in environment E2 (7.87%) than E l  (0.65%). The estimates of predicted gain for high 

seedling dry weight (highest 5%) range ffom 1.91 to 7.20% over mean. However, highest 

predicted gain for increased seedling dry weight among the selected individuals (highest 5%) 

was observed in the environment E2. The mean of highest group was larger in environment E2 

(4.81 g/pl) than in E l  (3.67 g/pl). The m g e s  of phenotypic values for high seedling dry weight 

(in the highest group) were 3.6 - 3.8 g/pl in El  and 4.73 - 4.96 g/pl in E2. 

4.3.3.9 Pseudostem length 

The selection gain over mean predicted based on standardized selection differential was 

significantly higher in environment E2 (62.99%) than in El  (3.10%). The estimates of predicted 

gain over mean for high pseudostem length (highest 5%) ranged from 14.44% to 68.30%. 

Highest predicted gain for increased pseudostem length among the selected individuals was 

observed in the environment E2. The mean of highest group of RILs was significantly higher in 

the environment E2 (8.90 cm) than in El  (3.26 cm). The ranges of phenotypic values for high 

pseudostem length (in the highest group) were 3.0-3.2 cm in El  and 8.02-10.03 cm in E2. 

4.3.3.10 Days to 50% flowering 

The selection gain over mean predicted based on standardized selection differentla1 was 

significantly higher in environment El  (9.79%) followed by E2 (8.71%) than in E3 (5.67%). The 

estimates of predicted gain for early maturity (highest 5%) rangcd from -3.86 to -8.87% ovcr 

mean. However, highest predicted gain for early maturity among the selected individuals was 

observed in the environment E2. The mean of highest group was high in environment E2 (66 

days) followed by that for E l  (69 days) and E3 (74 days). The ranges of phenotypic values for 

early maturity (in the highest group) were 67 - 70 days, 65 - 67 days in E2 and 73 - 75 days in 

E3. 

4.3.3.1 1 Plant height 

The selection gain over mean predicted based on standardized selection differential was 

"gnificantly higher in the envirom-en E l  (76.86%) than in E3 (59.53%) and E2 (43.35%). The 

estimates of predicted gain for reduced height (highest 5%) range from -24.66 to -33.84% over 

However, highest pKdicted gain for reduced plant height among the Selected individuals 

was observed in the ~ 1 ,  The mean of highest goup was smaller in environment E2 
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(115.2 cm) than in E3 (124.51 cm) and El  (150.01 cm). The ranges of phenotypic values for 

reduced plant height (in the highest group) were 136.4 - 160.4 cm in El ,  101.3 - 122.5 cm in E2 

and 104.9 - 131.7 cm in E3. 

4.3.3.12 Grain yield per plant 
The selection gain over mean predicted based on standardized selection differential was 

higher in en~ir0mIent E l  (10.76%) and E3 (10.81%) than in E2 (5.91%). The estimates of 

predicted gain for high yield (highest 5%) ranged from 27.2 to 53.82% over mean. However, 

highest predicted gain for high grain yield among the selected individuals (highest 5%) was 

in the enviroment E l .  The mean of highest group for grain yield per plant was high in 

environment E3 (29.2 g) followed by El  (25.48 g) and E2 (16.14 g). The ranges of phenotypic 

values for high grain yield per plant (in the highest group) were 23.74 - 30.43 g in El ,  15.68 - 

17.03 g i n  E2 and 25.65 - 38.0 g in E3. 

4.3.4 Correlated genetic gain 

Genetic correlations were assigned a positive sign if direct and correlated responses were 

in the same direction and they were assigned a negative sign if responses were in the opposite 

direction. The results obtained are presented in Table 14. 

It was observed that correlated response for glossiness with oviposition (%) and 

deadhearts (%) was negative. The correlated genetic gain was higher for glossiness with 

trichome density followed by deadhearts and oviposition in the initial stage of seedling growth. 

Correlated genetic gain for the glossiness was lower with traits seedling height (at both I and 11) 

followed by seedling vigour (at both the stages). However, correlated genetic gain for glossiness 

with seedling height was higher at later stage of seedling growth (seedling height 11). Among the 

adult traits correlated genetic gain for glossiness with plant height was high and low with days to 

50% flowering. 

Trichome density recorded with negative genetic gain with deadheads (%) and all other 

except with glossiness. The correlated genetic gain of seeding vigour with 

leadhearts (%) was negative in environments El and E3. Seedling height and pseudostem length 

recorded negative selection gain with oviposition 11, deadhearts I and deadhearts 11. However! 

comlated genetic gain of plmt height at rnatunty with shwt fly dnmage WaJ negative in E3 and 
Positive in ~ 1 ,  







4.4 G x E interaction 1 0 1  
To test the consistency and similarity in rankings between environments for particular 

trait, Spearman rank correlation coefficients were estimated for all possible paired combinations 

among three environments, viz., Ei and E2; E2 and E3; Eland E3. The results obtained are 

in Table 15. Variances'due to G x E interactions for the traits are given in Table 6.  

4.4.1 Glossiness 

Highly significant rank correlation coefficients were observed for all the paired 

combinationb of  environments. The magnitudes of correlation coefficients for glossiness were 

high (r(,) = 0.89 to 0.90) and consistent among all paired combinations of environments. 

However, significant variances due G x E interaction were observed for the trait, the magnitude 

of these variances was low across the environments. Based on the rankings in the order of high to 

low intensity of glossiness at 5% selection intensity, it was observed that 4 to 5 lines were found 

in common between two environment combinations. Three lines, viz., RIL 11 1, 11 4 and 176 

were found in common among the three environments (Table 16a). And the RILs, 12, 119, 252, 

90 and 166 were found exclusively in common between the two environments. These lines also 

showed high intensity in the highest group at 5% selection intensity based on average 

performance over the three environments (Table 17a). Despite high intensity of glossiness, none 

of the lines showed dead-heart damage less than the resistant parent. 

4.4.2 Seedling vlgour 

The rank correlation coefficients were significant for all the paired comb~nations of 

environments except for seedling vigour I1 between E2 and E3. The magnitudes of correlation 

coefficients were low (seedling vigour 11) to moderate (seedling vigour I) for all palred 

combinations of environments. This indicates lack of consistency of magnitudes of these 

estimates observed among the pairs of environments. And variances due to G x E interaction 

were highly significant for both seedling vigour I and seedling vigour I1 across the environments. 

4.4.3 Trichome density on lower leaf surface 

Highly significant rank correlation coefficients for this trait were observed for all the 

paired combinations of environments. The magnitudes of correlation coefficients for trichome 

density were significantly high (r(,) = 0.85 to 0.90) for all paired combinations of environments. 

However, the magnitude of these estimates was consistent between two pairs of environments, 

viz., El  and E2; El and E3 but reduced for the pair E2 and E3. While, significant variances due 
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to G x E interaction were observea for the trait across two and three environments. Based on 

ranking in the order of high to low density of trichomes at 5% selection intensity, it was observed 

that 8 and 6 lines were found in common between two and three environment combinations, 

(Table 16b). These lines (except RIL no.134) also showed high density of trichomes 

in highest group at 5% selection intensity based on average performance over the three 

environments (Table 1%). Despite the observation that number of lines were recorded with 

trichome density higher than resistant parent, none of these lines showed deadheart damage 

lesser than the damage in resistant parent. 

4.4.4 Trichome density on upper leaf surface 

Highly significant rank correlation coefficients were observed for all the paired 

combinationss of environments. The magnitudes of these correlation coefficients for the trait 

were high (4,) = 0.82 to 0.83) and consistent among all paired combinations of environments. In 

addtion, the trait was recorded with non-significant variances due to G x E interaction across the 

environments. 

4.4.5 Oviposition 

The rank correlation coefficients were significant for all the paired combinations of 

environments except for oviposition I1 between E2 and E3. The magnitudes of correlation 

coefficients were low (r(,) = 0.13 to 0.53) to moderate among all paired combinations of 

environments indicating lack of consistency. The estimates were high between El and E2. These 

results are further supported by significant and high magnitude of variances due to G x E 

interaction observed across the environments except between E l  and E2. 

4.4.6 Deadhearts 

The rank correlation coefficients were significant for ali the paired combinations of 

environments. The magnitudes of these correlation coefficients were low to moderately high 

(r(s) = 0.31 to 0.67). However, the range of estimates shows the lack of consistency of 

magnitudes across the pairs of environments. While, significant and high estimates of rank 

correlation coefficients were observed between El and E2. In support of these results significant 

and high magnitude of  variances due to G x E interaction was observed across the environments. 

Based on the rankings in the order of low to high deadhearts I (%) at 5% selection 

intensity, it was observed that 5 lines were found in common between two environment 
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combinations (Table 1 6 ~ ) .  Three RILs, viz., 213, 53 and 166 were found in common among the 

three environments. However, for deadhearts I1 (%) 2-3 lines were found in common between 

hvo-mvironment combinations, while, only one line (RIL no. 53) was found in common between 

three environments. These lines recorded lowest damage in the ~ o u p  of 5% extreme individuals 

pased on means over three environments) (Table 17d and 17e). 

Three lines, viz., RIL 114, 166 and 252 that were recorded with lowest damage (based on 

means over three environments) psssessed high intensity of glossiness, high seedling vigour, ' 

high trichome density (upper and lower surface), maximum seedling height and plant height 

(Table 1%). 

4.4.7 Seedling height 

The rank correlation coefficients were significant for all the paired combinations of 

environments. However, the magnitudes of correlation coefficients w:re low (r(,) = 0.23 to 0.49). 

The range of  estimates shows the lack of consistency of magnitudes of estimates across the pairs 

of environments. While, the estimates were high between El and E2 for both seedling height I 

and seedling height 11. These results were further supported by significant and high magnitude of 

variances due to G x E interaction recorded across three environments. 

4.4.8 Seedling dry weight 

The rank correlation coefficients were significant between El and E2. Howcvcr, thc 

magnitude of correlation coefficients was low (r(,) = 0.28). 

4.4.9 Pseudostem length 

The rank correlation coefficient was significant between El and E2. However, the 

magnitude of  correlation coefficient observed was low (r(,) = 0.42). It was observed that the 

variances due to G x E interactions were highly significant across the two environments. 

4.4.10 Days t o  50% flowering 

Highly significant rank correlation coefficients were observed for all the paired 

combinations of environments. The magnitudes of correlation coefficients for time to 50% 

(days) were moderately high (I&) = 0.71 m 0.73) and consistent among all the paired 

of  environments. However, significant variances due G x E interaction were 

Observed for the trait across two and three environments. 



Table 17d. The RILs of cross 
BTx623 x IS 18551 with 
deadhearts I (%) (5% selection) 

Entry Deadhearts I (%) 
213 34.47 

Table 17e. The RlLs of cross 
BTx623 x IS 18551 with 
deadhearts I1 (%) (5% selection) 

Entry Deadhearts 11 (%) 
P 

114 47.4 

Note: The performance of lines for different characters is based on average performance over three 
environments 



4.4.11 Plant height 1 0 8  
Highly significant rank correlation coefficients were observed for all the paired 

combinations of environments. The magnitudes of these correlation coefficients for the trait were 

high (r(,) = 0.79 to 0.88). 'However, the range of estimates observed shows the lack of 

consistency of magnitudes existed across the pairs of environments. While, significantly high 

magnitude of variances due to G x E interaction were observed for the tra~t across two and three 

environments. 

4.4.12 Grain yield 

Rank correlation coefficients observed for the trait were significant for all the paired 

combinations of environments. The magnitudes of correlat~on coefficients for the trait were 

low (r(,) = 0.1 1 to 0.4) and inconsistent among all the paired combinations of environments. 

However, variances due to G x E interaction observed for the trait were significant across two 

and three environments. 

4.5 Molecular analysis 

4.5.1 Parental polymorphism 

The parental lines BTx623 and IS 18551 were surveyed against SSR markers to identify 

polymorphism at the DNA level. A total of 96 SSR primer pairs were used for parental 

screening. An image of a silver-stained polyacrylamide gel (Plate 10) shows the results of 

parental lines screened against some of these SSR primer pairs. The results of this parental 

survey for SSR marker polymorphism are presented in Appendix m. Approximately 80% of the 

primer pairs detected polymorphism between the parental lines. However, only 49% of these 

markers were showed clear polymorphism that can be scored reliably on a silver-sta~ned gel A 

total of 44 markers that showed clear polymorphism were used to screen a random subset of the 

RIL mapping population consisting of 93 individuals. 

4.5.2 Marker  segregation and segregation distortion 

The segregation patterns of 44 marker loci for 93 RILs obtained from the cross 

(BTx623 x IS 18551) were cornpared with the expected ratio of 1 : 1 (1 homozygote of parent PI 

1 homozygote of parent P2). The calculated X2 values were compared with table values at 1 

degree of freedom for each marker locus and are presented in Table 18. A total of 28 markers 

out of the 44 co-dominant marker loci recorded non-significant x2 values when compared with 

table values at 5% and 1% probability levels. Twelve markers out of 16 remaining markers 



**: p < 0:01 P2: IS 18551 
Notc: Markcr data for 93 RlLs in this tablc ~ncludcs only parcntal alleles 
excluding the data points scored as heterozygotes. o m s  and missing 



1 L U  deviated significantly from expected ratios at probability levels bemeen 1% and 5%. Four 

markers showed the higher degrees of distortion with 2 values ranging from 7.84 to 22.62, 

significant at probability levels <0.01. The order of these most sieficantly deviating marker 

loci (from most distorted to least distorted) was XtxpS6, Xtfrp3Si, X~rp40 and XfiplO. 

It was observed that a large number of markers showed higher proportions of alleles from 

BTx623 (PI) (51.6 to 58.8%) than from IS 18551 (P2) (41.2-48.4%) as shown in Figure 4A and 

48. A total of 34.1% of loci deviated significantly ( ~ ~ 0 . 0 5 )  from the expected 1.1 ratio between 

the two homozygous genotype classes. Out of these markers showing segregation distortion, 

68.2% of the markers showed a higher proportion of alleles from IS 18551. The strongest 

deviations from the expected 1:l were observed for XtxplO followed by Xtxp4O which both 

exhibited a preponderance of BTx623 alleles (Table 18). 

4.5.3 Genome Composition of RIL population 

Though skewed segregations of markers were observed, the average RIL was comprised 

of comparatively equal proportion of the parental genomes (PI and P2) (Figure 4C and 4D). The 

alerage RIL was homozygous BTx623 and homozygous IS 18551 at 48.9 and 49.0% of the 

scored markers, respectively. The distributions of RILs (%) for these homozygous classes range 

from 21.4 to 82.5 and 15.0 to 76.2. The details on percentage of parental alleles and 

heterozygous loci in the 93 genotyped RILs are presented in Appendix IV. 

It was  o bsenred that 24.7% o f  i ndividuals were heterozygous for 2.5-2.6% of the loci. 

The average RIL was heterozygous for 0.7% of the loci with a range of 0-4.7%. The observed 

heterozygosity percentage in the RIL population after six generation of selfing was close to the 

ekpected 1.56%. 

4.5.4 Construction of Linkage map 

Loci detected by a total of 44 SSR markers were used to construct a skeleton map for the 

subset RIL mapping population based on cross BTx623 x IS 18551. The size of mapping 

Population used for construction of this linkage map was 93 RTLs. Linkage analysis was 

accomplished using the program JOINMAP (Stam, 1993; Stam and Van Ooijen, 1995). Linkage 

distances in t m s  of centimorgan (CM) values were calculated using the Kosambi function. 

Linkage map was constmcted for 23 linked markers out of 44 markers screened in the population 

for use in QTL analysis. The details on linkage groups to which 23 markers were assigned and 
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linkage distances are given in Table 19. The rest of the SSR markers were found unlinkcd 

because of lack of additional SSR markers to link these. Since the order of markers was same as 

expected, all the markers (linked and unliked) were assigned to linkage groups as per the map of 

~hattramakki et a1 (2000) (Fig. 5 ) .  The linked markers used in the present study were assigned to 

5 linkage groups: A, B, C, H and J. The number of SSR loci mapped per linkage group (LG) 

ranges fiom 2 (LGs J and H) to 9 (LG A). The linkage map thus constructed had a length of 

188.2 cM. The mapped SSR loci are distributed unevenly throughout the five linkage groups and 

the average distance between the markers is 8.2 cM (Table 19). 

Nine SSR loci mapped to the linkage group A. The low distances were observed between 

the markers, viz., Xtxp75 and Xtxp.229 (4 cM); Xtxp248 and Xtxp316 (6.8 cM). Seven and three 

markers were mapped to linkage groups B and C, respectively. 

4.5.5 QTL mapping 

For QTL mapping and Q x E interaction analysis, the linkage map constructed for the 

subset of 93 individuals from the RIL population of cross (BTx623 x IS 18551) was used. The 

software package PLABQTL was used to analyze the data by composite interval mapping (CIM) 

procedures, the CIM method was implemented using a LOD of 2.5 as threshold value for QTL 

significance. The software calculates additive effects and estimates the portion of phenotypic 

variation explained by individual QTLs. 

In this mapping population, the female parent (the marker allele homozygote scored as A) 

was BTx623 (susceptible to shoot fly damage) and the male parent (marker allele homo~ygote 

scored as B) was IS 1855 1 (resistant to shoot fly damage). The results are described below from 

CIM analysis for identification of QTLs with significant effects that were detected in individual 

screening environments and across screening environments for thc RIL mapping population 

subset of 93 lines for shoot fly resistance components. 

Among the components of shoot fly resistance analysed, QTLs were identified for 

glossiness, seedling height, seedling vigour, deadhearts (%) and grain yield. 



Table 19. Linkage distance between the SSR markers screened 
in subset mapping population of 93 R n s  derived from cross 
between BTx623 x IS 1855 1 

Linkage 
Sl.no Marker interval Linkage 

group(') distance (cM) 

1 B Xtxp96 -Xtxp25 13.42 

15 J Xtxp94 -Xtxp65 11.52 

( I ) :  Linkage group nomenclature as per Peng ef a1 (1999) 

No. of unlinked markers: 2 1 ; they are 
Xtxp298, Xfxp8, Xtxp228, Xtxp9, Xtxp205, Xtxp12, XtxpS7. Xlxp265, 
Xtxp302, Xtxp21, Xtxpl5,  Xfxp289, Xtxp295, Xfxp312, Xtxp41, 
X txp l l l  , Xbrp6, Xgap342. .Yh;p4O, XSbKAFGKI , XtxplO 





1:segmmtwhoscantimorgan~wsrnotestimated 
i n t h c p m m t s t u d y b u t ~ w i t b ~ d i s t a m a  
shown in the map of BhamrmrLld ef a1 (2000). 

Figure 5. L i e  map of the S. bicolor BTx623 x IS 1855 1 subset RIL population 
(93 individuals) mconsisting of 44 SSR loci ordered at LOD score 4.0 using JOINMAP. 



4.5.5.1 QTL analysis in single environments 113 
The phenotypic data from three environments and yenotyplc data for 93 RILs were 

subjected to QTL analysis. The results of single environment analyses are presented In Table 20 

and Figure 6. 

Analysis with composite interval mapplng revealed 2-3 QTLs for components of 

resistance in single environments, and all together 8 QTLs were identified. 

PLABQTL identified a single QTL for glossiness located on Linkage Group J with 

significantly high phenotypic variance explained in each environment The QTL ~dent~fied on 

this linkage group was consistent across the three screening environments. Adjusted phenotypic 

variance (%) explained by this QTL for glossiness ranged from 34.4 to 46.5. The phenotyp~c 

variance explained by the QTL was higher in E2 (46.5%) followed by E3 (39.7%) and El  

(34.3%). In all the environments, the resistant parent IS 18551 contributed alleles for gloss~ness 

Based on analysis of data from environment E3 one QTL mapped to the interval Xtxp9.l- 

Xap65 for deadhearts I (%) was identified on linkage group J, wh~ch expla~ned 15 8% of 

phenotypic variation. It was observed that BTx623 alleles in this genomic region were associated 

with increased level of deadhearts damage. Resistant parent IS 18551 contributed alleles for 

lower deadheart damage. This QTL for deadheart I (%) mapped to the same chromosomal reglon 

as glossiness on linkage group J .  

For seedling vigour II, two different QTLs were identified in environments El and E2 

The QTL detected for seedling vigour 11 in environment El (in interval Xtxpl8-Xtxp210) and E2 

(in interval Xtxp229-Xtxp319) were mapped to LG H and LG A, respectively. The d~rection of 

additive effects of these QTLs was differed. In the environment El the alleles of IS 1855 1 in the 

LG H interval were associated with increased seedling vigour. Whereas in the environment E2 

the alleles of BTx623 in the LG A interval was associated with increased vigour. In other words, 

for seedling vigour a, positive alleles for increased seedling vigour were contributed by the 

resistant parent in El and by the susceptible parent in E2. 

For seedling height, two different QTLs mapped to LG A were Identified in environments 

E2 and E3. One QTL for seedling height I was detected in the environment E l  in chromosomal 

~ t x ~ 3 4 - ~ a ~ 2 8 5  C), For height II, a QTL detected in environment E2 was 





0 Deedhearts I (%) 

0 Seedl~ng wgwr II 

Seedling hegtd 11 

Figure 6. QTLs affecting shoot fly resistance and its components in theBTx623 x IS 1855 1 
subset RIL population (93 individuals) under three screening environments, E l  (kharg 
Patancheru), E2 (rabi, Patancheru) and E3 (early rabi, Dharwar). 
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located in chromosomal region XIxp32-Xtxp37 (LC A). The direction of additive effects of these 

QTLs was also differed in the respective envlronments. h the environment E2 the alleles of IS 

18551 were associated with increased seedling height at the later stage of seedling growth, where 

as in the environment E3 the alleles of BTx623 were associated with increased seedling height in 

the initial stage of seedling growth. In other words, in the environment E3, the susceptible parent 

BTx623 contributes alleles for increasing seedling height in the initial stages of seedling growth, 

however, in the environment E2, resistant parent IS 18551 contributed alleles for increasing 

height in the later stages of seedling growth. 

4.5.5.2 QTL analysis across enviionments 

In order to determine chromosomal regions that are important for the expression of the 

trait under different environmental conditions, QTL analysis was done based on the phenotyplc 

values averaged over the environments. To detect the Q x E interaction effect the analysis was 

made for two-environment combinations and across all three test envlronments The results 

obtained are presented in Table 21 and Figure 7. 

One QTL for glossiness (Xtxp9.l-Xtxp65) was detected that mapped to linkage group J 

across all two-environment combinations and across the three environment combination. The 

portion of phenotypic variance explained by this QTL was consistently high across the 

environments ranging from 39 to 45%, highest across environments E2 and E3 (45%) 

QTLs explaining lower proportion of phenotyplc variance for other tralts, seedl~ng 

vigour, seedling height and grain yield were identified and are described below. 

Across environments E l  and E2, one QTL each was detected for seedllng vigour I, 

seedling height I and grain yield. The QTL for seedling vigour I had an overlapping support 

interval with the QTL for seedling height I at region Xtxp69-Xtxp34 on linkage group C. For all 

these traits, alleles of BTx623 contributed ~osit ive phenotypic effect relative to alleles of IS 

18551. 

Analysis across environments E2 and E3 detected one QTL each for seedling vigour I1 

and grain yield, while two QTLs were identified for seedling height I. The QTL for seedling . . 

v i g ~ u r  n had an overlapping support interval (xtxp229-Xnp319) with one QTL for seedlins 

heightI. QTLs for all traits (seedling vigour 11, seedling height I and grain yield) had negative 





aH[mn Gbsshess ElE2, EZE3,ElE3, ElE2E3 

OeaO Orein yield E1E2, E2E3, EIE3, ElE2E3 

a Seedling hcigM I ElE2, E2E3, E l E X 3  

3 (I) Seedling vigour II E2E3, E1E3 

Seedling hagM I El E3 Q Seedling vigour I E1E2 

Figure 7. QTLs affecting components of resistance to shoot fly in the BTx623 x IS 1855 1 
subset RIL population (93 individuals) across two environment combinations and three 
environments. 



117 additive effects. In other words alleles of BTx623 had more positive phenotypic effect for these 

traits than did the alleles of IS 18551 across the environments E2 and E3. 

Across the env~~onments  El and E3, one QTL each were detected for seedling vigour 11, 

seedling height 11 and grain yield. The QTL for seedling vigour 11 had an overlapping support 

interval (Xtxpl8-Xtxp2IO) on LG H with the QTL for seedling height 11. The QTL for grain yield 

was also mapped to this genomic region. Positive additive effects were observed for seedling 

v i g o ~  I1 and seedling height 11 across this pair of environments. In other words IS 1855 1 allelci 

had more favorable phenotypic effects than BTx623 alleles across El and E3. However, for grain 

yield BTx623 alleles had more positive phenotypic effects than did IS 18551 alleles. 

QTL analysis across the three environments detected two QTLs for seedling height I 

mapping to linkage group A (LG A) and C (LG E) and one QTL for grain yield mapping to 

linkage group H (LG HI. 

Q x E ANOVA revealed that Q x E interaction for glossiness was nonsignificant across 

all the two-environment combinations and the three-environments combination. QTL detected 

for seedling vigour I across E l  and E2, and QTL detected for seedling vigour I1 across E2 and 

E3 showed nonsignificant Q x E interaction. One QTL detected for grain yield across two- 

environment combinations and the three environments combination also showed nonsignificant 

Q x E interaction in all environmental pair combinations. Other QTLs for seedling vigour I1 and 

seedling height I1 showed significant Q x E interaction variances across two environmcnt 

combinations and three environments. 

The percentage phenotypic variance explained by single QTL ranged from 4.6% to 6.1% 

for seedling vigour, from 3.3 to 15.6% for seedling height, and from 7.1% to 13.3% for grain 

yield per plant. The QTLs identified for seedling vigour and seedling height mapped to LG A 

and LG C. 

Greatest additive effects were observed for grain yield (-0.986 to -1.594) followed by that 

for glossiness (-0.616 to -0.681) across the environments. Two QTLs for seedling height I, viz., 

X&p229-~ap319 (on LG A) and xup34-xup28j (on LG C) were recorded with large ~onions  

the phenotypic vkance explained (13.6 and respectively) and high additive effects 

(-0.519 and 0.467, respectively). 



Discussion 



V. DISCUSSION 

Shoot fly is major insect pest of sorghum. Though genetic studies have been made on 

host plant resistance to shoot fly by number of workers under different genetic backgrounds, the 

genetic information available is limited and available in piece meal. There is need to study the 

genetic architecture of shoot fly resistance and its component traits in appropriate breedlng 

material. Shoot fly resistance is quantitative in nature, involving number of components, whlch 

are quantitative in nature and influenced by of G x E interaction. Therefore, phenotypic trait 

selection for this trait will be difficult. Despite efforts made since last two decades by utilizing 

the existing cultivated sources of resistance, the level of resistance achieved so far is limited 

Marker-assisted selection will increase the efficiency of breeding for such traits. As an initial 

step of this program, genomic regions associated with resistance and its components are to be 

detected. 

The recombinant inbred lines (RILs) obtained from cross BTx623 (susceptible) x IS 

18551 (resistant) were characterized for components of resistance to shoot fly and for agronornlc 

traits. The parental polymorphism for both phenotypic traits and SSR markers was also studied. 

A subset of the mapping population was genotyped with a number of polymorphic SSR markers. 

The phenotypic and genotypic characterization ofthe RILs and their parents are discussed under 

following headings with the intention of improving understanding the genetic arch~tecture of 

shoot fly resistance in sorghum and its component traits. 

5.1 Phenotypic and genotypic variability 

Characterizatior~ of variation (phenotypic and genotypic) for components of resistance to 

shoot fly is a prerequisite to application of molecular genetic knowledge to broader 

understanding of the genetic control of resistance to shoot fly in sorghum. For quantitative traits. 

the effects of genotype and environment often cannot be readily distinguished. Quantitat~ve 

genetic theory has made major contribution to analysis of such traits by providing methods for 

separating genetic effects from environment effects. As a first step of analysis of shoot fly 

resistance traits that are quantitative in nature, genetic expectations of means and variances were 

obtained using 252 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) evaluated along with their parents. The 

genetic variability was assessed under three levels of shoot fly infestation in RILs derived from a 
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cross between resistant and susceptible inbred lines. Estimates of genetic variance components 

thus obtained have been used to estimate the degree of variation, to predict genetic gains from 

selection and to compare the heritabilities of different traits. 

The pooled analysis of variance for different components of shoot fly resistance at the 

crops seedling growth stage and traits at maturity revealed highly significant differences for 

genotype and G x E interaction effects (Tables 5 and 6) .  This analysis not only depicts the 

variability that existed in the different test environments but also reflects the presence of genetic 

variability among the tested genotypes for shoot fly resistance and its component characters. 

Highly significant differences detected among the RlLs and phenotypic differences recorded In 

the parents for various resistant parameters and phenotypic characters suggested that sufficient 

variability existed in the experimental material. 

Based on the varying range of phenotypic values for deadhearts I (%) in susceptible check 

CSH 9 in the three test environments, these environments were categorized as moderate shoot fly 

pressure (E2), optimum (El) and high pressure (E3). The first deadhearts damage ratings in 

susceptible check in these environments were 54.0,73.7 and 76.8%, respectively. According to 

Borikar er a1 (1 982) shoot fly tolerant genotypes can be selected by growing the breeding mater~al 

under optimum shoot fly pressure with 67-70% seedling mortality on the susceptible check. Rana 

et a1 (1975) also suggested selection for shoot fly resistance under conditions when mortal~t~es 

ranged between 6.7 to 67.0 percent. According to Rao et a1 (1974), the level of seedling mortality 

in a field crop due to shoot fly deadhearts is a hnction of the intensity of insect infestation, plant 

growth rate and inherent genotypic differences. Borikar and Chopde (1980) studied genetlcs of 

shoot fly resistance under three levels of shoot fly infestation and indicated that variation between 

and within genotypic groups became more apparent under high shoot fly population. It appears 

that the extent of deadhearts observed is primarily related to the level of shoot fly pressure This 

observation is supported by Rao et a/ (1974). Since the rate and level of shoot fly population 

build up varies with season and location, sorghum genotypes also show variable degree of shoot 

fly damage in different environments. Therefore, evaluation of genotypes and breeding 

populations in a range of environments should provide opportunities for development of adaptive 

genotypes. 
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The high incidence of deadhearts (%)observed in environment E3 suggests that it should 

be considered as  most favorable environment for shoot fly infestation. The possible reasons for 

high level of infestation observed in environment E3 could be low seedling vigour due to drought 

stress occurred during seedling stage. Notably there was no other sorghum crop at similar stage of 

growth as the experimental material nearby. 

The two Parents differed phenotypically for shoot fly resistance components and other 

traits (Table 3). The contrasting features of the parents for resistance components satisfy the 

requirement of parental polymorphism for phenotypic chardcters in mapping experiments. 

Sufficient polymorphism between the parents for the phenotypic traits of ~nterest and at the DNA 

level is essential to trace the recombination events. Young (2001) emphasized that in the absence 

of DNA polymorphism, segregation analysis and linkage mapping are impossible. The 

development of a linkage map and genetic resolution of quantitative traits depends on the degree 

of recombination. In this direction, use of RILs as the mapping population is appropriate as it 

allows breakage of even tightly linked genes through occurrence of frequent meotic events durlng 

development of the mapping population. The contrasting features of the parents are respons~ble 

for the range of variability observed among the RILs for the characters studied. 

Parental performance and RIL mean performance (Table 3 and 4) for glossiness were 

consistant across the environments. This suggests that evaluation of this trait was reliable The 

recovery of seedling vigour at later stage of seedling growth clearly shows the response of 

genotypes to environment. The differences between the parents for deadhearts percentage were 

observed in each environment with IS 1855 1 belng more resistant than BTx623. 

The expression of some traits was highly unstable across the environments, resulting In 

shift in environmental means (Figure 2), demonstrating clearly that the expression of these 

characters is highly sensitive to the environment to which the genotypes were exposed. The 

continuous variation observed is due to simultaneous segregation of a large number of locl 

conditioning metric mi t s  and due to variable microenvironment variation interacting with these 

genes, resulting in higher experimental error estimates of treatment means for these traits The 

anount of variation brought about by allelic substitution at any single locus in such cases 1s not 

experimentally recognizable. 



The variation observed for shoot fly resistance components and other traits (Table 7 and 4) 

is discussed in the following paragraphs. 

5.1.1 Glossiness 

The high level of variability observed based on high PCV and GCV values, and the wide 

range of phenotypic values indicate that selection for glossiness will be efficient. The marginal 

difference between PCV and GCV values for glossiness suggests the predominance of genetic 

factors in controlling this trait. The consistency of variability across the environments indicates 

that the character is little influenced by environmental factors. Higher variability noticed for the 

trait in postrainy season suggests that selection for the trait will be more effective in the postrainy 

season. The glossy trait has been reported to be the characteristic of most of winter ( rab~)  

sorghum varieties of India (Blum, 1972; Rao et al., 1978). According to Taneja and Leuschner 

(1985), glossiness contributes less to shoot fly resistance during the rainy season. In addition, 

this source of shoot fly resistance is apparently limited and largely confined to rabi sorghums of 

India (Nimbalkar and Bapat, 1987). This suggests the importance of screening for and 

incorporation of a high intensity of glossiness in rabi breeding material. 

5.1.2 Seedling vigour 

The lack of consistency in variation across the test environments and the difference in the 

magnitude of PCV and GCV for seedling vigour indicate that this character is greatly influenced 

by environmental factors. The recovery of seedling vigour has implications for recovery (i.e., 

tolerance) and escape of the plants from damage by larvae emerging from second round of egg 

laying, since these larvae will be unable to move to the growing point. The high level of 

variability observed for the trait at seedling growth stage I1 suggests that it would be appropriate 

to carryout selection at this later stage of seedling growth. 

5-12 Trichome density 

The high variability observed based on high PCV and GCV values indicate that selection 

for trichome density would be efficient. The high phenotypic variability in E2 (rabi, Patancheru) 

and E3 (early rabi, Dhanvar) indicate that selection can be efficiently camed out in postrainy 

season. The marginal difference between GCV and PCV observed for trichome density shows 
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that this character is predominantly under genetic control. Consistency of high level of variation 

across test environments indicates that influence of environment on the expression of this 

character is minimal. 

5.1.4 Ovipodtion 

The range of phenotypic values for oviposition varied significantly across the three test 

environments indicating influence of environment on shoot fly egg laying. Though the variability 

was high 'for related traits, glossiness and trichome density, the low variability for this trait 

indicates that favorable alleles for these traits related to oviposition are not in association but 

might be in dispersion. The variability observed for oviposition depends upon the level of shoot 

fly pressure prevailing in the test environment and upon breeding material evaluated. In the 

present study the variability.was high at moderate insect pressure (E2) and at optimal insect 

pressure (El). AS the shoot fly pressure increased, the observable variability for resistance 

decreases, which explains the limited variation in oviposition observed in test environment E3. It 

is reported by several authors that the efficiency of the oviposition non-preference mechanism of 

shoot fly resistance is not stable and is ineffective under heavy shoot fly pressure (Singh and 

Jotwani, 1980a; Borikar et a[., 1982 and Sharma et al., 1997). Borikar ef a1 (1982) reported that 

estimates of gendtypic coefficients of variability were higher for oviposition when the material 

was tested under optimum shoot fly population levels (i.e., not too high and not too low). 

Resistance in terms of oviposition non-preference is due to the component traits that 

prevent egg laying. Therefore, high levels of resistance in terms of oviposition non- preference 

will be due to the combination of characters with expression in favorable direction. It is reported 

that leaf colour, texture and width (Raina, 1982) and hairiness (Bapat and Mote, 1982b) are 

important factors in selection of the oviposition substrate by female flies. In the present study the 

material screened was a population of RILs. Each individual line has combination of alleles 

controlling the trait received from two parents due to recombination events that occurred during 

the process of  their development. Therefore, low variability may be expected in RILs lacking set 

of favorable alleles controlling component traits required to bring about high level of resistance. 



5.1.5 Deadhearts 1 2 3  
The lower variability observed for this trait indicates that the alleles controlling the 

component traits responsible for preventing egg laying or subsequent damage in the resistant 

p a m t  IS 18551 are dissociated from resistant parent in the RILs. This is due to frequent 

recombination events during the selfing process. In other words, the parental association of 

resistance alleles was broken by genetic recombination and the frequency of parental 

recombinations was too low to permit their observation in the RIL population used in this study 

resulting in observed reduced variability for resistance. Reduced variability in terms of 

deadhearts damage indicates superoptimal pest population pressure in the test environment. The 

lack of consistency of variability across the three test environments also indicates that the 

deadhearts damage level is greatly influenced by environmental factors. Higher levels of 

deadhearts damage and low frequency of RILs with reduced damage noticed in El and E3 

indicate these test environments might be favorable for multiplication of shoot fly. Under 

increased shoot fly pressure, the resistance is broken down and hence low variability observed 

for the trait. In contrast to these results, Borikar et a1 (1982) have reported that estimates of GCV 

were higher for seedling mortality when the material was tested under optimum shoot fly 

population. 

For effective selection of the trait, the seedling stage at which variability is high is taken 

in to consideration. This criteria again depends on level of shoot fly pressure prevailing in the 

environment. It is observed in the present study that the variability (both phenotypic and 

genotypic) is high for deadhearts I (%). However, the magnitude of variation is higher at 

moderate insect pressure (E2) and optimum (El) pressure than high pressure (E3) prevailing in 

the environment. This suggests that initial selection may be canied out under moderate Insect 

pressure and final selection may be practiced in screening environments with high insect 

pressure. 

5.1.6 Seedling height 

Significant differences between PCV and GCV values for seedling height indicate the 

influence of environmental factors on observed variability. Consistent and lower magnitude of 

variability o b ~ w e d  for h i s  trait across environmen8 might be due to masking of gene effects 

through epistasis and G x E interaction. 



5.1.7 Seedling dry weight 

The significant difference between PCV and GCV for seedling dry weight indicates the 

role of environmental factors in the observed variability. This was further evidenced by 

differences in phenotypic ranges observed in two screening environments. 

5.1.8 Pseudostern length 

Significant differences between PCV and GCV values and varying levels of vanat~on 

across the screening environments indicate the influence of environment on pseudostem length. 

Greater variation for pseudostem length than for seedling vigour and seedling height suggests 

that height and vigour can be measured in terms of pseudostem length which actually plays a role 

in the movement of shoot larvae to the host plant growing point. The major draw back with this 

is that recording observations on pseudostem length is tedious, labour intensive and time 

consuming. The identification of markers linked to such traits is appropriate and use of linked 

markers could improve the efficiency of selection for this trait. 

5.1.9 Days to 50% flowering, plant height and grain yield per plant 

Marginal differences between PCV and GCV values for the traits plant height and days 

to 50% flowering indicate that the characters are predominantly under genetic control. However, 

the higher estimate of PCV than GCV for grain yield suggests the influence of environment for 

the trait. Significantly high levels of variation obsented for the traits observed at maturity in El 

suggest that selection for these characters may be effective in kharlf season. For plant height 

though GCV and PCV are on par with each other the wider range of variability observed in E l  

and E3 might be due to gene interaction with environment. 

5.2 Correlations 

Shoot fly resistance is a complex character and its expression depends on the interplay of 

several to many component characters, which finally sum up in the expression of resistance. 

Correlation studies provide a basis to decide upon suitable selection criteria for use in genetic 

improvement of resistance to shoot fly in sorghum. 



It was established from previous studies that glossiness (Omori et al., 1983), trichome 

densit' (Maiti and Bidinger, 1979) and seedling vigour (Karanjakar et nl., 1992) were favorable 

selection characters for conferring resistance to A, soccata. The association of these traits with 

shoot fly resistance in terms of oviposition (%) and deadhearts (%) was found to be significant 

and negative in the Present study (Table 8). However, these correlations were low. Similar . 
observations were made by Maiti and Gibson (1983) for correlations between trichome density 

and the percentage of main culms with deadhearts, which nnged from -0.29 to t0.24 (all 

nonsignificant at p = 0.10). However, high degrees of correlation were reported by Omori et a1 

(1983) for association of shoot fly resistance with two resistance component characters, viz., 

trichome intensity (abaxial surface) (-0.730 < r < -0.817), and glossiness intensity (-0.81 1 < r < - 
0.935) as significant and negative. Similarly, there were negative and highly significant 

correlations between deadhearts percentage and trichome density (r = -0.58) (Jadhav el a/., 

1986). Significantly negative and strong associations for shoot fly egg laying with trichomes 

(-0.697 < r < -0.752) and glossiness (-0.747 < r < -0.825) were also reported by Omori et a1 

(1983). According to Omon el a1 (1983), although correlation coefficients for these two 

component traits with shoot fly resistance were high, these resistance components do not play 

any direct role in building up the total variability in shoot fly resistance. The negative correlation 

between egg layihg and glossiness intensity may be caused by the tight positive association of 

glossiness with trichomes being a deterring factor (0.815 < r < 0.833) (Omori et al., 1983). 

However, in the present study, the association between glossiness and hichome density i s  

nonsignificant. 

In addition, lack of consistent relationships between component traits and resistance traits 

in different test environments was noticed in the present study (Table 9). In test environment E3 

where the shoot fly pressure was high, the magnitude of correlation coefficients was high for 

association of glossiness, seedling vigour and seedling height with resistance traits including 

oviposition I (%), oviposition 11 (%), deadhearts I (%) and deadhearts 11 (%I. 

In this study, time to 50% flowering was positively associated with shoot fly resistance in 

terms of oviposion (%), deadhearts (%) and plant height at maturity. 



Based on the above observations the following inferences were made. 

1. The association of components of resistance established so far depends on the linkage 

between the genetic factors controlling these traits with shoot fly resistance. The lack of 

strong association of components of resistance with shoot fly resistance noticed in the 

present study suggests that genes controlling the resistance component traits are not 

linked to each other. However, association of seedling vigour and seedling height 

indicates linkage of genetic factors controlling these traits. 

2. No significant association was found in environment E2 in which high variability was 

observed for the traits. This clearly shows that additional components might be involved 

in controlling resistance. 

3. Lack of consistency of trait associations in different environments suggests that the 

associations of components observed depend on the levels of insect pressure. 

The degree of association of glossiness with deadhearts damage and oviposition was 

greater than the associations of trichomes with deadhearts (%) I and I1 and oviposition (%) I and 

11. 

In the present study there was significant positive correlation between plant height and 

time to 50% flowering. However, the values of correlation coefficients for this pair of traits 

varied in different environments (r = 0.33 in El and r = 0.70 in E3) indicating the effect of 

environmental factors. Similarly, high phenotypic correlations of plant height and flowering 

were previously reported in sorghum (r = 0.76: Rao and Goud, 1979; r = 0.5: Wenzel, 1990; r = 

0.79: Lin et al., 1995) and maize (r = 0.40: Koester el al., 1993). 

5.3 Inheritance of components of resistance to shoot fly 

The continuous distribution of RILs for various shoot fly resistance component traits 

revealed that most of the traits studied were polygenic except for trichome density (upper surface) 

that consistently showed skewed segregation across environments. According to Menendez and 

Hall (1995), the absence of discrete segregating classes for a trait suggests that its inheritance 

could be determined eithm by a large number of genes with small effects or a few major genes 

with substantial mvironmmtal effects. f i e  observations made in the present study are supported 

PrCVious workers that resistance to Atherigona soccata is a quantitatively inherited (Agrawai 



and Abraham, 1985) and polygenically controlled (Goud et al . ,  1983; Halalli el al., 1983) trait. 

Sharma et a1 (1977) and, Borikar and Chopde (1980) observed continuous variation in different 

generations and indicated that shoot fly resistance is due to gradual accumulation of resistance 

genes. For oviposition (%) and deadhearts (%) traits, the high frequency of progenies with high 

percentages of egg laying or deadhearts damage indicates that shoot fly resistance is under the 

control of recessive genes. However, varying degrees of damage in the RILs suggests that each. 

line has some favorable and some unfavorable alleles fixed and the more favorable resistance 

alleles are said to be in dispersion. 

The genetic analysis of components of resistance to shoot fly is discussed in detail below. 

5.3.1 Heritability 

The effectiveness of selection for a trait depends on the relative levels of the genetic and 

non-genetic causes leading to phenotypic differences among the genotypes in a population and is 

expressed as the heritability of the trait. The variability observed in quantitatively inherited 

characters is controlled primarily by genetic constitution of different individuals and due to the 

interaction of these genes with each other and with environment. Heritability is a useful 

quantitative statement of the relative importance of heredity and environment in determining the 

expression of characters (Allard, 1960). The estimates of heritability help the plant breeder in 

selection of genotypes from diverse genetic populations. Effective selection can be achieved 

when additive effects are substantial and environmental effects are small, so that heritability 

estimates are high. 

53.1.1 Glossiness 

Consistently high heritability estimates observed for glossiness in individual test 

environments and across three test environments indicates that contributions to phenotypic 

variance due to environmental factors and G x E interaction are less than genotypic factors. The 

expression of this character varies little across test environments, and therefore selection for 

glossiness may be conducted In any environment. 

These m d t s  are generally consistent with the finding that variances due to G x E 

interaction effects for glossiness were low (Table 6). This observation also suppons previous 
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reports that glossiness is simply inherited (Agarwal and House, 1982) and therefore could be 

used as a simple and reliable selection criteria for resistance (Omori et al., 1983). 

5.3.1.2 Seedling vlgour 

The variability in heritability estimates in individual test environments and across these 

environments, and at different stages of seedling growth indicates that the character is influenced 

by environmental factors. Heritability estimates for seedling vigour were moderate to high in 

individual test environments and across test environments. However, lack of consistency of 

heritability estimates observed across the environments indicates that selection for seedling 

vigour can be improved when data from diverse seasons and locations are considered in the 

analysis. Higher heritability in rabi season compared to kharf season offers an opportunity to 

increase the efficiency of selection and this in turn would be helphl in developing materials to 

withstand shoot fly damage which is severe in postrainy season. 

5.3.13 Trichome density 

Consistently high heritability for trichome density on lower leaf surface (h2 > 0.9) and 

upper leaf surface (h' > 0.80) in individual test environments and across these test environments 

indicates that the contributions of environmental factors and G x E interaction towards total 

phenotypic variance is limited. In other words, high heritability for this trait shows that much of 

the variation for trichome density is genetically controlled and this character is l~ttle influenced 

by changes in environmental factors. Gibson and Maiti, (1983) reported high heritability 

estimates for this trait. High heritability estimates observed for trichome density in the present 

study could be high genetic variance component for this trait. 

5.3.1.4 Oviposition 

The estimates of heritability were low to moderate (h2 = 0.21 to 0.68) for oviposition 

Percentage and the varying levels of heritability estimates in each test environment and across 

these environments indicate that ovipositional non-preference is clearly environmentally 

dependent. It was reported by previous workers that the heritabil~ty estimates for total egg count 

Per plant in the F3 generation was 50% (Halalli et a(., 1983) to 80-93% (~orikar and Chopde, 

1981a). According to Halalli a1 (1982), heritability for egg~iplant was low to medium Under 
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high levels of infestation the variability for oviposition is reduced drastically and therefore 

heritability estimates also decline. Nimbalkar and Bapat (1 992) have also reported low heritability 

for oviposition. However, it was reported that estimates of heritability for this trait were high 

d e n  material was tested under optimum shoot fly population levels (Borikar and Chopde, 1982; 

Borikar et al., 1982). 

53.1.5 Deadhearts 

In general, the heritability estimates observed for this trait range from medium to high 

The results are in conformity with those results obtained by Nimbalkar and Bapat (1 992) The 

moderately high and consistent heritability estimates in two seasons within the same locatlon 

(hZ= 0.67 and 0.85 for E l  and E2, respectively) shows that selection for lower damage levels can 

be conducted within the same location across the seasons In other words, selection for shoot fly 

resistance can be practiced under moderate levels of shoot fly infestation. It is observed that the 

estimates for shoot fly resistance in terms of deadhearts were reduced as the level of insect 

pressure increased. 

Borikar and Chopde (1980) noticed similar results with heritability of 15% recorded 

under high to medium infestation. According to Blum (1 969b) seedling mortality is dependent on 

the intensity of insect infestation and hence any data on sorghum reaction to shoot fly must be 

interpreted with reference to shoot fly population level. Borikar et a1 (1982) reported that the 

estimates of heritability were higher for seedling mortality when the material was tested under 

optimum shoot fly population levels. Similarly, Borikar and Chopde (1981a) observed high 

heritability estimates (75-77%) conditioning this trait. However, Rana er a1 (1975) reported low 

heritability for resistance to shoot fly. According to Halalli et a1 (1 983), the heritability estimate 

observed in BCIF3s on the eighteenth day after germination was 36%. 

5.3.1.6 Seedling height 

The estimates of heritability for this trait were moderate and quite variable across the 

screening environments ranging from 0.40 to 0.61, This indicates expression ofseedling height 1s 

influenced greatly by environmental facton. Halalli er a1 (1983) also reported moderate 

heritability for this trait. 



53.1.7 Seedling dry weight 130 
Low heritability observed for this trait across test environments was attributed to low 

variability observed for the trait in the environments El and E2. 

53.1.8 Pseudostem length 

High heritability observed for pseudostem length in environment E2 was attributed to the 

high genotypic variances noticed for this trait. 

53.1.9 Days to 50 % flowering 

Consistently high heritability observed for this trait in each screening environment and 

across these environments was attributed to high genotypic variances, low G x E interaction 

~ariances, and low influence of environmental factors. 

5.3.1.10 Plant height 

Significantly high estimates for plant height at maturity were observed in individual 

screening environments and across these environments could be owed to high genotypic 

variances observed for the trait. The high heritability observed for the trait indicated that it was 

less subjected environmental influences than other characters. 

5.3.1.11 Grain yield per plant 

The low heritability estimates observed for grain yield across three screening 

environments was attributed to epistatic gene interactions, G x E interactions and influence of 

environmental factors on grain yield. 

5.3.2 Transgressive segregation 

For any continuously varying character, the expected mean and variance of all possible 

Pure breeding lines derived by inbreeding by single seed descent following an initial cross 

between a pair of pure breeding lines can be specified in terms of components of means and 

of biornetrical genetics (Mather and Jinks, 1971). According to Jinks and Pooni (1976), 

if an additive (D) and dominance (H) genetic and additive environmental (E) model of gene and 

environmental action is adequate, then the expected mean is m, the midparent value, and the 

expected variance is DtE, By adding further components to these simple expectations, we can 

accommodate the effects of non-allelic interaction, G x E interactions and linkage. Jinks and 
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Pooni (1981) hypothesized that in the absence of epistasis and in the presence of l~nkage 

equilibrium, the mean of RILs will be the midparental value (average of the two parents). 

Epistasis leads to asymmetry in the distribution of derived inbreds relative to the initial inbred 

~a ren ta l  means. In other words deviation of the mean of the population derived inbreds from the 

midparental value (either positive or negative) indicates the presence of epistasis. In the present 

study, an attempt has been made to elucidate the genetic constitution of parental inbreds BTx623 

and IS 18551, and the nature of gene action involved in controlling shoot fly resistance 

components in the RILs based on means (of the parents and their derived a s )  and the 

appearance of transgressive segregants. 

From the predicted mean and variance, Jinks and Pooni (1976) made an attempt to 

determine the probability of obtaining inbreds that Bll outside of the parental range. According 

to Jinks and Pooni (1976), in the presence of epistasis the mean of inbreds is still m, the mean of 

the original pair of parents now being m-i .  If i is positive the piobability of a derived inbred 

exceeding the higher scoring parent PI will be less than the probability of a derived inbred 

filling short of the lower scoring parent P2. This situation matches that observed in the present 

study. In general, for traits with RIL means less than the midparental value, the proportion of 

RILs for those outside the low scoring parent was greater than that outside the higher scoring 

parent and vice versa. In no case was the expectation of equal frequency of inbreds lying outside 

the parental limits of P1 and P2 observed. This shows that for each tralt observed there were 

epistatic interactions influencing trait expression. Further the occurrence of transgressive 

segregants indicates that the two parental lines of the RIL population both carried desirable and 

undesirable alleles at various proportions of loci governing the various traits observed. 

For most of the traits studied the mean of RIL population resembled more closely the 

midparental value than the means of either parent indicating polygenic inheritance with no major 

genes. The nonsignificant difference observed between the RIL population means and the higher 

scoring parent for trichome density (upper surface) was due to the high proportion of 

transgressive segregants falling outside the higher scoring parent. Similarly, for time to 50% 

flowering, nonsignificant differences between the RIL population mean and the lower scoring 

paant w e  due to a high pmportion of observed transgressive segagants Blling outside the 

lower scoring (early flowering) parent 



Using extreme segregants from the RIL population in an applied breeding programme, it 

would be possible to develop genotypes with levels of resistance comparable to or even higher 

than that of the resistant parent. 

53.2.1 Glossiness 

Though the distribution of the glossiness trait is continuous, the roughly bimodal 

distribution of phenotypes observed indicates that this glossiness trait is quantitative in nature 

and is controlled by major loci. H~wever,  it was reported by previous authors that the character 

glossiness is controlled by a single recessive gene (Tarumoto, 1980). A major gene will have 

major effect that will be larger than that arising from non-heritable agencies, their effects will be 

well precipitated in the phenotypic expression of a trait. This is also supported by the consistency 

of high heritability estimates observed for glossiness across the environments. 

The observation that no transgressive segregant R L s  were recorded with phenotypic 

scores falling outside the high intensity (low scores) of glossiness of the resistant parent indicates 

that the alleles for this trait are predominantly in coupling phase. The positive deviation of the 

RIL population mean for glossiness from the midparental value indicates the presence of 

epistasis. The high mean value of RILs, approaching that of the high scoring parent (BTx623) 

indicates that the frequency of RILs with high scores (indicative of low intensity of glossiness) 

was greater than that of  intensly glossy individuals (Figure 3). 

The frequency distribution of RILs approximated to the ratio of 9: 6: 1 (non-glossy: 

intermediate: high intensity of glossiness) suggests the glossiness trait is under the control of 

major loci and high intensity of glossiness is due to recessive loci. The varying intensity of 

glossiness indicates action of both favorable and unfavorable alleles at different loci. The varying 

degrees of intensity of  glossiness also indicates allelic substitution has occurred by 

recombination. Deviation from the expected near normal frequency distribution of RILs in these 

three phenotypic classes clearly indicates the presence of epistasis. The lower frequency of RlLs 

with a high intensity o f  glossiness is therefore due to recessive nature coupled with epistatic gene 

intmctions. Because, a the number of genes controlling the trait increases the probability of 

Obtaining the individuala homozygous for favonble alleles at all the concerned loci will be 
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reduced. The low probability of getting recombinants with favorable alleles at all the loci could 

be the major reason for non-recovery of transgressive segregants for even higher ir~tensity of 

glossiness than that found in glossy shoot fly resistant parent IS 18551. 

53.2.2 Seedling vlgour 

The equality of the means of the RIL population and their midparental value indicates 

that additive gene action is controlling the h i t  and the genes are in linkage equilibrium (i.e., 

they are not linked). The higher proportion of transgressive segregants observed in the initial 

~eedling growth stage and their reduction in proportion in the later growth stage might be due to 

gme interaction (additive x additive) and G x E interaction. 

53.23 Trichome density on lower leaf surface 

One parent of the cross from which the W s  have been derived has high trichome density 

and the other has no or very few trichomes. The frequency distribution of R n s  for trichome 

density (no./mm2.) approximated to the phenotypic ratio of 1: 7 (no trichomes or very low 

trichome density ranging from 1-4: low to high trichome density). These results indicate that 

trichome density is under the control of major loci. High trichome density is due to presence of 

excessive favorable alleles coupled with epistatic interaction, and no trichomes or few trichomes 

are due to homozygous unfavorable alleles at several loci. The varying density of trichomes 

indicate the action of both favorable and unfavorable alleles at different loci. However, 

Ayyangar (1942)'listed hairiness of the leaf tip and of midrib edges in sorghum as each being 

controlled by a single locus with hairiness being dominant. 

The mean of the RIL population was nearly equal to the midparental value indicating the 

Presence of additive gene action and that the alleles are in linkage equilibrium. I h e  appearance 

of transgressive .segregation in RILs might be due to complementation of favorable and 

unfavorable alleles received from both the parents. In other words, both types of alleles 

(favorable/unfavorable) are in association in each of the parents. Due to complementation of 

Positive and negative alleles in the F, and subsequent recombination events, the individuals with 

highs than the parmtal proportion of favorable alleles have been observed as transgressive 

Sepgant  IUh having hichome density higher than that of the high scoring parent. The presence 
of gene supplemant~ by additive x additive gene interaction in these R l h  might 
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be the main reason for @xunence of these transgressive segregants with trichome densities 

higher than the high scoring parent. 

Occurrence of tImygressive segregants might also be due to overdominance of 

heterozygous loci. It is probable that some small (circa 3%) amount of heterozygous loci still 

remain in the F6 generation. The possible explanation for retaining more heterozygosity even in 

the later stage of selfing generations could be occurrence of crossover suppressors due to 

inversion. 

53.2.4 Trichome density on upper leaf surface 

The frequency of lines with no trichomes (similar to susceptible parent BTx623) was 

high. This and the appearance of the transgressive segregants, indicates the presence of alleles in 

repulsion in FI. Following are some of the inferences drawn based on the results observed: 

1. The discontinuous distribution or non-normality of distribution indicates that the 

character is under the control of major genes. Jinks and Pooni (1981) also reported that 

kurtosis will occur if few gene loci contribute to the phenotypic distribution. 

2. High trichome density in same individual RlLs might be due to the presence of multiple 

loci with favorable alleles. Genotypes with medium density might be having both 

favorable and unfavorable alleles at different loci, so that some will have increasing and 

others having decreasing effect and thus giving the expression of medium trichome 

density. 

3. The deviation of  the RIL population mean from midparental value indicates the presence 

of epistatic gene action. The equality of means of the RIL population and the resistant 

Parent (P2) clearly shows the epistatic gene interaction occurs in a positive direction, 

favoring high trichome density. 

4 e  Using simulation studies, Pooni 01 (1977) demonstrated that directional epistasis and 

G x E interaction are the two major causes of non-nom~ality in the distribution of 

homozy8ous. breeding lines. However, the consistency of the frequency distribution 



across screening environments and nonsignificance of variances due to G x E interaction 

observed in the present study further confirms that expression of this character is mainly 

under the control of genetic factors and influence of environmental factors on it is less. It 

also shows that inter-allelic gene interaction for expression of this trait is little influenced 

by changes in environmental conditions. 

5 .  It is reported by Pooni et a1 (1977) that non-normal distributions demonstrate the effect of 

cpistasis if they are based on a heritability of one (h: = 1.00) and therefore do not take 

into consideration the important influence of the environment and G x E interactions. In 

the present study the heritability was less than 1 .OO and the observation of nonsignificant 

G x E interaction variances clearly shows that the decrease in heritability estimates below 

1.00 for this trait is due to gene interaction. 

6.  The presence of few trichomes in the resistant parent can be explained in terms of 

preponderance of favorable alleles and the presence of a few unfavorable alleles and their 

interaction have resulted the expression of low trichome density. 

7. The occurrence of transgressive segregants is due to additive x additive gene interaction. 

This indicates that favorable alleles might be in dispersion in the parents. The degree of 

transgressive segregation depends on the degree of dispersion of the interacting alleles in 

the parental alleles. The performance of parents and RILs in the present study shows that 

there is preponderance of unfavorable alleles in susceptible parent and preponderance of 

favorable alleles in the resistant parent. When the favorable alleles from both the parents 

are inherited together the interaction between them might have resulted in higher 

trichome density than the high scoring resistant parent. 

5.3.2.5 Ovipositlon 

The continuous distribution observed for this trait suggests the action of polygenes. 

Awarding to Halalli et 01 (1983) observed that F, progenies were more variable and F4 progenies 

variable for egg count per plant. ~t was observed in the current study that the rnean of the 

ppulation was higher th&n the rnidparental value for observations in both seedling P w t h  

This indicalei the operation of epistatic gene interaction in the contmlling the trait, and 
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that this epistasis favor high oviposition levels at both growth stages. In addition, the appearance 

of transgressive segregants for both oviposition I (%) and oviposition I1 (%) indicates the 

presence of favorable loci in both of the parents. As expected the proportion of transgressive 

segregants with values higher than high scoring parent (PI) was high, which is due to additive 

genetic effects, and additive x additive gene interaction effects. 

5.3.2.6 Deadhearts 

The deviation of RIL population means from the midparental values was observed for thrs 

trait at both the stages of observation. This indicates that epistatic gene ~nteraction operat~ng for 

the trait. It was observed that none of the RIL entries showed deadhearts (%) values lower than 

the resistant parent. However, the appearance of transgressive segregants with values higher than 

the high scoring (susceptible) parent (PI) shows that epistatic gene interaction favors h~gher 

degree of susceptibility. Therefore, lower magnitudes of variances observed for t h ~ s  trait are due 

to any one or combination of the following: 

1. The genes in linkage equilibrium and dispersion 

2. Involvement of many genes each with small effects; 

3. The environmental influence; 

4. G x E interaction; 

5. Combination of any of the above 

The reasons for lack of transgressive segregation for deadhearts (%) values lower than the 

resistant parent could be, firstly, the two parents might be differing for few genes at resistance 

loci. Secondly, the resistance alleles in the resistant parent are not in association. In other words, 

resistant parent contains alleles similar to the susceptible parent at some resistance loci. Alternate 

reason could be many genes of small effect followed by epistatic interactions favoring 

susceptibility. However, Hallalli et al (1983) reported transgressive inheritance of shoot fly 

resistance in which five BCF3 progenies, one F3 progeny and three F4 progenies were more 

resistant than the highly resistant parent 1s 5604. F3 progenies were more variable and F4 

Progenies the least variable for deadhearts incidence (Halalli et a/., 1983). The extent of damage 

varied depending on the number a d  strength of favorable genes for each of the components 

Present in an individual RIL (q., glossiness) and interaction between these factors. 
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The equality of the population mean of RIL population and the midparental value 

indicates that alleles are in linkage equilibrium and variation is due to additive gene action. The 

high proportion of transgressive segregants observed for seedling height indicates that the 

favorable alleles are dispersed in the two parental lines. The transgressive segregation is due to 

complementation of alleles received from both parents and subsequent recovery of individuals 

with larger number of favorable alleles in coupling phase due to recombination events during the 

process of inbred line development. The narrow range observed for seedling height also suggests 

that favorable alleles might be in repulsion phase coupled with low frequency of recombination 

in RILs. 

5.3.2.8 Pseudostem length 

The lower mean of RIL population compared to the midparental value for pseudostem 

length indicates the presence of epistasis favoring short pseudostem length. This is further 

evidenced in the high proportion of transgressive segregants with values lying outside that of the 

low scoring parent PI (BTx623). The results also show that the alleles for this trait are in linkage 

equilibrium and are in repulsion phase. Due to epistasis and recombination of unfavorable alleles 

in repulsion phase from the two parents, these short pseudostem length transgressive segregants 

have been observed. 

5.3.2.9 Days to 50% flowering 

The nonsignificant difference between the population mean of flowering time of the RILs 

and the phenotypic value of the lower scoring parent (BTx623) indicates that a higher proportion 

of IULs had flowering time values near to earlier flowering parent. This in turn shows that 

control of  maturity involves epistasis. The appearance of transgressive segregants indicates that 

alleles controlling flowering time might be present in repulsion phase in the two parents and 

expression is due to accumulation of favorable alleles for early maturity in the RILs during the 

Process of inbreeding. Because of this genetic nature, the proportion of RILs with flowering time 

similar to or less than the earlier flowering parent was high. The high proportion of these 

individuals is therefore due to recombination of alleles favoring early flowering from both the 

Parents and also some amount of epistatic gene action favoring early flowering- 
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The higher mean plant height of RILs may be due to transgressive segregants with values 

lying outside the taller parent P2 (IS 18551). The low frequency of appearance of such 

tiansgressive segregants indicates that most of the alleles might be associated in coupling phase. 

Some parental al!eles might be in repulsion phase, the result of which is limited opportunity for 

transgressive segregants. 

53.2.1 1 Grain yield 

The results indicate that alleles for grain yield are in linkage equilibrium, present in 

repulsion phase and that are acting epistatically. The appearance of transgressive segregants 

might be due to rkombination of alleles received from the parents. 

53.3 Predicted genetic gain 

Improvement in the mean genotypic value of selected plants over the parental population 

is known as genetic advance. This is the measure of genetic gains from selection. The success of 

genetic gain under selection depends on three major factors: genetic variability, heritability and 

selection intensity (Allard, 1960). It was also suggested by Johnson et a1 (1955) that heritability 

estimates along with genetic advance would be more useful in predicting the performance under 

phenotypic selection than heritability estimates alone. 

The speed of selective advance depends on the number of units of inheritance that 

contribute to additive genetic variance and non-additive genetic variance. The greater the 

proportion of additive heritable variation, the more effective is the selection (Mather and Jinks, 

1982). In R b ,  since they are homozygous, additive component of genetic variance that 

contributes to total genotypic variation for which selection should be effective. Gain from 

selection estimates revealed that single trait selection could improve various components of 

shoot fly resistance. However, a form of multiple trait selection would likely be necessary to 

improve shoot fly resistance itself. 

The selection gain (%) over h e  a s  mean was estimated for each trait and the results 

obtained are discussed below. 



~ i g h  heritability alone does not guarantee large gain from selection unless sufficient 

additive gene action is present to permit genetic advance (GA). High heritability coupled with 

modcrat'e GA observed for glossiness revealed the importance of both additive and non-additive 

effects for this trait. It was observed that the genetic gain predicted based on a standardized 

selection differential of 5% was-higher during the postrainy season. The predicted genetic gain 

for high glossiness intensity was higher in screening environment E2 based on standardized 

differential as well as when the top 5% of RIL individuals for high glossiness were 

considered. This is also corroborated by low mean value (i.e., high intensity of glossiness) 

observed for the trait in screening environment E2. 

A high percentage gain was estimated for glossiness intensity when RIL mean 

performance over the three environments was considered in the analysis. This high selection gain 

was due to high estimates of heritability observed for the trait. In general, the predicted genetic 

gain for this trait was higher in E2 followed by E3 and E l .  

5.3.3.2 Seedling vigour 

The estimates of predicted genetic gain for seedling vigour were higher in screening 

environment E2 at both seedling growth stages. However, high genetic gains predicted for 

seedling vigour 11 were attributed to high genotypic variances observed for this trait. Significant 

differences observed between the means of the lowest and the highest groups for this trait in each 

environment suggests improvement of the character by selection will be effective. 

53-33 Trichome density on lower leaf surface 

The estimates of predicted genetic gain (%) over the mean of RlLs for this trait were high 

and consistent in each of the screening environments. High genetic advance estimates for the 

trait is attributed highly significant genetic variation. Highly significant differences were 

observed between the means of the lowest and the highest groups in each screening environment 

also suggests 681  improvement should be possible by alecting extreme individuals. 
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Single-trait selection based'on mean performance apparantly will be useful in accumulatinn 

- 
favorable genes for the trait under selection. 

533.4 Trichome density on upper leaf surface 

The estimates of predicted genetic gain were high and significant in the postrainy season. 

Significant differences were observed between the means of the lowest and the highest groups in 

each screming environment. This suggests that improvement in this trait should be possible by 

selecting extreme, individuals. 

5.33.5 Oviposition 

Oviposition non-preference is the prevalent mechanism of resistance to shoot fly in 

sorghum and leaf trichomes on the seedling leaves contribute to this (Maiti et ol., 1980; Maiti 

and Gibson, 1983). The percentage selection gain over RILs mean was higher for oviposition I 

compared to oviposition I1 in all the screening environments. This suggests that selection would 

be most efficient for ovipositional non-preference in the initial stage of seedling growth. 

Significant differences observed between the means of the lowest and the highest groups in each 

screening environment indicate that improvement should be possible for the trait by selection of 

extreme individuals. The estimates of predicted genetic gain for oviposition I were significant in 

selective environment E2 (with moderate shoot fly pressure), where as Borikar el a1 (1982) 

reported that estimates of genetic advance were higher for oviposition when the material was 

tested under optimum shoot fly population levels. Therefore, genetic advance for this trait 

depends on the level of shoot fly pressure. Blum (1972) opined that there has been skepticism on 

the practical value of non-preference in developing resistant varieties. However, Busbice et a1 

(1968) reported a successful example where non-preference has been made use of in the 

development of weevil resistant alfalfa varieties inspite of environmental interaction. 

5.3.3.6 Deadhearts 

The percentage selection gain predicted over mean was higher for deadhearts 1 than 

deadhearts I1 in all three screening environments. This suggests that selection should be carried 

out in the initial stage of seedling growth where the genetic variation is high for this trait. 

Highest estimates of genetic advance were observed for this trait in the screening environment 

E2 with m o d a t e  shoot fly pressure, where as Borikar el ol (1982) rqofled that the estimates of 
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genetic advance were higher for seedling mortality when the material was tested under optimum 

shoot fly population. These observations suggest screening under several levels of shoot fly 

population during selection for improved levels of resistance. 

The moderate heritability estimate for deadhearts (%) was higher than expected for field 

evaluation of this complex trait, indicating that selection for improved resistance levels based on 

  he no typic response in the field should be successful for this population than the general 

literature sorghum shoot fly resistance suggests. 

5.33.7 Seedling height 

The higher estimates of prediction genetic gain percentage observed for seedling height I 

compared to seedling height I1 in all the environments suggests selection for seedling height 

should be more effective in the initial stage of seedling growth. The relatively low estimates of 

predicted genetic advance observed for this trait can be attributed to low variability observed for 

the trait in both seedling growth stages. 

53.3.8 Seedling dry weight 

In general, predicted genetic gain observed for seedling dry weight was low. The low 

estimates can attributed to low genetic variation and low heritability estimates observed for the 

trait. However, higher estimates were observed in screening environment E2 than in E l .  

5.3.3.9 Pseudostem length 

Highest predicted gain for increased pseudostem length among the selected individuals 

was observed in screening environment E2. This is attributed to high genetic variation and 

heritability observed for the 'trait in this screening environment with relatively low shoot fly 

ptessure. 

533.10 Days to 50% flowering 

%ugh the heritability estimates observed for flowering time were high. the predicted 

gmaic gain for m l y  maturity was 10.. This can be attributed to the limited genetic and 

phenotypic variation.observed for the trait. 
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High estimates of predicted gain (%) over mean were observed for the trait. IIowever, 

higher estimated gains were observed for plant height among the selected individuals from the 

environment El  than those selected in E2 and E3. 

5.3.3.12 Grain yield per plant 

The estimates of selection gain (%) over the RlLs mean predicted based on standardized 

selection differential were low. This could be attributed to low phenotypic variation. 

5.3.4 Correlated genetic gain 

It was reported in previous studies that glossiness is a simply inherited trait and can be 

used as an indirect selection criterion for shoot fly resistance. It is evidenced in present study that 

glossiness has high heritability, has a significant negative correlation with shoot fly resistance, 

and is genetically controlled by major loci. The predicted correlated genetic gain was negative 

and high for shoot fly resistance (measured in terms of deadhearts) when glossiness was used as 

an indirect sel&tion creiterion. In addition, predicted correlated genetic gain when using 

glossiness as an indirect selection criterion was positive with other shoot fly resistance 

components such as seedling vigour, trichome density, seedling height and plant height. In 

general, correlated genetic gain was high in screening environment E3 (with high shoot fly 

pressure) when glossiness was utilized as a selection creiteria. This shows the need to practice 

selection under high shoot fly population pressure. The importance of shoot fly population in 

selection for resistance was also supported by previous authors (Borikar et al., 1982; Rana et a/. ,  

1975 and Rao el al., 1974). 

However, with respect to trichome density, although the estimates of GCV, heritability 

and predicted genetic gain w m  high, the correlated genetic gain using indirect selection criteria 

was negative with other components like seedling vigour 11, seedling height and plant height, 

while Comlated genetic gain was positive for glossiness with these traits. Therefore, 

1. For improvement of shoot fly resistance, glossiness may be used as reliable indirect 

selection criterion, 
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2. For maximum gain for shoot fly resistance phenotypic selection for glossiness combined 

with marker-assisted selection for other components with low heritability will be 

effective. 

3. For incorporation of both high intensity of glossiness and high trichome density, lines 

with high trichome density and high intensity of glossiness may be intercrossed followed 

by selection for both the traits. For this individual trait selection may be feasible as first 

step in breeding programme. 

4. The correlated genetic gain for glossiness with other traits was high in screening 

environments El and E3, which represent optimum to high shoot fly pressure. Therefore 

glossiness appears to be more important than trichome density. High heritability of 

glossiness would facilitate selection for this component of resistance. If the intensity of 

glossiness is controlled by major loci the segregates with high glossiness intensity could 

be selected easily in a breeding programme. This would be an effective way to recover 

improved'resistance to shoot fly in segregating generations involving one parent with 

high glossiness intensity. By backcrossing, the high glossiness intensity could be 

transferred to shoot fly susceptible genotypes having other desired characters 

(components of resistance and agronomic characters). 

5.4 G x E interaction 

The evaluation of genotypes in different environments plays an important role in breeding 

Programmes in the environmental adaptability of genotypes. The factor that dictates testing of 

genotypes in a plant breeding programme is the existence of G x E interaction. The detection of 

significant G x E interaction is common where diverse genotypes are tested under a wide range 

of environmental conditions. While determining selection strategy, G x E interaction is 

considered as an important genetic parameter because it reduces average progress across 

environments from selection in many single environments. Selection involves ranking of 

g m o w ~ .  The ideal situation for the plant breeder is that the rank orders of genotypes are 

COnStant across the mvironmqts,  so that best genotype in one environment is also best in all 

other mvironmena. In applications, this is generally not the case. Any deviation from the 

ideal Situation of idmtical sank orders is the result of G x E interactions Or imprecision in 

m e a s u r n m a  as i nsult ofexpkrimenlnl errors. ~f the envimnments are similar, the more similar 

be Mkingt of the tested gmotypes are also sirnilat. That means the distance between the 
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environments can be quantitatively expressed in terms of Spearman's rank correlation coefficient 

between the rankings of genotypes in these environments. The present study is an effort to 

analyse the a s  for relative shoot fly resistance under three levels of infestation. Planting the 

material in three environments (involving three seasons in two locations) created three levels of 

infestation. The three environments provided a sufficient range of shoot fly infestation for 

evaluation of genotypes. 

G x E interaction from the analysis of variance were found to be significant for all the 

traits studied except trichome density on upper leaf surface (Table 6). This indicated that the 

genotypes reacted differently with changing levels of shoot fly population (or other aspects of the 

test environments such as temperature and photoperiod). Therefore, ranking of the genotypes 

was not consistent over the three screening environments. 

Spearman's rank correlation coefficient measures the similarity of the ranking of RIL 

genotypes pairs of screening environments. Closer inspection of G x E interaction revealed that 

the causes were primarily related to magnitude changes but also included genotype rank changes. 

However, the interaction variances observed were small relative to the genetic variance in all the 

cases. 

The rank correlations were significant among all paired combinations of screening 

environments for all observed traits except seedling vigour I1 and oviposion I1 between E2 and 

E3. This indicates similarity of rankings of genotypes for all the traits except seedling vigour I1 

and oviposition I1 between E2 and E3. However, the varying magnitudes of rank correlation 

coefficients reveal the change in degree of similarity in rankings between the environment 

combinations. As expected the magnitudes of correlation coefficients were low to moderate for 

direct measures of shoot fly resistance (oviposition% and deadhearts%). It is clear that these 

traits are much influenced by environmental factors. However, significantly high correlation 

coefficients w n e  noticed for glossiness, hchome density on upper and lower leaf surfaces, and 

plant height measured in the different screening environments. 

To identify the most resistant Rib, they were ranked based on mean performance across 

three Screening cnvimmenh (Table 17d and 17s). The desired genomes will be those that 
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5.5.1 Parental polymorphism 

The two Paren& of the mapping population were screened for polymorphistn using SSP 

prinIet3. A total of 96 SSR primer pairs were used to identify the DNA polymorphism. About 

80% of the primer pairs detected polymorphism between the parents, BTx623 and IS 1855 1 

However, only about 49% of the markers detected gel scoratle polymorphism (Appendix lII) I t  

is clear from these observations that the amount of polymorphism detected by SSRs satisfies the 

criteria of parental polymorphism at the DNA level. For in the absence of DNA polymorphism, 

segregation analysis and linkage mapping are impossible (Young, 2001). 

5.5.2 Marke r  segregation and segregation distortion 

Skewed se%regation of alleles at marker loci detected throughout the genome. ~ b ~ ~ t  36% 

of the markers showed the deviation from 1:l ratio of each of homozygous classes for most of 

the markers in the RIL population as a result of overabundance of homozygous IS 1855 1 alleles 

(Table 18). This indicates that the selection was favored for IS 18551 alleles even though care 

was taken during the development of the RILs by randomly selfing the plants without sub~ectkng 

to any kind of selection. The segregation distortion probably resulted from cumulative effect of 

selection against alleles of one of the parent (i.e., BTx623) during the generation advancement of 

the RILs. This might be due to differential survival of the individuals in response to natural 

infestation by shoot fly due to the action of alleles of the resistant parent IS 1855 1. However. 

strongest deviation was observed for XtxplO followed by Xtxp4O containing ~re~onderance of 

BTx623 alleles, which could be due to selective abortion of gametes containing IS 1855 1 alleles 

The skewed segregation favoring IS 18551 (male parent) alleles observed for majorlty of 

markers. A similar observation was reported in an RFLP map using W s  obta~ned from a wide 

cross in cultivated rice (Wang et a/. ,  1994) in which an intraspecific recombinant ~nbred 

population (Co39Moroberekan) was reported to have 98.8% of marker loci showing skewness 

towards the indica parent. Segregation can occur due to gametic selection espec~ally among male 

6ameteS of the wlfed F, plant that contribute to F2 seed ~ r ~ d u c t i o n  through selective influence of 

f m o s i u m  including genetic incompatibility, environmental effects and differential competitive 

a b i l i ~  of genetically variable pollen (Lynle, 1991; Xu, 1997). This kind of segregation distortion 

With dcewed marker biased t o w d l  the aIleles from a male parent has also been =ported in pearl 
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show low mean for deadhearts (%) and oviposition (%) and minimum sensitivity to changing 

shoot fly infestation. Since the line that shows low damage with respect to deadheart percentage 

is a desirable character in sorghum, the information on the best line in terms of consistency of 

low damage across the environments could be drawn from mean values and complicated 

statistical computations could be avoided. These lines could be used in the breeding programme. 

Sharma et a1 (1977) reported that susceptible parents were generally poor combiners while 

resistant parents were better combiners for eggsiplant and deadhcarts (%). 

The performance of lines for glossiness and trichome density in different environments 

was closely related (r(,) = 0.9) (Table 15). Though variances due to G x E interaction variances 

were significant for these traits, it may be concluded that G x E interaction for these traits was 

small and probably of limited importance. These observations are also supported by the fact that 

the lines found in common between the environments (at highest 5%) were also ranked high (at 

highest 5%) when averaged over three environments (Table 16a and 1Gb). These lines may be 

utilized in crossing programmes to incorporate high level of expression of these resistance 

components traits in other cultivars. In addition, the lines that were ranked high in all the 

screening environments will be highly useful in shoot fly resistance breeding programmes. 

Considerable variation in rank correlation coefficients was observed for seedling vigour in 

different environment combinations. This suggests that the phenotypic expression of polygenic 

characters is subjected to considerable modifications by differences in the intangible 

environments to which the members of the RIL population were exposed. 

It is clear that the effect of environmental factors and presence of G x E interaction 

reduce the estimates of heritability. However, based on simulation studies, it was suggested by 

Piepho (1996) that low repeatability may be partly due to statistical errors in the stability 

estimates, which are best reduced by including in the analysis as many genotypes and 

environments as possible. This was also supported by Becker (1987) who demonstrated based on 

Eberhart and Russell (1966) that heritability may be improved by increasing the number of years 

and number of locations. 
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millet cross LGD x ICMP 85410 (Liu et a/., 1994). Segregation distortion is most commonly 

observed in interspecific crdsses, however this sh~dy supports the occurrence of the phenomenon 

in sorghum intraspecific crosses. 

The occurrence of skewed segregation is one of the limitations in the map obtained In 

these RILs. Because it may affect both the establishment of linkage groups and estimat~on of 

recombination frequencies. Calculations of linkage distance usually assume no segregation 

distortion and use recombination fraction of 0.499 for rejection of linkage. According to Wang et 

a1 (1994) skewed segregation decreases the recombination fraction used to reject linkage and 

limits RILs to detect linkage among closely linked markers. Skewed segregation could also cause 

over-estimation of recombination frequency between linked markers (Paran eta/. ,  1995) 

5.53 Genome Composition of RIL population 

Distribution of parental alleles for each marker locus and each line were roughly 

symmetrical around 0.5 (Figure 4C-D) suggesting no overall bias towards either parent Huang et 

a1 (1997) also reported similar results for IR 64 alleles in rice. 

The average RIL was heterozygous for 0.7% of the scored marker loci with a range of 

0.0 - 4.7%. The observed heterozygosity percentage in the W population after six generation of 

selfing was closed to the expected 1.56%. Heterozygosity of 1.6% and 2.7% was reported for 

maize RIL populations (Burr and Burr, 1991) and 0.42% for Arabidopsis RlLs (L~ster and Dean, 

1993). According to Burr and Burr (1991). although lines will become homozygous, some 

regions of genome tend to stay heterozygous longer than expected from theory (Burr and Burr, 

1991). 

5.5.4 Construction of Linkage map 

Though the SSR markers were initially selected based on clear polymorphism between 

the parents, final selection of markers for use in mapping was based on linkage distance of 20 

cM in the map of Bhattramakki et a1 (2000) since most of the SSR markers available at present 

have been mapped previously. The reason to select the markers with linkage distance roughly of 

20 CM as a limit of resolution that what is detected as QTL is a segment of choromosome of this 

length that may contain several loci affecting the trait not necessarily in the same direction 
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Thus, more QTLs are likely to be detected when the alleles are in association than when they are 

in dispersion (Tanksley, 1993). However, the marker analysis could not establish linkage 

relationships for most of the,marker loci. This is because of small population size used, coverage 

by the markers used, lack of markers linked to these marker loci and limited genome coverage 

by the markers used. 

5.5.5 QTL mapping 

Assessing co-segregation of the markers (based on recombination frequency of marker 

loci) and the phenotype gives the information on the location of a QTL between these flanking 

markers. If the proportion of recombinants with higher or and lower phenotypic values is less, 

this indicates the tight linkage of flanking markers and QTL is indicated. 

5.5.5.1 QTL analysis in single environment 

Single-environment analysis was made to detect QTLs for components of resistance to 

shoot fly. QTL analysis detected chromosomal regions controlling glossiness, seedling height, 

seedling vigour, deadhearts (%) and grain yield. The results obtained are discussed here under. 

5.5.5.1.1 Mapping QTLs for glossiness 

A QTL detected for glossiness on LG J within marker interval Xtxp94-Xtxp6.5 (10 cM) 

had a large effect on glossiness in each screening environment explaining 34.4 to 46.5% of the 

observed phenotypic variation for this trait. Therefore, it is assumed that this QTL represents a 

major gene for glossiness. Strikingly, this region mapped to QTL for deadhearts (%) in the 

environment E3 (that represents high shoot fly pressure). The QTL identified for glossiness may 

therefore be considered to have candidate gene for shoot fly resistance. The identification of a 

QTL explaining a high proportion of the phenotypic variance indicates a strong association 

between genotype and phenotype. According to Terwilliger (2001), if the test locus genotype- 

phenotype relationship is strong the power of QTL identification is solely a function of the 

strength of linkage relationships. 

To assess the effects of a specific locus on the trait, the percent of phenotypic variation 

under the control of each locus is used as a parameter. According to classification of major and 

minor gene traits in rice by Mackill and Junjian (2001), QTLs controlling 25-50% of variation 
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would be classified as a major QTLs. In the present study the QTL controlling glossiness 

accounting for 34.4 to 46.5% of phenotypic variation will be considered a major QTL (Table 22) 

The rest of the QTLs controlling other traits (seedling vigour, seedling height, deadhearts (%) 

and grain yield) explaining 2.5 to 15.8% phenotypic variation may be categorized as minor 

QTLs. 

The identification of a QTL for glossiness explaining a high proportion of observed 

phenotypic variance in different environments confirms the high heritability of this character and 

the low degree of influence on it by environment and Gx E interaction. This is also in agreement 

with observation of genetic control by a recessive gene with major effect for glossiness and 

observation of few RIL individuals with high levels of glossiness. The results are also partly In 

conformity with reports by previous workers that the character glossiness is s~mply inherited 

(Agarwal and House, 1982), controlled by a single recessive gene (Tarumoto, 1980) and highly 

heritable. Therefore, glossiness can be used as simple and reliable selection criteria for resistance 

(Omori et al., 1983). 

The negative additive effects by QTLs for glossiness show that alleles from IS 18551 

have an effect towards increasing the intensity of glossiness. The variance explained by QTL 

was higher in screening env~ronment E2 (46.5%) followed by E3 (37.9%) than in El (34 4%) 

This was also confirmed by high phenotypic variation explained by QTL based on combined 

analysis across E2 and E3. It may be concuded that since expression by the QTL is high In 

postrainy season across the two testing locations, the screening for glossiness may be conducted 

effectively during the postrainy season. It was reported previously that the glossy trait IS a 

characteristic of most of the winter (rabi) sorghum varieties of India (Blum, 1972; Rao et al., 

1978) and is associated with shoot fly resistance (Blum, 1972; Maiti and Bidinger, 1979; Taneja 

and Leuschner, 1985; Ornori, et a]., I 988). In addition, Taneja and Leuschner (I 985) reported 

that glossiness contributed less to shoot fly resistance during the rainy season. 

Since glossiness is highly heritable and can be assessed visually and economically, the 

marker-assisted selection for this tnit  may be questioned. However, the use of marker-assisted 

selection can be justified for following two reasons: 



Table 22. Classification of quantitative shoot fly resistance traits and component 
traits 

% Phenotypic 
variance 

Character Trait Segregation explained Classification- 
Glossiness Quantitative Continuous 34.4 - 46.5 Major QTL 

(bimodal 
distribution) 

Seedling height Quantitative Continuous 2.7 - 5.1 QTL 

Seedling vigour Quantitative Continuous 4.8 - 5.7 QTL 

Deadhearts(%) Quantitative Continuous 15.8 QTL 
Grain yield (pjpl) Quantitative Continuous 7.8 - 13.3 QTL 
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1. As observed in this study, glossiness is under the control of recessive loci, that interact 

together in controlling this phenotype. Therefore, the expected frequency of individuals with a 

high intensity of glossiness will be low, as evidenced in the present study. Previous studies on 

screening for glossiness also found low frequencies of glossy individuals in germplasm (Maiti et 

al., 1984) and breeding material or derived lines. In breeding for improved shoot fly resistance in 

sorghum male-sterile lines at ICRISAT, Patancheru, among the 153 and 206 genotypes evaluated 

in Marifand rabl seasons 2001, none was recorded with score 1 (highest glossiness intensity). 

out  of 206 advanced breeding lines evaluated in rabi season 2001, only 8 lines were scored as 2. 

During phenotypic screening of germplasm lines or segregating lines for glossiness, non-glossy 

(including lines heterozygous for one or more glossiness gencs) may be rejected. In such a case, 

screening with the CO-dominant SSR markers linked to genes controlling the trait could be 

followed to separate heterozygous non-glossy from homozygous non-glossy individuals. 

Recovery of lines with a high intensity of glossiness is needed because of the strong association 

of this trait with shoot fly resistance (observed in the present study) and its role in abiotic stress 

tolerance (e.g., drought tolerance) (reported by Maiti, 1996). Heterozygous non-glossy lines may 

be selfed or intercrossed to recover glossy lines. 

2. Based on phenotypic performance, RILs were grouped as lines with high intensity of 

glossiness, lines with intermediate levels of glossiness and non-glossy lines. Despite the 

oligogenic nature of this trait, these true breeding homozygous lines could be so categorized 

based on phenotypic evaluation alone. Eliminating the non-glossy individuals, the glossy lines 

can be used further in the breeding programme to incorporate characters lacking/or having low 

levels of expression. However, because its expression is under the control of several genes that 

interact and appropriate alleles at each of the loci concerned must be homozygous, and the 

expected frequency of individuals with high glossiness intensity will be low (as observed in the 

present study). The RILs with intermediate glossiness expression that are having other desired 

characters could there fore be used as recurrent parents in a backcross breeding programme to 

recover lines with a high intensity of glossiness as well as other desirable traits. In these lines the 

dispersion of QTts for glossiness is expected. Marker-assisted backcross breeding will therefore 

be helphl to recover lines with favorable alleles of all the QTLs for glossiness in addition 10 

these QTLs for other desired traits. 



5.5.5.1.2 Mapping QTLs for other component traits 

It was proposed that if there are large numbers of QTLs controlling the trait, individual 

QTLs each account for smaller proportions of genetic variation (Kearsey and Farquhar, 1998). 

The low phenotypic variance explained by QTLs detected for seedling vigour, seedling height, 

deadhearts (%) and grain yield clearly indicate polygenic inheritance of these traits. 

Varying levels of expression observed for the traits in different environments suggests 

action of different genetic factors controlling the trait in different environments. This is 

supported by identification of different QTLs controlling the traits seedling vigour and seedling 

height in different environments. Positive and negative additive effects of QTLs controlling these 

traits indicate that alleles causing increased expression were inherited from both the parents. The 

action of alleles from both the parents towards increasing the trait expression in different 

environments supports the concept of allelic dispersion. The presence of allelic dispersion in turn 

supports the occurrence of transgressive segregants for these traits. Xu (1997) reported that when 

genetic stocks with dispersed QTLs are used as the parents to produce a segregation population, 

a part of progeny of the resulting progeny will have transgressive phenotypes; that is. they are 

phenotypically outside the range of the parents because these progeny associate more alleles of 

similar directional effects as fhe result of recombination of different QTL alleles. 

Mapping QTLs for deadhearts percentage and glossiness to the same region (Xtxp94- 

Xtxp65) on linkage group J supports the significant and high degree of correlation coefficients 

observed for the two traits. In this region, alleles of IS 18551 increased both the intensity of 

glossiness and shoot fly resistance (measured in terms of deadhearts percentage) in screening 

environment E3 where high shoot fly pressure was noticed. 

5.5.5.2 QTL analysis across the environments 

The aim of multi-environment trial analysis is to obtain the most precise estimates of 

'genotype perfokance to use in the subsequent mapping procedure. It was opined by Tao el a1 

(2000) that multiple environment testing was very helpful for correctly identifying QTLs 

associated with the stay-green trait (a component of terminal drought tolerance) in sorghum. The 

success of marker- assisted selection will be influenced by the consistency of expression of the 

genes linked to markers across the environments. It was also suggested by Kang (1998) that it is 
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desirable to use multi-environment testing to determine the phenotype of the trait, for which 

expression varies amongst the environments. According Xu (1997) the larger the environmental 

effect on the character (i.e., low heritability), the less likely a QTL will be detected. It was also 

opined by XU (1997) that estimates of heritability can be improved by controlling environmental 

error. Importance of use of multiple environments for QTL mapping was demonstrated by 

Paterson et a1 (1991) who showed that only four out of 29 QTLs identified for fruit characters in 

tomato were detected in all three screening environments used. These results point to the need 

for a mapping population can be replicated and evaluated in multiple environments. 

Many studies of QTL mapping have used only one or a limited number of screening 

environments for evaluation of mapping progeny phenotype. These studies have therefore 

ignored the G x E interaction that exists for quantitative traits. The Q x E interaction analysis 

provides an estimation of the percentage of the genetic variance explained by the QTL and an 

estimation of Q x E interactions if the number of screening environments is sufficiently largc 

(>5) (Utz and Melchinger, 1995). The preliminary study on identification QTLs for seedling 

vigour showed nonsignificant Q x E interaction indicating the possibility of identifying QTLs 

showing consistent expression across the three screening environments. Genotyping the whole 

mapping population of 252 progenies with a number of markers on linkage group A should make 

this possibility a reality. Tao et a1 (2000) opined refening to the stay-green trait in sorghum that 

QTLs with consistent effect across a set of screening environments would increase the efficiency 

of selection because of the relatively low heritability of the trait. 

The portion of phenotypic variance explained by QTLs for gloss~ncss was high across E2 

and E3 indicating good expression of glossiness in the postrainy season. Mapp~ng QTL for 

seedling vigour I and seedling height I to the same chromosomal region across El and E2 

supports the strong association between the traits and hence linkage between (or perhaps 

pleiotropy of) the alleles controlling the two k i t s .  

The level of phenotypic variance explained across pairs of screening environment 

combinations was improved compared to estimates obtained from analysis individual screening 

environments. This indicates the importance of inclusion of a number of environments in the 

analysis. 



Favorable phenotypic effect by BTx623 alleles at QTLs for seedling vigour and seedling 

height across the screening environment combination pairs supports the high frequency of 

transgressive segregation observed for these traits. This observation supports the opinion of 

presence of favorable alleles in dispersion for the traits in the parental lines of the RIL 

population. 

It was observed that there were only small difference in seedling vigour I, seedling vigour 

11 in E2, seedli~g height I and seedling height I1 between the two parents (Table 3) of the 

segregating population used in this study which is not ideal case for genetic mapping. However, 

the identification of genomic regions associated with these traits in this population indicated the 

power of the approach of detecting QTLs by the application of molecular markers on RILs 

through multi-environmental testing. 

5.5.5.3 Evidence of pleiotropy or linkage 

CIM analysis revealed chromosome regions where more than one trait mapped. 

According to Hemamalini el a1 (2000) this co-segregation may be due to tight linkage, pleiotropy 

or a causal relationship between the traits. Based on single environment study it was found that 

the chromosomal segment flanked by Xtxp94 and Xtxp6.5 on linkage group J contain QTLs for 

glossiness and deadhearts (%). Based on analysis across-environments it was found that the 

chromosomal region flanked by Xtxp69 and X1xp34 on linkage group C contain QTLs for 

seedling vigour I and seedling height I and a chromosomal segment close to this region flanked 

by Xfxp34 and Xtxp285 contain a QTL for seedling height 1. The chromosomal region flanked by 

Xfxpld and Xtxp210 on linkage group H contains QTLs for seedling vigour 11, seedling height 11 

and grain yield (Table 21). These traits have been found to possess strong correlations with each 

other (Table 9). The region on linkage group J flanked by Xtxp94 and Xtxp65 was found to be 

associated with glossiness and deadhearts (%) in E3. These two traits were found to show a 

strong negative correlation (r = 0.59) in this environment. The effect of substitution of 13 18551 

alleles in place of BTx623 is favorable for both the traits. Fine mapping of such chromosomal 

regions will help'to reveal the genetic basis of the correlation of these traits. If markers comnlon 

to these regions are identified for such traits, combined selection may be expected to be 

successful. 



The results showed that the susceptible parent BTx623 also contained at least some of the 

alleles responsible for increasing seedling vigour and seedling height. This indicates allele 

dispersion (XU, 1997) among the parents and hence the occurrence of transgressive segregation. 

And the mean of F5.6 RILs for these traits and midparent did not vary significantly, indicating 

predominance of additive gene action. These observations are in conformity with Messmer et a1 

(2000) who opined based on QTL analysis results, and nonsignificant difference between RIL 

mean and midparental value for leaf rust resistance that additive effects were the predominant 

mode of inheritance for leaf rust resistance. Also, they reported that both the parents contributed 

positive alleles for leaf rust resistance in winter wheat thereby allowing favorable transgressive 

segregants to be selected on applied breeding program. 

5.6 General discussion 

5.6.1 The allele associationldispersion and transgressive segregation 

The frequency distribution pattern of RILs for a trait and non-appearance of transgressive 

segregants support existence of alleles in association (i.e., association of positive alleles in one 

parent and negative alleles in other parent). However, Xu (1997) reported that the extreme 

phenotypes of quantitative traits come from the association of favorable QTL alleles, while a 

preponderance of intermediate phenotypes usually indicates allele dispersion. The extreme 

phenotypes of parents for glossiness and trichome density, and distribution pattern of phenotypes 

in RILs support the concept of association of alleles for these traits in the RIL population 

parents. According to Xu (1997), for the traits naturally selected towards intermediate phenotype 

alleles of similar effect at multiple loci are more likely dispersed than associated. This holds 

good for seedling vigour, seedling height and deadhearts (%). This is further supported by 

opinion by Xu (1997) that genetic stocks with dispersed QTI, alleles usually show similar 

phenotype, making it difficult to identify genetic differences only by phenotypic evaluation. 

Further, positive and negative transgressive individuals will arise from the associations of 

positive and negative alleles, respectively. The observation that the appearance of transgessive 

segregants lying butside both the parental limits and the contribution of QTL alleles from both 

the parents towards increasing the expression of various traits (viz., seedling vigour and seedling 

height) clearly substantiate the concept of allele dispersion for such haits in the parents of this 

RIL population, The lack of common genotypes across the environments also supports the 
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concept of allele dispersion. It could be that the genotypes might be in dispersion (alleles in 

opposite direction) SO that allelic interaction and interaction with environment might have 

brought about differential expression in different environments. 

Classical genetic analysis provides some examples of allele dispersicn. The first in plants 

may come from Nicoriana rustica. Transgressive segregants for plant height and and flowering 

time (B2 and B35) were obtained from a cross between two cultivars ( I  x 5) (Jinks and Perkins, 

1969; Perkins and Jinks, 1973). Simultaneous analysis of the two contrasting crosses (I x 5 and 

B2 x B35) indicated the allele dispersion in the original cultivars (Jayasekara and Jinks, 1976). 

Appearance of transgressive segregation was also reported in rice for ti!ler angle (Xu and Shen, 

1992). 

The deviation of RIL mean from mid-parental value was observed for a number of 

components of resistance to shoot fly. According to Holland (2001), any dev~ation from 

predictions based on the additive model can be attributed to epistasis. It appears that genetic 

control of most of the components of shoot fly resistance involves epistatic gene interaction. 

However, for some components (viz., seedling height and seedling vigour), no significant 

deviation of RIL mean from mid-parental value has been observed, so epistatic gene interactions 

appear to be of limited importance for these traits in this RIL population. Xu (1997) opined that 

if no significant epistasis can be detected by biometrical analysis, transgressive segregation in the 

populations derived from two genetic stocks provides evidence for allele dispersion. This 

opinion corroborates a high proportion of transgressive segregants noticed in the present study 

for seedling vigour and seedling height. This observation is further supported by QTL analysis 

that revealed contribution of alleles from both the parents for increasing the expression of these 

traits. 

5.6.2 Breeding for shoot fly resistanse 

It is revealed from phenotypic data analysis that glossiness is under the control of major 

loci, recorded with high heritability estimates, high rank correlation coefficients across all the 

screening environment-combinations, and low levels of G x E interactions. Molecular analysis 

detected a major QTL explaining a consistently high proportion of total phenotypic variation for 

this trait across the screening knvironments and non-significant Q x E interaction was observed 
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for this chromosomal region. Based on these observations it may be concluded that breeders 

should be able to handle the manipulation of glossiness trait in routine breeding programs. Xu 

(1997) pointed out that the major QTLs would be ones with high heritability, easily manipulated 

through traditional breeding practices and may already be fixed in many breeding lines. The 

o p p o m i t y  to develop elite lines with increased expression of glossiness therefore appears 

promising. The estixiated genetic parameters indicate that single trait selection may be used to 

rapidly accrue favorable genes for shoot fly resistance component traits. Glossiness app&rs to 

have the potential to be used for indirect selection for shoot fly resistance. 

The moderate to high heritability estimates for shoot fly resistance components traits 

indicated that improvement should be possible for these traits by phenotypic selection of lines in 

this population. Single trait selection based on progeny mean performance apparently will be 

useful in accumulating favorable genes for the trait under selection. The present study thus 

indicates that shoot fly resistance could be improved through selection and breeding giving 

emphasis on highly heritable traits (viz., glossiness and trichome density). Selection for these 

traits allows progress by selection in environment E3 where the level of resistance is more 

influenced by environment and hence efficiency of selection of genotypes only based on 

deadheart damage is reduced. 

The significant deviation @ < 0.05) of the population mean towards BTx623 from its 

mid-parental value in screening environment E3 may reflect a difficulty in recovering breeding 

lines with the same level of resistance as that of IS 18551. The transgressive segregation 

observed for trichome density in this population suggests that the trichome density can be 

increased above the level found in the resistant parent. However, the expression of varying 

trichome dmsity on either surface in the present study indicates a role of epistatic gene 

interaction for this trait. Though the frequency of lines showing consistent performance for low 

deadheart damage or high level of resistance is observed to be low in the present study, it is 

expected that additive gene action and additive x additive gene interaction might be fixed in 

these lines. These lines could be exploited in a breeding program to recover lines with higher 

levels of  resistance. 



The estimates of genetic advance indicated that the best screening environment for 

improving individual shoot fly resistance components is E2. However, genetic advance was 

predicted to be greater through indirect selection in screening environment E3 where high shoot 

fly pressure is prevailing. This is due to the fact that the components of resistance in E3 are 

highly significantly and negatively correlated with direct measures of snoot fly resistance. In 

addition, the levels of correlation coefficients were significantly higher in E3 than in the other 

two screening environments. Because of differential response of the RILs in different 

environments, selection based on any single environment will be less efficient than indirect 

selection based on a combination of environments. It is considered that evaluation and selection 

should be conducted under optimum shoot fly pressure to take advantage of correlated responses. 

In addition, evaluation and selection under optimum shoot fly pressure ensures the preservation 

of genotypes for shoot fly resistance. 

The lack of segregation for high level of resistance (or low deadheart damage) even in 

genetically variable RILs may be cited as the reason for reasearchers have been unable to 

increase level of shoot fly resistance in sorghum. The reason also holds good for non- recovery 

of high frequency of glossy lines. However, by selecting extreme progenies for the component 

traits in RILs across the environments it would be possible to develop cultivars with comparative 

or even higher level of shoot fly resistance possessing higher yield potentiality. In addition, 

based on the concept that lines with alleles present in frans lead to transgressive segregants due 

complementation, intercrossing between moderately susceptible may be practiced to recover 

lines with high level of resistance. This is supported by Snijders, (1990) who reported that 

crosses with moderately susceptible genotype for head blight caused by Fusarium culmoncm 

resulted in offspring with very high resistance levels and transgression for resistance wheat. 

5.6.3 Detection of QTLs for components of resistance to shoot fly 

Identification of individual genes contributing to shoot fly resistance could lead to several 

applications. First it could improve the efficacy of selective breeding, especially for traits with 

low heritability (Soller and Beckmann, 1988; Lander and Thompson, 1990). Glossiness was 

observed to have high heritability, genetic control by major loci with epistatic gene action and a 

major QTL for this trait was detected explaining a high proportion of the observed phenotpic 

variance for this trait across screening environments. It appears that selection in a single 
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environment for this trait may be adequate to separate of resistant and susceptible lines based on 

glossy and non-glossy leaf blades. 

Screening of genotypes for shoot fly resistance component traits other than glossiness 

have rarely been incorporated into applied breeding programs due to the time consuming nature 

o f t i s h o m e  counting (microscopic) and the low heritability of other traits Despite genetic 

variability observed for various traits in the present study, their genetic improvement using 

conventional selection based on phenotype alone is diWculr Application of marker-assisted 

methods for such traits has the potential to greatly enhance the efficiency of selection 

However, in the present study, a few QTLs for the resistance components with low 

heritability (viz., seedling vigour and seedling height) were detected. And no QTLs for other 

components of resistance have been detected. Reason for lack of identification of QTLs for other 

traits could be lack of linkage disequillibrium between the markers used and QTLs for the traits 

Because the identification of markers linked to QTLs depends on the amount of linkage 

disequillibrium present in the population. According to Tenvilliger (2001) the correlation 

between the observed marker locus genotypes and trait phenotypes is a convolution of the 

correlation between marker and resistance locus genotypes and the correlation between trait 

locus genotypes and observed phenotypes. Ifthe linkage relationships are very strong, then the 

power of a test is a function of the trait locus genotype-phenotype relationship In the present 

study lack of identification of QTLs for other components of resistance indicates that both the 

relationships are weak for the portions of the genome that were marker genotyped in the subset 

of 93 RILs. Failure to identify QTLs for other traits despite number of markers genotyped could 

also be due to smaller population size used in the present study and incomplete genome coverage 

of the skeleton map. 

Rapid advances in molecular marker technology have helped to develop highly saturated 

sorghum molecular maps (Bhattramakki el at., 2000) and have made it possible to identify some 

of the map locations of gene blocks contributing to shoot fly resistance components in the 

Present investigation. QTLs described in the present study would provide initial tools for testing 

MAS approaches to retaining and combining quantitative resistance trait loci for the control of 

shoot fly resistance in sorghum. Lfthe cost and time required in DNA extraction of large number 
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of samples are minimized t h u g h  advanced technologies, the markers linked to QTLs for 

glossiness may be used as reliable tool for selection for resistance to shoot fly. 

The availability of a permanent mapping populations such as the RILs used in this study 

will greatly facilitate the mapping of new DNA markers in the sorghum genome. In concurrent 

studies, this RIL population may be used to develop a public genetic linkage map (based on 

SSRs) and for mapping QTLs responsible for genetic variation described in the present study. 

Seeds of these lines may be distributed to different laboratories and mapping data may be added 

to the existing database, and markers may be available freely to the public. In addition to the 

mapping of new DNA markers, the RILs are being evaluated for various quantitative shoot fly 

resistance traits in multiple environments in order to test the significance of G x E interaction for 

these traits (personal communication with scientists at ICRISAT, Patancheru). The experimental 

material also provides the ideal material to study the real contnbution of each resistance 

component to the target trait, for example the association of glossiness with deadhearts, and 

hchome density with deadhearts. Also RILs ca be used to study G x E interaction for the target 

trait. 

5.6.4 Population size 

Greater population size is needed to trace more recombination events (occurrence of 

single and double cross-overs). For example, in a small population size the small number of 

recombinants observed does not necessarily mean that the two markers are tightly linked. 

Confirmation of putative linkage associations detected in this population can be obtained when 

associations are tested in large population size. Small population bias the linkage distance and 

hence QTL mapping (i.e., for resolution of map and even marker order). The reason behind the 

estimation of linkage distance in turn depends on recombinants or cross-overs. The accuracy 

lies with the estimation of linkage distance including double cross-overs. With higher population 

size the chance of tracing the double cross-overs will be greater and therefore the accuracy of 

estimated linkage distance. Beavis et a1 (1994) and Young (2001) recommended the use of large 

population size in mapping experiments. In the present study effective population size used for 

mapping QTLs for shoot fly resistance components was small (i.e., only 93 NLs). However, the 

results obtained 'can be verified with increased population size (up to 252 RILs) and more 
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number of markers. Further, QTL analysis with full RIL population can be expected to provide 

significant estimates of QTL effects even for the traits with low heritability. 

5.6.5 Correlations 

In the present study none of the resistance components were highly correlated. Some of 

the resistance components varied significantly across the environments and sl~owed no 

correlation or n?n-significant correlation with deadhearts percentages. The weak associations 

observed between components of resistance with established shoot fly resistance traits suggest 

that the genes controlling the traits are different and are not linked. They may be located on 

same chromosome at independently segregating locations or on different chromosomes. 

Therefore, selection has to be conducted separately for each trait. Low levels of phenotypic 

correlations among the traits also indicate that selection for higher or lower levels uf one trait 

would not adversely raise the levels of another trait. Though seedling vigour is significantly 

correlated with deadhearts percentages, its value to the plant breeder in the field conditions is 

questionable unless this relationship is repeatedly demonstrated. Although breeding for 

improved resistance to shoot fly will have certain difficulties because of low heritability, a 

proper screening program using the available resistant germplasm should minimize this 

problem. 

5.6.6 The selection environments 

In the present study, three environments were categorized (based on level of deadheart 

damage ratings in susceptible checks) as having medium shoot fly pressure (in El), optimum (in 

E2) and high (in E3). However, from the point of view of selecting breeding material for shoot 

fly resistance, thdse environments may be classified as: 

More favorable selection environment - E2 

Less favorable selection environment - El 

Least favorable selection environment - E3 

This categorization of'test environments is based on two criteria: first, the relative levels 

of differences between resistant parent and susceptible parent, and resistant parent and 

susceptible control; second the levels of heritability and genetic advance estimated for the target 
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traitThe ability to distinguish a resistant progeny from a susceptible one depends on the 

deviation of the performance of resistant parent (with respect to deadheart damage ratings) from 

susceptible parent (PI-P2) and susceptible check (C-P2) in the test environments. In test 

environment E2, these deviations were greater in the ~nltial stage and increased funher In second 

stage of seedling observations (Figure 8A-B). In E l ,  these deviatiolls were comparable to those 

observed in E2 for deadheart 1 (%), but decreased marginally for deadheart U (%) Further the 

deviations were significantly lower in E3 at stage 1 than that observed In E2 and El  and further 

decreased observation stage U. 

The estimates of broad sense her~tabil~ty and pred~ction genetic gain were signlticantly 

higher in E2 that1 those obtained for data sets from El and E3 (Tables 10 and 12) 

5.6.7 Inconsistency of measurements on plant height in dimerent environments 

It was reported by Quinby and Karper (1945) that a maturity gene Ma1 and plant helght 

gene Dwl in sorghum are closely linked. Lin er a1 (1995) reported stronger association between 

phytochrome and height QTLs in sorghum It was observed thatphyh was associated with height 

QTLs in maize and sorghum (Lin et al., 1995) The reglon near phyh on chromosome 3 is 

associated with QTLs for height and flowering in rice In addition, major QTLs detected wlth 

relatively large effects for heading date in most of the studies correspond well with the 

photoperiod sensitivity genes identified previously (Yu el a / ,  2002). Yano et a1 (2000) further 

defined a genomic region as a candidate for the Hd-1 locus, whlch I S  allel~c to Sel (photoperiod 

sensitive gene) and has high homology with CONS7'ANTS, a gene for flower~ng t ~ m e  in 

Arabidopsis. In addition, epistatic interactions for plant height and heading date are often 

reported in rice (Yu et al., 2002). Therefore these observations on association between genes for 

plant height and maturity; heading date and photoperiod sensitivity support the lack of 

consistency observed for plant height among RlLs in different screening env~ronments 

(involving kharijand rabi seasons) in the current study. However, results of further mapping 

experiments with the existing population in future may confirm these observations. 

5.6.8 A synthesis 

Shoot fly has been problematic since 1970s as exotic materials were introduced Since 

then several studies have been made regarding genetics and mechanisms of resistance, and 



Stage 1 SUge ll 

Seedl~ng growth stages of observat~on 

Stagc I stage l l  

Seedl~ng growth stages of observat~on 

Figure 8 (A-B). Relative deadhearts rat~ngs (%) due to shoot fly In the 
susceptible parent (PI)  and suscept~ble control (C) devlated from that of the 
resistant parent (P2) during two stages of seedling observations in three 
environments, E l  (kharif, Patancheru), E2 (rabi, Patancheru) and E3 (early 
rabi. Dharwar). 
P 1 : BTx623 (susceptible); P2: IS 1855 1 (resistant); C: CSH I (suscept~ble) 
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screening for resistance. It is observed that frequency of gemplasm resources identified with 

high levels of resistance is low (see 2.1.1.3.1) with none showing immunity. Despite efforts made 

utilizing the existing sources with high level of resistance, the genetic improvement achieved to 

date is limited. The reasons could be: 

1. The genes controlling shoot fly resistance are dispersed through out the genome and 

hence segregate independently. Therefore, change in gene frequency and genotype 

frequency may be low unless very large segregating populations and efficient screening 

methods can be employed. Hence, lower frequency of genotypes with higher level of 

resistance in breeding populations of the sizes typically used in applied sorghum breeding 

in India. 

2. The genes controlling the character might be in dispersive condition rather in association, 

and in addition, interactions between the alleles and loci in dispersive condition make the 

conventional transfer and selection difficult. 

3. The genotypes with desired alleles might have been eliminated during the course of 

breeder selection only based on deadhearts damage which could be due to Due to 

interaction with environment 

4. Insufficient replication (at individual screening sites as well as in space and time) based 

selection procedures that are required for success with a low heritability trait like shoot fly 

deadhearts damage lo/- 

Published reports show that sorghum shoot fly resistance breeding programs have been 

concentrated for more than 3 decades on the following: 

1. Evaluation of germplasm resources to identify superior resistance sources. 

2. The transfer of resistance from source material to agronomically superior line usually by 

single cross hybridization followed by repeated backcross hybridization. 

3. Improvement of resistance by pedigree breeding. The inbreds obtained by selling 

followed by selection during each generation. 

4. The lines are mostly derived for resistance in addition to high yield. 

5.  Subsequent utilization of these derived lines in breeding for improved levels of resistance 

in agronomically superior genetic backgrounds. 
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The breeding for shoot fly resistance might have led to a decrease in number of favorable 

alleles available in the derived breeding populations. The situation is quite contrast to the one in 

wild species, where the species is cleistogamous, con~pletely self-pollinated and cross- 

incompatible or non-interfertile with the cultivated sorghum. But these wild relatives are immune 

to shoot fly. Because the alleles are fixed due to continuous self-pollination the alleles are in 

association and are being maintained. The genetic shucture thus being maintained in wild species 

is said to be co-adaptive complexes. However, the alleles for shoot fly resistance in cultivated 

accessions might be in dispersion (which is evidenced in the present study for some resistance 

components), and therefore the expression of resistance cannot be predicted to be high in 

subsequent generations. The situation has become so worse that even the cultivated resistance 

sources also do not show the same levels of performance in each season or location or in the next 

generation due to outcrossing with susceptible geneotypes. This is because of interaction 

between favorable and unfavorable alleles or alleles responsible for high level of resistance 

might not be sufficient enough to have desired effect and thereby allowing the plants susceptible 

to shoot fly when infectation levels are severe. If the favorable genes present are not in 

association the chance that individuals with all the genes responsible for high levels of resistance 

in IS 18551 has been reduced in the RILs since the number of latter is small relative to the size of 

the perfect population in which one could reasonably expect one such perfect segregant. The 

component characters may not have been liked to shoot fly in these plants therefore may not be 

strongly rejected by shoot fly. During the process of natural and applied pedigree selection, it 

might not be possible to retain the genes for high level of resistance. Alternatively, it might be 

possible that the genes for resistance in cultivated and wild species are different. In either case, 

population breeding with a recurrent selection approach is considered to be useful in pyramiding 

such diverse but large number of genes. 

The results obtained in the present study differ from previous studies made by several 

authors. This might be due to previous lack of assessment of the traits in proper breeding 

material and diverse environments. 'The number of genotypes used in previous studies wcre small 

thus limiting the information provided about the potential for genetic improvement of shoot fly 

resistance. Therefore, in the present study a reasonably large number of diverse recombinant 

inbred lines of sorghum have been utilized. Their evaluation in additional diverse environments 

could be used to study further the genetics of shoot fly resistance. 
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None of the recombinants with high levels of expression of individual res~stance 

components (even higher than the resistant parent e.g,, trichome density) were found to have 

resistance levels higher than the resistant parent. It is possible that genes controlling individual 

components are not linked to each other and high levels of resistance (i.e., low deadhearts%) i s  

very rare, so a very large population would have to be expected to find such segregants. Thls 

is corroborated by the observations of negative or very low degrees of association existlng 

between the component resistance traits. Even in previous studies using different breedlng 

material it was also concluded that genes for all of the components are important to the final 

expression of resistance. 

It appears that the breeding strategy has to be changed to look for other components of 

resistance at biochemical level. In other words resistance components and mechanisms operating 

in the wild relatives of sorghum need to be studied detail. The results obtained from study of 

wild species could then be extended to the breeding material used in the present study. While 

simultaneously generating the data the experiment may be evaluated for resistance at diverse 

environments. And also may be studied for other components of reslstance. The lack of h~gh 

levels of resistance noticed in the present material, supported by similar previous reports 

indicates that antibiosis factors that are detrimental to shoot fly even at h~gh  level of lnfestat~on 

are lacking in cultivated sorghum accessions. It remains to be seen whether such antiblos~s 

factors can be documented in wild relatives ofthis crop 

In formulating future breeding strategies for reslstance to shoot fly In sorghum, the 

following issues may be addressed seriously 

1 .  Why do the susceptible checks show consistently high susceptibility across the 

environments, while the "so called resistant cultivars" show variable levels of reslstance In 

same set of environments? 

' 2. Why are some wild accessions immune to shoot fly attack? What are the reslstance 

components strongly associated with this immunity that are not present in cuhvated 

sorghum and why the level of expression of the trait is less or variable in cultivated typesq 



I hese querles are ralsed wlth the opinion that the tnechanism of antibiosis corltributes more to 

highcr levels of rcsistancr than (lo nlc~c rioti-l)~cfc~e~lcc rllcclla~iis~ns illat lilny fail u~itlcr no- 

choice conditions and high pest population levels I t  is necessary to look for identification of the 

antibiosis factor@) operating in wild accessions. Breeding for such characters should be 

concentrated in future to identify the resistant lines arld itltercrossing nurnbcr of such lines with 

agronomically elite sorghunis to dcvelop a population that call be subjected to selection to 

incrcase frcclucncy of  dcsirablc allclcs I:urtlicr b~cedirig tilay be continued to isolate the lines 

with high level of expression of the desired characters (both resistance and agronomic eliteness). 

The problem may be posed to the cxpcrts in different disciplines to look for the solution 

in different ways For utilization of wild spccies, the expertise is riccdcd in different fields, 

including cytogeneticists, niolecular biologists, biochemists and statisticians in addition to plant 

breeders and entomologists to bring meaningful collaboration Ilowever, recent advances in 

genetic engineering approaches niay substitute conventiorlal approaclics in sorghunl Efforts are 

being ~rlade to develop transgenic sorglluiil with ~csistancc to shoot fly (personal cotiirnunication 

with Scientists at ICRISAI', I'atarichcru) 

3 Why the resistant parent even under choice condition is highly infested by the shoot fly? 

Does it mean that the lilnited (if any at all) antibiosis [actors present in the resistant parent 

are not strong enough to brlng about stable resistance? 

The study of pest resista~lce i n  crops has cntcrcd a new era l'lic new tcchtlology of 

niolccular tools can afl'old tlic gcnctic dissection of ~csistance to pests Yet significant 

challenges remain especially in understanding the coiilplex resistance traits In contrast to 

Mendellian traits, one seeks the genes that influence the entire complex of traits rather than that 

cause individual components of the complex Newer arid more imaginative approaches are 

needed to achieve this task. We realize that complex traits arise from interactions among the 

multiple genes and environtnents, but most studies ignore these interactions because past 

methods have not been able to deal with them. We need to understand how genes and 

environments work togetlier to produce the co~ilplex traits However, gcnetic disscctiorl of these 

traits needs rllultiple approaches and collaborative efforts and rnuch research as suggested 

earlier I<cgardlcss of tile apl~ro;lc)l takcrl, Iiowcvc~, ~cliablc [)lic~iotyl)ic asscssnlc~it of large 

Ilurnbcr of scglcgnnts will bc CI itical to s~tcccss of the 111osralll 
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These queries are raised with the opinion that the mechanism of antibiosis contr~butes 

more to  higher levels of resistance than do mere non-preference mechanisms that may Fdil under 

no-choice conditions and high pest population levels. ~t IS necessary to look for identification of 

the antibiosis factor(s) operating in wild accessions. Breeding for such characters should be 

concentrated in h ture  to identify the resistant lines and intercrossing number of such llnes with 

agronomically elite sorghums to develop a population that can be subjected to select~on to 

increase frequency of desirable alleles. Further breeding may be continued to isolate the l~nes  

with high level of expression of the desired characters (both resistance and agronomic eltteness) 

The problem may be posed to the experts in different disciplines to look for the solut~on 

in different ways. For utilization of wild species, the expertise IS needed in different fields. 

including cytogeneticists, molecular biologists and biochemists an2 statisticians In add~tton to 

plant breeders and entomologists to bring meaninghl collaboratton 

3. Why the resistant parent even under choice condition is highly infested by the shoot fly3 

Does it mean that the limited (if any at all) antibiosis factors present In the resistant parent 

are not strong enough to brtng about stable reststance? 

The study of pest reststance In crops has entered a new era The new technology of 

molecular tools can afford the genetlc dissect~on of reststance to pests. Yet s~gnificant 

challenges remain especially in understanding the complex resistance traits In contrast to 

Mendellian traits, one seeks the genes that influence the entire complex of traits rather than that 

cause individual components of the complex. Newer and more imaginative approaches are 

needed to  achieve this task. We realize that complex traits arise from Interactions among the 

multiple genes and environments, but most studies Ignore these interactions because past 

methods have not been able to deal with them. We need to understand how genes and 

environments work together to produce the complex traits. However, genetic dissection ofthese 

traits needs multiple approaches and collaborative efforts and much research as suggested 

, earlier. Regardless of the approach taken, however, reliable phenotypic assessment of large 

number of segregants will be critical to success of the program. 
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The actual cost required to identify genomic region 1s a function of higher costs Incurred 

in genotyping the individuals of mapping population rather than phenotyp~ng However. 

accuracy in phenotyping, and the required skills and manpower cannot be sacrificed to ach~eve 

efficacy of application of markers in any plant breeding program 

5.7 Future line of work 

1. The success of transfer of QTLs depends on the close llnkage of assoc~ated marker(s) w~th  the 

target QTL. Towards this follgwing points are to be considered 

a) Development of high denslty linkage maps that are essent~al to screen the population w~th  

a number of linked marken. 

b) Once QTLs with high LOD score explaining large portions of phenotypic variance are 

identified, the fine mapping of the region is needed 

c) An independent sample of RILs derived from the same cross IS needed to check the 

association; this should also be larger than the current 92-entry subset, because ~t 1s 

expected that small size population biases the estimation of QTL effects. 

d) A large number of screening environments is to be considered to reduce the error due to 

environmental effects and blases due to G x E effects. However, for the component tralts 

with high heritability and for which environmental effects are less important (e y .  

glossiness and trichome density), data from appropriate environments are to be clubbed 

together to identify chromosomal regions assoc~ated with these component tralts But the 

phenotypic values for the target trait (with low to moderate helrtabil~ty) may be taken 

across the diverse environments 

e) Most importance has to be given to accuracy in phenotyplng for unbiased estlmatlon of 

QTL effects as well as identification of QTL effects 

f )  Consistency of the estimated QTL posltlons, effects across d~fferent envlronments are 

essential if marker assisted selection is to be most cost effect~ve since the costs of 

detecting QTL,s are high and nl~ght bc most rap~dly recovcred ~f the QTLs dctccted arc 

effective in many production environments and many genetlc backgrounds. Simllar 

studies in other rnapplng populations may help to confirm the Inferences drawn In the 

present study. 
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If markers are tightly linked to QTL, even after a number of backcross generations, the 

linkage should be retained. Such markers are potentially useful in even screening wild species 

and further cloning of the resistance gene(s) responsible for the QTL. 

2. Since the lines are inbreds, B line x tester study using a range of 3-5 testers diffenng markedly 

in their shoot fly resistance may be conducted. The lines with high glossiness intensity may be 

backcrossed with IS 18551 to recover all the alleles for glossiness. Similar approach may be 

followed for trichome density. For selection for glossiness an additional generation of selfing is 

needed since it is under the control of the recessive genes. Selection in BCIF2 may be done for 

mchome densities higher than the resistant parental line (IS 18551) on both lower and upper 

surfaces, and for lines with highly glossiness intensity. 

3. The present study has identified some molecular markers linked to components of resistancc 

to shoot fly under a range of shoot fly pressures that will help in molecular fine mapping tightly 

linked markers. Genomic regions in which these QTLs have been detected now need to be 

saturated with markers to achieve an average marker density greater than 1 per cM in fine 

mapping populations derived from crosses of selected RILs and their elite susceptible parent 

BTx623. This can help to understand the genetic interaction among traits contributing to shoot 

fly resistance and pleiotropy or tight linkage of genes controlling the component traits. 

4. The component traits may be tested in the presence or absence of stress, because the 

expression of resistance or susceptibility by the individual depends on interaction bctween host 

and insect. The differential expression in different environments cannot be explained only based 

on G x E interaction, but has to be explained in terms of interaction between the host plants and 

insect pests. 

5. One reason for low frequency of lines with high intensity of glossiness might be due to 

maternal effects. However, this has to be confirmed by progeny of the reciprocal cross. 

~ 6 .  Research efforts may be concentrated on tissue-specific expression for antibiosis factors, since 

Shoot fly attacks during 10 to 30 days after emergence, and that too targeting &rowing point. 

Studies on induced expression and meristematic tissue specific expression of the biochemical 
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facton that deter growth and development of larvae may be conducted in addition to phenotypic 

components of resistance. 

7. The money spent on screening the material only for deadhearts (%) can be diverted to look for 

other components, that bring about resistance in wild species but are lacking in cultivated 

accessions. These might be structural or biochemical and are nothing but antibiosis factors 

responsible for deterring shoot fly attack in non-host relatives of cultivated sorghum. 

8. The possibility of overdominance of loci as a reason for hansgression of hichorne density in 

the RILs can be excluded by successively selfing the transgressive individuals to determine if 

they maintain the'same phenotype in advanced generations. 



Summary 



VI. SUMMARY 

Sorghum is an important cereal crop in semi-arid areas of Asian and Africa Major 

constraints in sorghum production include crop damage due to insect pests. Shoot fly is one of 

the serious pests attacking sorghum crop during seedling stage. Progress in genetic manlpulat~on 

is hindered by lack of understanding of inheritance of quantitative resistance to shoot fly attack 

in appropriate material. Conventional breeding supplemented by marker based selection, could 

ease in improving the level of resistance. Detection of markers linked to QTLs assoc~ated with 

quantitative insect resistance (target trait and component traits) is the first step in appllcatlon of 

molecular markers in plant breeding. Therefore, present investigation was initiated w~th  the 

following objectives. 

1, phenotyping RILs for the components of resistance to shoot fly under three different 

environments. 

2. study of genetic architecture of component characters of res~stance in relation to varying 

levels of shoot fly infestation. 

3 .  Survey of parental polymorphism at DNA level using SSR markers. 

4. Genotyping the subset of RIL population with the number of SSR markers showing 

polymorphism. 

5 Construction of genetic linkage map and identification of QTLs for resistance to shoot fly 

and its component traits using the marker genotyped subset of the RU, population 

A set of 252 RILs (F5.6) derived from the cross between BTx 623 (S) and IS 18551 

@) were used for phenotypic evaluation and a subset ofthis mapping population consisting of 93 

RJLs (Fa,,) was used for genome mapping with SSR marker. 

The experimental material consisting of 252 RILs, two parents and two susceptible 

controls was evaluated for shootfly resistance and its component traits, and agronomic tralts 

under artificial infestation In three environments v ~ z . ,  El (kharlf; Patancheru), E2 (rahi, 

patanchew) and E3 (early rahi, Dhanvar). Based on the varylng range of deadhearts (%) 

observed in susceptible control CSH 9 in three screening environments, these environments were 

catedorised as moderate shoot fly pressure (E2), optimum (El )  and high pressure (E3) 

The two parents differed phenotypically for shoot fly resistance tralts (oviposition% and 

deadhearts%), the component traits and agronomic traits in individual environments However, 
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the range of parental mean values for these traits varied across the environments. The resistant 

parental line IS 18551 was recorded with high leaf glossiness. high seedling iigour. high 

trichome density (lower and upper leaf surfaces), maxinium seedling height and high pseudostein 

length. It was late flowering with maximum plant height at rrlaturity and low grain )ield per 

plant. The susceptible parental line BTx623 was non-glossy. with low seedling kigour. no 

trichomes, and minimum seedling height and pseudosten1 length. It was early in flowering \vitll 

lower plant height and higher grain yield. It was highly susceptible to shoot fly damage. 

Variances due to genotypes (Fb bulk R1C.s) were significant for all the traits studied based 

on  performance in individual environments and averaged over these environments. The estimates 

of genotypic variance and genotype x environment interactio~i i.,lriance were significant for all 

the observed traits except trichorne density (upper leaf surface). 

Variability was observed for all the traits studied and high \,ariability \vas noticed ill 

screening environment E2 except for seedling dry &eight. plant heighr and grain yield per plant. 

In general, the level of  PCV (%) was higher than GCV (%). as 1s espccted for the tr?' 11s affected 

by the environn~ent. Consistently high levels of variahilit) \\.ere ohsericd for highl! heritable 

traits [glossiness and trichome density] in all tlie screening enviroumciits. I i o ~ e v c r .  tbr other 

traits [oviposition (%), deadhearts (YO) and seedling height] the levels of percentage variation 

were varied across the environments, while the estimates for coefficient of variation for shoot fl! 

resistance traits, [oviposition (%) and deadhearts (%)I were higher in tlie initial stage of seedling 

growth than at the later stage in ~ h i c h  observations were collected. Ilowever. for seedling 

vigour highest variability was noticed in the later stage of secdling gro\vrh 

Highly significant and negative correlation coefficients \\ere observed li)r shoot 11. 

resistance measured as oviposition percentage or deadhearts percentage and component traits 

such as glossiness, trichome density and seedling vigour. The t n o  component traits glossincs> 

and trichome density had significantly high heritability in individual and across the three 

screenir~g environments. The shoot fly resistance traits [oviposition (%) and deadhearts (%)I  had 

only modcratcly higli licrit~~hility cstimatcs. 

, Averaged over all the screening environments. the 252 lil1.s showed continuous 

distribution for most of  the traits indicating quantitative naturc of thesc traits. The skeucd 

distribution observed for the traits glossiness (bimodal distribution) and trichonle density 011 

upper leaf surface (non-normality), and continuous distribution tbr trichome density on lower 

leaf surface with range of phellotypes indicate the genetic control oftlicsc traits under the control 
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of major loci. The low frequency of individuals with high intensity of glossiness suggests thc 

recessive nature of  the trait. High frequency of Rl1.s wit11 presence 01' trichonies indicate tllc 

dominant nature of trichonie density. Varying range of phenotypes for intensity of gossincss arid 

trichome density indicate the action and interaction of favorable and unfavorable alleles at 

different loci. 

Deviation of the RIL population mean from niidparental values Isas observed for most of 

the traits indicating the role of epistatic gene action for the expression of these traits. .I.hc 

equality of  the mean of RILs and mid-parental value for seedling height and seedling vigour 

indicates that genes for these traits are in linkage equilibrium and variatiori is predoniinantly duc 

to additive gene action. Transgressive segregants with phenotypic values outside the parental 

limits were observed for most of tlie traits except for high intensit) of glossines.; and lo\\ 

deadhearts (%). In general. for the traits with RIL nieans less than llic niid-parerital value, tllc 

proportion of  transgressive RlLs were higher for those outside the lo\$ scoring parent and ~ ~ c e  

versa. In no case was the expectation of equality of frequency of inbred lying outside the parental 

limits of  Btx623 and IS 18551 observed. This shows that there were different proportion of 

desired and undesired alleles in both the parents for all of the traits observed in this study. 

In general, predicted percentage gain estimates over RIL population mean was high in 

environment E2 for all the traits studied except for seedling height, time to 50% flowering and 

plant height. High genetic gain estimates observed in screening environliient E2 \wrc attributed 

to high levels of  genotypic variance and high mean of selected individuals (highest Sol0 )  over tlic 

population mean in comparison to estimates observed in other screening cnvi~onn~cnth I:or 111051 

of the traits measured at two stages (oviposition, deadhearts and seedl~ng height). genetic gain 

estimates were higher in tlie initial stage of seedling grout11 compared to the latc.1 stage ol  

seedling growth. In contrast, for seedling vigour, predicted genetic gain was higher at the Inter 

stage of seedling growth. However, the levels of prediction gain for this trait were comparable at 

both the stages in environment E2. Prediction genetic gain estimates for glossiness and 

trichome density were higher in postrainy season (across the locations) than in the rainy season. 

Prediction correlated genetic gain was high for shoot fly resistance whcn i~ighly lieritabe traits 

such as glossiness and trichome density were used as indirect selection criteria 

Highly significant rank correlations were observed for all the traits among all the pairs of 

environmental combinations, except for seedling vigour 11 and ovi~osition 11, indicating 

similarity in the rank orders for all the traits in all the envll~nments. Ho\\.ever. varyill& levels 
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rank ~orrelat lon coefficients observed across the pars of en~~ronmenta l  c o m b ~ ~ i a t ~ o n s  for the 

components with lo\% herltablllty lndlcate the effect of c~i\~ronrnentdI I,~itors In [hell c\prc\\lon 

Cons~stency of rank correlation coefficlenth with hlgli le\els \$as oherved for the traits 

gloss~ness and trlchome density across the palrs of screen~ng en\ ~ronnients ind lc~tc  that G \ F 

interactton for these tram IS less Important 

A subset of  the mapplrig p o p ~ l ~ ~ t l o n  conslstlng ol 93 Rll \ ( I  , - )  \ \ , I \  used for gcnotqpllig 

w ~ t h  44 SSR m r k e r s  A {Inkage map was constructed w ~ t h  23 polqmorpli~c. marker I O U ,  based 

on which composite lntenal  maPPlng (CIM) h a s  pertarmed u \ ~ n g  I'lnhQ FL for the data wts 

from each of the three screening environments Genet~c reglons with a 1-01) score greatcr than a 

threshhold of 2 5 were ident~fied as putatlve QTLs for the tram under study The analys~s overall 

Identified 8 QTLs for shoot fly reslstance components based on s~ngle environnient analy5eh 

One major QTL for glosslness located on l~nkage group J \\a\ ~ d t n t ~ f i c d  M ~ n u r  011 s for 

seedling vlgour I (one), seedl~ng vlgour (two) seedl~ng hclglit I (three) seedllng he~glit I1 (one) 

and grain y ~ e l d  (one) were also ldent~fied One major QTL, for glo\s~ncss ( Y/xpY.l-X'rxp(j3) was 

detected on LG J, w ~ t h  phenotyp~c varlance expla~ned ranglng from 34 1 to 46 5% In the three 

screening environments H ~ g h  expresslon by the QTL for glosslness u a s  observed in the 

postra~ny season across the two testlng locat~ons Further the largest cons~stent effect for 

glossiness due to the QTL on LG J co-mapped w ~ t h  reglon assoc~dtcd \ \ ~ t h  deadhearts (%) under 

high shoot fly pressure The two traits also showed h ~ g h  lecels of assocldtlon w ~ t h  each other In 

this environment Thls QTL may be useful target for mdrker-asa~sted \clect~on for shoot 11) 

reslstance In sorghum 

QTL analys~s across two-env~ronnient comb~natlons and Jcross J I I  three cnvlronnicnts 

dlso detected QTL for gloss~ncss w ~ t h  cons~stently liigli phenot)p~c varianic eupidlncd 

S~gnificant Q x E ~nteractlon was observcd for seedling vlgour dn~l \ ~ c d l ~ ~ i g  he~glit I louejcl 

non-significant Q x E lnteractlon was observed for the tra~t  glossiness 1 he rcglons identlficd lor 

seedllng vlgour were co-mapped with reglons for seedling he~glit QTI s detected for secdl~ng 

vlgour and seedling helght based on single environment and JLross env~ronment analys~s were 

pos~t~oned on  linkage groups A, C and H 

The extreme parental phenotypes for gloss~ness and nonappearance of transgress~ve 

segregants wlth lntenslty of glossiness higher than glossy res~stant parent ~ n d ~ c a t e  the allele 

dssoclat~on In the parents For trlchon~e density, though the two parellts hear extreme phenotype\ 

the Occurrence of  transgressive scgregants indlcatc the preponderar>cc of' '~lleles In ajsoc~dt~on 
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and few loci in dispersion in the parents. The appearance of transgressive segregants. and 

contribution of alleles observed based on QTL analysis (single and across environment analysis) 

for the traits seedling height and seedling vigour indicate thc allele dispersion in the parents as 

well a s  in RILs. 

From breeding point o f  view. the environment in \vhicll high variability obscrvcd for tl-rc 

target traits is considered appropriate for selection purpose. ~c l rc t ion  environments in tile 

present study were categorised based on prediction gain estimates for resistance, and observatiorl 

on deadhearts (%) in resistant parent deviated from susceptible parent and susccptiblc control. 

The environment E2 was categorised as more favorable selection enlironment lhan 1':l and I:.? 

where high prediction genetic gain estinlates for deadhearts, and Iiigli deviations for deadhcarts 

(%) in resistant parent from susceptible parent and susceptible control wcrc recorded. 

The present study has assumed the feasibility of identifying QTLs for shoot fly 

resistance. Further experiments may be conducted using the whole set of Rl1,s and additional 

markers to identify and locate other QTLs with consistent effects across cnvironments. 

Ultimately high levels of resistance ~ ~ s e f u l  to farmers arc likely to he only achieved by 

pyramiding multiple resistance loci into single agronomic elite genotypes. 

Parental performance and RII. nicall performancr Ibr g lo \~ i~ icss  were co~isistcllt acrosh 

the environments suggest that reliable evaluation of this trait is possible. The niodcrate to high 

heritability estimates for shoot fly resistance component traits indicates that improvement 

relative to the RIL population mean should be possible for these traits by phenotypic selection of 

lines in this population. Single trait-selection based on mean performance apparently will hc 

useful in accumulating favorable genes for the trait under selection. llowcver. a form of multiple 

trait selection with the aid of markers linked to different component traits will be useful fur 

improved level of  resistance. The present study thus indicates that shoot fly resistance could be 

improved through selection and breeding if emphasis is given to highly heritable colnpo~lcllt 

traits such a s  glossiness and trichome density. 
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Appendices 



Appendix 1. Details on pedigree of RILs (F,) of 
cross BTx623 X IS 18551 

Origin Pedigree 
25701 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-1-1-1-1-1 
25702 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-2-1-1-1-1 
25703 (BTX623xIS 18551)-3-1-1-1.1 
25704 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-4-1-1-1-1 
25705 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-5-1-1-1.1 
25706 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-6-1-1-1.1 
25707 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-7-1-1-1-1 
25708 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-8-1-1-1-1 
25709 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-9-1-1-1-1 
25710 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-10-1-1-1.1 
25711 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-11-1-1-1-1 
25712 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-13-1-1-1-1 

25713 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-15-1-1-1-1 
25714 (BTX623 x IS 18551)-16-1-1-1-1 

25715 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-17-1-1-1-1 
25716 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-18-1-1-1-1 
25717 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-19-1-1-1-1 
25718 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-20-1-1-1-1 
25719 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-21-1-1-1-1 
25720 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-23-1-1-1-1 
25721 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-25-1-1-1-1 
25722 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-26-1-1-1-1 
25723 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-27-1-1-1-1 

991524 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-28-1-1-1 
25724 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-30-1-1-1-1 
25725 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-31-1-1-1-1 
25726 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-33-1-1-1-1 

25727 (BTX623xIS18551)-34-1-1-1-1 
25728 (BTX 623 x IS 185511.35-1-1-1-1 
25729 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-36-1-1-1-1 

25730 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-37-1-1-1-1 

25731 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-39-1-1-1-1 

25732 (BTX623xIS18551)40-1-1-1-1 
25733 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)41-1-1-1-1 
25734 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-42-1-1-1-1 
25735 (BTX 623 X I S  18551)-44-1-1-1-1 

25736 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-45-1-1-1-1 

25737 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-46-1-1-1-1 

25738 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-47-1-1-1-1 
25739 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-49-1-1-1-1 

25740 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-51-1-1-1-1 

25741 ( B v  623 x IS 18551)-52-1-1-1-1 
(contd.. .) 

(contd.. .) 

Entry Origin Pedigree 
43 25742 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-54-1-1-1-1 
44 25743 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-55-1-1-1-1 
45 25744 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-56-1-1-1-1 
46 25745 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-58-1-1-1-1 
47 25746 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-59-1-1-1-1 
48 25747 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-60-1-1-1-1 
49 25748 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-61-1-1-1-1 
50 75749 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-62-1-1-1-1 
51 25750 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-64-1-1-1-1 
52 25751 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-65-1-1-1-1 
53 25752 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-66-1-1-1-1 
54 25753 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-67-1-1-1-1 
55 25754 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-68-1-1-1-1 
56 25755 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-69-1-1-1-1 
57 25756 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-70-1-1-1-1 
58 25757 (BTX623xIS18551)-72-1-1-1-1 
59 25758 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-73-1-1-1-1 
60 25759 (BTX623xIS18551)-74-1-1-1-1 
61 25760 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-77-1-1-1-1 
62 25761 (BTX623xIS18551)-78-1-1-1-1 
63 25762 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-79-1-1-1-1 
64 25763 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-80-1-1-1-1 
65 25764 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-81-1-1-1-1 
66 25765 (BTX623xlS18551)-82-1-1-1-1 

67 25766 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-84-1-1-1-1 
68 25767 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-86-1-1-1-1 
69 25768 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-87-1-1-1-1 
70 25769 (BTX623xIS18551)-89-1-1-1-1 

71 25770 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-90-1-1-1-1 
72 25771 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-91-1-1-1-1 
73 25772 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-93-1-1-1-1 
74 25773 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-94-1-1-1-1 
75 25774 (BTX623xIS18551)-95-1-1-1-1 
76 25775 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-97-1-1-1-1 
77 25776 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-98-1-1-1-1 
78 25777 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-99-1-1-1-1 
79 25778 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-101-1-1-1- 

80 25779 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-102-1-1-1- 
81 25780 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-103-1-1-1- 
82 25781 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-104-1-1-1- 
83 25782 (BTX 623 x 1S 18551)-106-1-1-1- 
84 25783 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-107-1-1-1- 

(contd.. .) 



(contd.. .) 
228 

(contd.. .) 

Entry Origin Pedigree 
85 25784 (BTX623 XIS 18551)-108-1-1-1-1 

87 25786 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-112-1-1.1.1 
88 25787 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-114-1-1-1.1 
89 25788 (BTX623 x IS 18551)-115-1-1-1.1 
90 25789 (BTX623xIS18551)-117-1-1.1.1 
91 25790 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-118-1-1-1.1 
92 25791 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-119-1-1.1.1 
93 25792 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-121-1-1-1.1 
94 25793 (BTX623xISl8551)-122-1-1.1.1 
95 25794 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-123-1-1-1.1 
96 25795 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-125-1-1-1-1 
97 25796 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-126-1-1-1-1 
98 25797 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-128-1-1-1-1 
99 25798 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-129-1-1-1-1 
100 25799 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-130-1-1-1-1 
101 25800 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-132-1-1-1-1 
102 25801 (BTX623 x IS 18551)-134-1-1-1-1 

103 25802 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-135-1-1-1-1 
104 25803 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-136-1-1-1-1 
105 25804 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-137-1-1-1-1 

106 25805 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-139-1-1-1-1 
107 25806 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-140-1-1-1-1 
108 25807 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-143-1-1-1-1 
109 25808 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-144-1-1-1-1 

110 25809 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-145-1-1-1-1 
1 1  1 25810 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-146-1-1-1-1 
112 25811 (BTX623 x IS 18551)-148-1-1-1-1 

113 25812 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-149-1-1-1-1 
114 25813 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-150-1-1-1-1 
115 25814 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-151-1-1-1-1 
116 25815 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-152-1-1-1-1 

117 25816 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-153-1-1-1-1 

118 25817 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-155-1-1-1-1 

'119 25818 (BTX623 x IS 18551)-157-1-1-1-1 
120 25819 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-158-1-1-1-1 

121 25820 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-160-1-1-1-1 

122 25821 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-161-1-1-1-1 
123 25822 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-163-1-1-1-1 
124 25824 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-166-1-1-1-1 
125 25825 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-167-1-1-1-1 
126 25826 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-168-1-1-1-1 

(contd.. .) 

Enhy Origin Pedigree 
127 25827 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-169-1-1-1-1 
128 25828 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-170-1-1-1-1 
129 25829 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-172-1-1-1-1 
130 25830 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-173-1-1-1-1 

131 25831 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-174-1-1-1-1 
132 25832 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-175-1-1-1-1 
133 25833 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-177-1-1-1-1 
134 25834 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-178-1-1-1-1 
135 25835 (BTX 623 XIS 18551)-180-1-1-1-1 
136 25836 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-181-1-1-1-1 
137 25837 (BTX623 x IS 18551)-182-1-1-1-1 

138 25838 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-184-1-1-1-1 
139 25839 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-185-1-1-1-1 
140 25840 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-186-1-1-1-1 

141 25841 (BTX 623 XIS 18551)-187-1-1-1-1 
142 25842 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-189-1-1-1-1 
143 25843 (BTX623 x IS 18553)-191-1-1-1-1 
144 25844 (BTX 623 XIS 18551)-192-1-1-1-1 
145 25845 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-193-1-1-1-1 

146 25846 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-194-1-1-1-1 
147 25847 (BTX623xIS18551)-195-1-1-1-1 
148 25848 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-196-1-1-1-1 
149 25849 (BTX623 x IS 18551)-197-1-1-1-1 
150 25850 (BTX623xIS18551)-198-1-1-1-1 
151 25851 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-199-1-1-1-1 
152 25852 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-201-1-1-1-1 
153 25853 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-203-1-1-1-1 
154 25854 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-204-1-1-1-1 

155 25855 (BTX623xIS18551)-205-1-1-1-1 
156 25856 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-206-1-1-1-1 
157 25857 (BTX623xIS18551)-207-1-1-1-1 

158 25858 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-208-1-1-1-1 
159 25859 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-209-1-1-1-1 
160 25860 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-210-1-1-1-1 
161 25861 (BTX 623 XIS 18551)-211-1-1-1-1 
162 25862 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-212-1-1-1-1 
163 25863 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-213-1-1-1-1 
161 25861 (BTX623 XIS 18551)-216-1-1-1-1 

165 25865 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-217-1-1-1-1 
166 25866 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-218-1-1-1-1 
167 25867 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-219-1-1-1-1 

168 25868 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-221-1-1-1-1 
(contd.. .) 



(contd.. .) 

Entry Origh Pedigree 
169 25869 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-221-1-2-1-1 

25870 (BTX623xIS 18551)-222-1-1-1-1 

25871 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-222-1-2-1-1 

25872 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-223-1-1-1-1 

25873 (BTX 623 x IS 1855 1)-223-1-2-1-1 
25874 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-224-1-1-1-1 

25875 (BTX 623 x IS 1855 1)-224-1-2-1-1 
25876 (BTX623xIS 18551)-226-1-1-1-1 
25877 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-226-1-2-1-1 

991679 (BTX623 x IS 18551)-227-1-1-1 
25878 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-227-1-2-1-1 
25879 (BTX623 XIS  18551)-228-1-1-1-1 

25880 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-228-1-2-1-1 
25881 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-229-1-1-1-1 
25882 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-229-1-2-1-1 

25883 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-231-1-1-1-1 
25884 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-231-1-2-1-1 
25885 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-232-1-1-1-1 

25886 (BTX 623 x IS 1855 1)-232- 1-2-1-1 
25887 (BTX 623 x IS 185511-233-1-1-1-1 
25888 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-233-1-2-1-1 
25889 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-234-1-1-1-1 
25890 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-234-1-2-1-1 
25891 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-237-1-1-1-1 
25892 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-237-1-2-1-1 

25893 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-238-1-1-1-1 
25894 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-238-1-2-1-1 

25895 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-239-1-1-1-1 

25896 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-239-1-2-1-1 
25897 (BTX 623 X I S  18551)-240-1-1-1-1 
25898 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-240-1-2-1-1 

25899 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-241-1-1-1-1 

25900 (BTX623xIS 18551)-241-1-2-1-1 
25901 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-242-1-1-1-1 

25902 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-242-1-2-1-1 

25903 (BTX 623 x IS 1855 1)-244-1-1-1-1 

25904 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-244-1-2-1-1 

25905 (BTX 623 x IS 1855 1)-245-1-1-1-1 

25906 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-245-1-2-1-1 

25907 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-247-1-1-1-1 

991710 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-247-1-2-1 

25908 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-248-1-1-1-1 

(contd. ..) 
2 2 9  

Origin Pedigree 

25909 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-248-1-2-1-1 

25910 (BTX623~IS18551)-249-1-1-1-1 
2591 1 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-249-1-2-1-1 

25912 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-250-1-1-1-1 

25913 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-250-1-2-1-1 

25914 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-251-1-1-1-1 

25915 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-251-1-2-1-1 
25916 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-252-1-1-1-1 
25917 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-252-1-2-1-1 

25918 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-253-1-1-1-1 
25919 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-253-1-2-1-1 
25920 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-255-1-1-1-1 

25921 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-255-1-2-1-1 

25922 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-256-1-1-1-1 
25923 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-256-1-2-1-1 

25924 (BTX623xIS18551)-258-1-1-1-1 

25925 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-258-1-2-1-1 

25926 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-260- 1-1- 1 - 1 

25927 (BTX 623 x 1s 18551)-260-1-2-1-1 

25928 (BTX 623 x IS 1855 1)-261- 1 - I  - 1 -  1 

25929 (BTX623xIS18551)-261-1-2-1-1 
25930 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-262-1-1-1-1 

25931 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-262-1-2-1-1 
25932 (BTX623xIS18551)-263-1-1-1-1 

25933 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-263-1-2-1-1 
25934 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-265-1-1-1-1 

25935 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-265-1-2-1-1 
25936 (BTX623xIS18551)-266-1-1-1-1 

25937 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-266-1-2-1-1 

25938 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-267-1-1-1-1 

25939 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-267-1-2-1-1 

25940 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-268-1-1-1-1 

25941 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-268-1-2-1-1 

25942 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-270-1-1-1-1 

25943 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-270-1-2-1-1 

25944 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-272-1-1-1-1 

25945 (BTX 623 x IS 1855 1)-272- 1-2- 1- 1 

25946 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-273-1-1-1-1 

25947 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-273-1-2-1-1 

25948 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-274-1-1-1-1 

25949 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-274-1-2-1-1 

25950 (BTX 623 x IS 18551)-276-1-2-1-1 



Appendix XI. Preparation of stock solutions 

CTAB (Cetyl Trimethyl Ammonium Bromide) (2%) buffer 

CTAB 20 g 
1 M Tris 200 ml 
5 M NaCl 280 ml 
0.5 M EDTA 40 ml 
NazSO3 2.5 g 
Distilled water 460 ml 

Add mercaptoethanol (0.1%) fresh while using CTAB (2%) solution. 

Dissolve LVase in water, place in a tube in a boiling water bath for 10 minutes. Allow this 
to cool on a bench and store at -20°C. 

Chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (24: 1) 

Chloroform 240 ml 
Isoamyl alcohol 10 ml 

Store in dark at room temperature. Make up and dispense the solution in a fumed 
cupboard. 

Ethanol (70%) 
Absolute alcohol 70 ml 
Distilled water 30 ml 

Dissolve 292.2 g NaCl in 750 ml water. Make up to 1 litre with water, filter and autoclave. 

Mix equal volumes of the buffered phenol and chloroform: isoamyl alchohol(24: 1). Store 
at 4 OC. 

Sodium acetate (2.5 M, pH 5.2) 

Dissolve 340.2 g Sodium acetate in 500 ml water. Adjust pH to 5.2 with glacial acetic acid 
and make volume up to 1 litre and autoclave. 

Trls HCI (1 M, pH 8.0) 

Dissolve 121.1 g Tris in 800 ml of water. Adjust pH to 8.0 with conc. HCI. Make volume 
up to 1 litre and autoclave. 



EDTA (0.5 M, pH 8.0) 
Dissolve 186.1 g Naz EDTA.2H20 in 800 ml water. Adjust pH to 8.0 with sodium 
hydroxide pellets. Make up volume to 1 litre and autoclave. 

TtoEl buffer 

lMTrisHCIpH8.0 lOml 
1 M EDTA pH 8.0 1 ml 
And make up to 1 litre with sterile distilled water. 

TwEla buffer 

1 MTris CI pH 8.0 50 ml 
0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0 20 ml 

Make volume I J ~  to 1 litre with sterile distilled water. 

10X Tris-Borate Buffer (TBE) (per litre) 

Tris base 108 g 
Boric acid 55 g 
EDTA (0.5 M) pH 8.0 40 ml 
m20 up to 1000 A 

Mix well and store at 4 "C 

6X Gel loading buffer (0.25% Bromophenol blue, 40% sucrose) (10 ml) 

Sucrose 4 g 
Bromophenol Blue 2.5 ml 
mzo Up to 10 ml 

Store at 4 "C. 

Ethidium bromide (I  0 mgtml) 

Dissolve 100 mg ethidium bromide in 10 ml ofdistilled water, wrap tube in aluminium 
foil and store at 4 OC. 
Caution: Ethidium bromide is extremely mutagenic 

Acrylarnide 29 g 
Bisacrylamide I g 
Water (deionised distilled) Up to 100 ml 

Store at 4 OC for 5 1 month 



10% (wlv) Ammonium per sulphate 

Ammonium per sulphate 1 g 
Water (deionised distilled) 10 ml 

Make fiesh stock every week and store at 4 "C. 

TEMED (N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl ethylene diamine) 
Store at 4 OC. 

Loading buffer for nondenaturing PAGE, 5X 

EDTA (0.5 M, pH 8) 10 ml 
NaCl(5 M) I ml 
Glycerol 50 ml 
Distilled water 39 ml 

Add orange dye powder until the colour is sufficiently dark. 

Binding silane buffer 

Binding silane 1.5 p1 
Acetic acid 5 ml 
Ethanol 993.5 ml 

Store at 4 OC 

100 base pairs ladder (50 ngtml) 

100 bp ladder (stock conc. 1 pgtpl) 50 p1 
Blue (6X dye) 165 p1 
TI oEl buffer 785 p1 











Appendix N. Percentage of parental alleles and 
heterozygous loci in 93 RILs of cross BTX623 x IS 
18551 

Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of 
PI parental P2 parental heterozygous 
alleles alleles allel~s 

1 26.2 73.8 0.0 
2 53.5 46.5 0.0 
3 53.5 46.5 0.0 
4 47.7 50.0 2.3 
5 52.5 47.5 0.0 
6 60.5 37.2 2.3 
7 41.9 58.1 0.0 
8 45.2 54.8 0.0 
9 43.6 53.8 2.6 
10 51.2 48.8 0.0 
11 54.5 45.5 0.0 
12 52.4 47.6 0.0 
13 42.9 57.1 0.0 
14 43.2 56.8 0.0 
15 32.6 67.4 0.0 
16 61.4 38.6 0.0 
17 43.2 56.e 0.0 
18 44.2 55.8 0.0 
19 46.3 53.7 0.0 
20 21.4 76.2 2.4 
21 43.2 56.8 0.0 
22 43.2 56.8 0.0 
23 31.0 66.7 2.4 
24 51.2 48.8 0.0 
25 50.0 50.0 0.0 
26 40.9 59.1 0.0 
27 57.1 42.9 0.0 
28 48.6 51.4 0.0 
29 43.2 56.8 0.0 
30 27.9 72.1 0.0 
31 58.1 41.9 0.0 
32 48.8 51.2 0.0 
33 55.8 44.2 0.0 
34 72.1 25.6 2.3 
35 47.7 52.3 0.0 
36 40.9 59.1 0.0 
37 34.9 65.1 0.0 
38 40.9 59.1 0.0 
39 38.5 61.5 ' 0.0 
40 32.6 67.4 0.0 
41 36.8 63.2 0.0 
42 50.0 50.0 0.0 
43 47.7 52.3 0.0 
44 39.5 60.5 0.0 
45 43.2 56.8 0.0 
46 36.4 63.6 0.0 
47 '47.6 52.4 0.0 

(contd.. .) 

Percentage of Percentage of Pcrcenrage of 
EnQ' PI parental P2 parental heterozygous 

alleles alle~lcs alleles 
48 52.9 47.1 0.0 

































;ontd ... 

Entry gl vigl vim alw tlup oviI ovin dhI dhn shtI shtn drywt pslg daf plht yld 

224 4.7 1.9 2.3 57.0 0.5 22.6 71.4 33.6 50.9 22.5 42.1 4.4 7.2 71.5 170.3 13.8 

225 4.7 2.3 2.3 15.1 0.6 21.0 66.7 26.3 57.4 24.2 46.2 4.5 4.3 74.5 174.8 11.5 

226 2.8 2.6 2.3 56.6 3.9 18.4 78.3 24.7 43.3 24.0 44.3 4.6 5.7 71.5 150.3 12.1 

227 3.2 3.2 3.8 75.0 2.8 14.1 75.6 27.2 80.9 19.5 35.0 4.2 2.8 77.8 156.9 6.4 

228 2.8 2.3 1.8 3.9 0.7 14.0 44.6 15.8 20.8 26.4 47.2 4.7 7.0 72.4 192.1 10.7 

229 4.9 1.4 1.3 39.0 0.5 40.0 79.1 53.5 74.0 25.3 41.8 4.6 4.6 71.5 145.0 13.9 

230 4.2 3.2 3.2 62.0 0.5 27.2 71.5 37.6 72.4 20.5 38.9 4.2 3.4 75.2 148.4 8.6 

231 4.4 2.6 2.9 32.8 7.6 22.6 81.3 49.2 76.6 21.7 40.9 4.2 3.4 76.3 172.0 9.4 

232 2.3 1.9 1.9 64.2 5.3 7.7 50.4 5.5 14.7 26.1 . 43.4 4.4 4.4 69.5 127.4 14.4 

233 2.8 3.0 2.8 81.9 5.7 8.6 48.9 8.9 17.3 23.8 42.2 -4.1 3:7 70.1 147.1 13.7 

234 3.3 2.4 1.9 73.1 11.4 13.3 61.5 16.4 29.5 23.2 42.2 4.4 4.7 68.6 147.0 14.2 

235 4.2 1.4 2.2 77.9 7.7 16.7 74.3 19.9 44.8 24.5 43.1 4.3 4.3 70.4 170.7 13.2 

236 4.4 3.0 2.7 49.9 6.8 13.2 61.4 17.1 43.3 22.0 43.0 4.3 3.7 74.4 174.1 14.1 

237 2.1 2.0 2.2 3.3 0.4 22.3 73.2 30.7 65.7 22.0 38.3 4.3 3.1 74.2 159.2 12.9 

238 4.0 1.8 1.2 36.8 0.8 14.9 53.4 9.4 24.3 25.2 46.4 4.8 10.0 66.5 150.5 7.5 

239 2.8 2.4 2.6 3.7 0.4 16.7 75.8 37.8 62.6 21.2 42.6 4.3 3.4 77.0 164.4 13.0 

240 4.7 2.4 2.0 3.4 0.4 36.8 76.4 62.0 67.8 22.1 41.9 4.5 4.1 80.5 199.1 8.3 

241 4.7 2.2 1.9 30.2 0.4 25.0 77.4 38.3 73.3 22.7 43.9 4.4 3.7 82.4 217.4 8.8 

242 2.1 2.6 2.4 78.6 .3.6 15.1 72.9 21.7 40.6 21.5 43.6 4.6 3.9 74.4 154.7 11.7 

243 3.5 3.0 2.3 103.8 5.1 10.9 58.8 20.3 35.5 20.7 42.4 4.3 3.6 72.4 139.9 12.9 

244 3.7 2.2 2.2 79.6 7.9 14.0 63.5 16.3 24.9 22.4 43.6 4.5 4.9 73.6 156.8 9.6 

245 3.5 2.6 2.5 70.3 2.8 12.6 56.7 16.4 33.6 20.7 42.2 4.5 5.3 69.6 151.9 16.6 

246 4.5 3.0 2.3 21.4 0.5 29.1 80.8 44.2 60.5 22.2 43.1 4.7 5.2 66.0 153.6 5.9 

247 4.0 2.3 2.8 39.5 4.2 11.7 69.0 15.3 33.2 21.9 40.5 4.4 4.1 65.8 125.4 4.9 

248 4.9 1.6 1.5 61.4 1.6 41.2 74.3 47.7 71.1 25.1 43.7 4.7 4.1 71.4 133.1 12.2 

249 4.9 2.1 1.3 67.6 2.1 45.7 82.8 60.3 69.5 25.0 43.3 4.7 3.8 70.5 1262 10.0 

250 4.4 2.1 2.3 50.9 0.3 24.6 76.4 32.1 57.1 23.4 44.9 4.4 3.7 76.2 172.2 9.5 

251 4.7 1.4 2.2 25.4 0.5 20.5 70.8 34.4 62.6 21.9 43.8 4.4 3.8 70.7 163.7 9.2 

252 1.4 2.9 2.1 116.8 9.4 7.6 64.3 8.9 15.8 23.4 45.9 4.6 5.3 68.3 148.2 11.6 
C V  

BTx623 4.9 1.8 2.2 3.9 0.5 23.8 73.1 45.6 74.1 21.9 43.7 4.4 3.6 71.9 126.2 13.0 cn 
IS18551 1.2 1.7 2.0 98.2 2.8 5.2 44.7 13.1 20.5 23.9 45.3 4.4 6.5 77.7 201.1 12.0 

CSH1 4.9 1.2 1.9 3.7 0.4 28.8 78.7 54.0 81.3 21.8 39~7 4.4 3.4, 79.6 139.5 12.8 

2968 4.2 4.5 4.0 4.3 0.6 13.5 76.6 36.8 63.1 15.9 33.5 3.9 2.4 94.1 109.6 11.9 
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Present investigation was initiated to study the genetic architecture of host plant resistance to 

shoot fly and its compo;ient traits, and to identify markers linked to QTLs controlling these traits in 

relation to varying levels of shoot fly infestation in sorghum, hfapping population consisting of 252 

RlLs of cross between ATx623 (susceptible) and IS 1855 1 (resistant) was subjected to phenotypic 

evaluation under artificial infestation in three environments. A subset of this mapping population (93 

RILs) was used for genome mapping with SSR markers. The two parents differed for phenotypic 

characters. Variances due to genotypes and G x E interaction were significant for the traits studied. 

Highly significant and negative correlation coefficients were observed between the shoot fly 

resistance traits (oviposion% and deadhearts%) and the component traits, such as, glossiness, 

trichome density and seedling vigour. 

Continuous distribution of RlLs suggested quantitative nature of the traits studied. The 

resistance traits recorded moderately high degree of variability and heritability. Glossiness and 

trichome density recorded consistently high degree of variability, heritability and Spearman's rank 

correlation coefficients, in individual and across the environments. Genetic analysis revealed their 

control by major loci. Predicted correlated genetic gain was high for shoot fly resistance when 

glossiness, trichome density and seedling vigour were used as indirect selection criteria. 

Transgressive segregants with phenotypic values outside the parental limits were observed for most 

of the traits, except for high intensity ofglossiness and low deadhearts 

Parental polymorphism with 96 SSR primer pairs showed 80% of these to be polymorphic, 

and 49% detected gel-scorable polymorphism. A genetic linkage map was constructed in which 23 

markers were assigned to linkage groups (1,Gs) A, B, C, H and J .  QTL analysis for single enviroment 

identified eight QTLs. One major QTL for glossiness (X/xp91-X&pbS) was detected on LG J, with 

high phenotypic variance explained ranging from 34.3 to 46.5% in individual and across the three 

screening environments. Minor QTLs for seedling vigour (three), seedling height (four) and grain 

yield (one) were also identitied. Further the QTL identified for glossiness on LG J co-mapped with 

region associated with deadhearts (%) under high shoot fly pressure. The present study has assumed 

the feasibility of identifying QTLs for shoot fly resistance and pave the way for the use of marker 

assisted selection in breeding for shoot fly resistance. 
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